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ELECTRONIC MUSK SYNTHESIS
www.americanradiohistory.com

Off the peg synchronisers suffer from trying to
be all things to all people.
At Studer, they have a no- compromise
approach: the tailor -made TLS 4000
synchroniser. After all, who knows the needs of

Studer transports better than Studer?
The advantages of this intimate knowledge
are immediately apparent:
Economy.
The TLS 4000 costs less than a'/á' Studer
tape machine.

Versatility.

Performance.

can be supplied as an integral part of the
A810, or as a rack-mounted option for other

Resolves auxiliary references: pilot frequency,
video frame pulses, film bi -phase pulses,
move pulses etc.
Write or 'phone for full details.
Studer TLS 4000. Cut to perfection.

It

Studer transports.
Choice.
Available as a simple chase lock synchroniser
or with a sophisticated local control unit.

Flexibility.
The TLS 4000 will resolve two SMPTE time codes of any standard. There is also
serial remote port.

a RS -232

STUDER
CH-8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01) 840 29'60

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 329 -9576
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502
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EDITORIAL
This month's comment from Keith Spencer -Allen

Electronic music synthesis
This month we turn our attention to electronic music
synthesis or to be more precise, the hardware of electric
musical synthesis. For starters we have Mark Jenkins'
comprehensive update feature which unfortunately had to
be written before the first of this year's European trade
shows and therefore will almost certainly be out of date by
the time you read this. Producing such an article at a time
of ultra rapid development is always a thankless task.
We then gave Richard Elen the crystal ball gazing task of
looking at the role of the synthesiser within the studio
now and in the future. If you are one of the decreasing
number of facilities that doesn't find itself regularly
recording or working with the larger computer
controlled/assisted synthesisers, you may be unaware of the
way in which some of the larger systems are making
serious inroads into what was considered solely the province
of the mixing console, the multitrack and the signal
processing units. With full timecode sync and control, high
quality sampling, resynthesis abilities with storage and
complex waveform manipulation, some synthesisers are
ready to develop in a number of ways -almost all of which
will affect studio life even further. At a recent technical
seminar, one manufacturer stated that they considered the
removal of the recording engineer from the creative
recording process to be part of their design philosophy. They
were quite serious about this as well, not out of any
malevolence towards the engineer but in an effort to reduce
the number of stages between the creative musician and the
recorded output. Within their own immediate applications
they are very close to achieving this with a line of buttons
with similar meanings to <
> > being found on part of
the control section. Richard comes to one conclusion in his
article although the opposite may be the final direction but
whichever is the more correct, it is essential that we know
how close vast changes could be.
The single greatest handicap that the synthesiser has
laboured under is the undesirably strong attachment to the
keyboard. Early synthesiser or more correctly electronic
sound generators designers turned to the conventional
keyboard as it was a quick and easy method of controlling
pitch and other basic sound parameters. The relationship
has survived far beyond its useful life and now it is a major
problem in synthesis. There are of course other input
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methods but they are all difficult in real -time. So much
electronic music often just sounds like a keyboard player
trying to come to musical terms with an instrument capable
of creating sounds and colours far beyond the imaginative
abilities of the user. If it is not this situation then the
synthesiser is being used to mimic sounds or patterns that
would have originally been played on conventional
instruments. There are truly very few musicians who can
approach a synthesiser on equal terms without the machine
taking the lead in the creative instinct.
A very good example of what is possible is the newish
Wendy Carlos album Digital Moonscapes where the
synthesiser was very much under control with imaginative
use of depth and perspective in composition, arrangements
and sound textures.
The arrival of controllers such as the SynthAxe is a great
step forward. The stringed instrument family offers far
more possibilities for control variations than a conventional
keyboard, as well as allowing guitarists the freedom of the
synthesiser, and will hopefully generate some fresh
approaches in a field that has largely been becoming very
dull in recorded output.
In the longer term, I would not be surprised to see the reemergence of instruments similar to the Theremin and the
Martenot. The idea of a synthesiser controller which is
controlled itself by the movements of the musician's body
without his physically touching the instrument, has
certain attractive esoteric connotations that would seem to
match the overall concept for performance requirements
very well.
In a book entitled Music For All Of Us (Simon &
Schuster, New York, 1943) by Leopold Stokowski there is a
passage that reads `When electrical instruments are
relatively perfect, they will free musicians from our present
constant preoccupation with the imperfections and technical
difficulties of instruments. We shall be able to give all our
feeling and thought to the inner essence of the music,
because the instruments will respond with extreme
sensitivity to every difference of feeling in the player and
the music.'
Forty two years after that was written we are starting to
realise some aspects of it -it just took a little longer than it
needed to.
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INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

KENSINGTON EXHIBITION CENTRE, KENSINGTON, LONDON
Electromusic
E.M.O. Systems
Film -Tech Electronics
Formula Sound
Future Film Developments

Allotrope
AKG Acoustics
Britannia Row
Beyer Dynamic

Alpha Audio
Audio Services
Alangrove Associates
Autograph Sales
Audio -Music Marketing
Applied Microsystems
Audio Systems Components
Ablex Audio Video
Audio Video Marketing

Bruel & Kjaer
BASF United Kingdom

HHB Hire & Sales

Harrison Information
Hidley Design
Harman (Audio)
H.W. International
Hayden Laboratories

Bel Marketing

F.W.O. Bauch
Branch & Appleby
Brooke Siren Systems
Clear -Corn Intercom
Cadac Electronics
Cetec International
Capitol Magnetic Products
Canford Audio
Cunnings Recording Assoc.
Connectronics

ACES (UK) Ltd

Advanced Music Systems
Avcom Systems
Audio Kinetics
Ampex
Audix
Audio & Design /Calrec
Audio Developments
Agfa -Gevaert
Alice (Stancoil)
Arny's Shack (Tools)
Amek Systems
Allen & Heath Brenell

0

Hill Audio
HH Electronics

I.T.A.
ICM

"International Musician"
Industrial Acoustics
Kelsey Acoustics

DDA
Dolby Laboratories

Klark Teknik
Keith Monks
Lindos Electronics

Drawmer Marketing & Sales
Elliott Bros.
Eardley Electronics

EXHIBITORS KNOWN AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

Lennard Developments
Mosses & Mitchell
Magnetic Tapes
Michael Stevens
Musimex
Modutec
Music Lab
Marquee Electronics
Midas Audio
Neve Electronics
NEAL
Otari
Professional Recording
Peavey Electronics
Pangbourne Musical Dist.
Penny & Giles
Philip Drake Electronics

Playback Studio
Quad Electro
Recording Studio Design
Rebis Audio
Roland (UK) Limited
Sifam
Studio Innovations
Sellmark Electronic

Sonifex
Syco Systems
Shuttlesound
John Hornby Skewes
Sony Broadcast
Solid State Logic
Studio Sound
Swisstone Electronics
Surrey Electronics
Sound Engineer
Scenic Sounds
Soundcraft
Soundtracs
Space Logic

TAM /England
Tannoy
TRAD
Turnkey
Tandberg
Trident Audio Developments
Technical Projects
Uher Sales & Service
Wellard
Zonal

Tickets: APRS, 23 CHESTNUT AVENUE, CHORLEYWOOD WD3 4HA, ENGLAND

WHAT THE BEST CANNOT BETTER
Stanford
B200 MK

I I

Power amplifier

with 4 Q load
continuous average power.
Rack montable.

2 x 130 W.

a professional choice

Manufactured by TELEVIC
Panoramastraat 36
(Brussels)
B -1810 WEMMEL
TEL.: 32- 2/479.99.70
b.
TELEX : 24120 Televic
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We'd like to put our cards on the table,
on the subject of Otari backup.
Otari's MTR90 is a serious investment by
anyone in this industry. Our success with
this machine is largely due to the extent of
technical expertise that Turnkey provides.
Our investment in support of Otari goes
far beyond the tens of thousands of pounds
in backup stock parts.
Our engineers are 'factory trained' and
we maintain very close contact with Otari

engineering staff. In fact, we run monthly,
tech meetings during which the finer points
of operation and backup are clarified.
Every machine that we deliver undergoes a thorough eight to fourteen hour
checkout of both transport and electronics.

Commissioning involves a final line -up that
brings the machine tight in on specification.
It is our experience that these machines will
perform well inside their quoted tolerances.
And of course, for a full year or more
threrafter, we make sure that the machine
runs true.
Our technical expertise with the Otari
product has resulted in Turnkey becoming
the recommended service agent for all
their machines in Britain.
Call Garry Robson or Jon Ridel for more
on Otari. No one offers a more complete
service of supply, installation and backup.

f

key studio systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL. Tel 01 -202 4366

66 With the SM81 Shure have produced a

-

unique combination together with a
transparency of sound and freedom from
coloration, distortion and noise comparable
with other manufacturers' traditional
condenser models costing a lot more.
TONY FAULKNER AUDIO ENGINEER

"

"The SM87 has a beautiful, natural sound throughout

the singer's range. Its supercardioid pattern isolates the
vocalist from the loud music on stage, and it handles
humidity better than any other condenser I've used. 7
MARK HOGUE CHIEF SOUND ENGINEER FOR MELISSA MANCHESTER

We do use a lot of Shure mics ..
think to great advantage ... if
we had only SM7 mics it wouldn't be the
end of the world because you can
actually use them on anything.
.

I

MICK McKENNA ENGINEER WITH THE

UE

ROLLING STONES MOBILE STUDIO

H

SM7

HW International

PP

3-5

Eden Grove London N7 8EQ Tel 01 -607 2717

AMPLIFICATION

Conservatively
rated power supply
with 1.5mm steel
screening around A.C.
circuits and between
channels.

Internal layout
optimised for short
cable runs with all
internal high current
connectors double
wired for reliability.

Electronic
balanced inputs as
standard.

FET switch -on
muting.

High quality
calibrated and idented
gain controls.

Output: Power PPX 900 450 Watts /ch (« 4
Ohms
PPX 450 225 Watts /ch (a 4
Ohms
T.H.D.: Typically 0.005% at 1 kHz
Measured at 0dB output into 8 Ohms

Each output device
is individually fused for

reliability and ease of
servlClns.

Quiet computer
grade fan.

Triac D.C. clamp.

Citronic Limited
Halifax Road, Bowerhill, Melksham SN12 6UB
Wiltshire, England
telephone 0225 705600, telex 444131

Spend a day with the latest in multitrack,
in the privacy of a silent rock'n roll studio
More than anyone, we know the importance
of hands on evaluation when choosing multitrack. And in particular, when there's a new
operating concept involved along the way.
In their latest advertising, Soundcraft invite
you to take a closer look at their newest inline console. The TS24 offers a very
organised way of working. All the many
advantages of in line operation without the
complication. A thoroughly British way of

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

adapting an original American concept.
We would like to make that invitation a
reality for any engineer or producer who
may be considering an upgrade to twenty
four track.
It so happens, that there's a studio in the
City of London that's equipped with both the
TS24 and the very latest Mark 3, Soundcraft
twenty four track. An installation which truly

represents the very latest technology.
Control room acoustics were designed by
Andy Munro of Turnkey Two, so we can
safely say that you will be listening to the
whole truth. Master dupes are available for
you to mix. Once we've shown you the way
around the TS24, we'll leave you in peace
and you can take your time to discover the
broad possibilities.
This new development from Soundcraft is
offering a console that's a simple pleasure to

create with.
No brochure or word of mouth can equal
the chance for such a hands on evaluation.

1°

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Call Garry Robson now to arrange an
appointment at the studio.
There's no obligation just the chance to
discover this latest Soundcraft twenty four
track system. What's more, lunch is included.

rr
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Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366

SILENCES

Evaluation

in Progress
9

A new Generation of 16/35 mm Recorders -Reproducers

High Speed
CAPERMAG
PERFECTONE
Single- Capstan Drive
Digital Servo -Control
30 times speed with 16 mm
12 times speed with 35 mm
in absolute Synchronism
Perfect Master or Follower
for Television and Film
Sound Post -Productions
SIMPLEX

DUPLEX

PERFECTONE PRODUCTS SA

2560 NIDAU SCHWEIZ

AMBISONIC
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS
Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of music that is
hard to describe without using hackneyed expressions like 'natural' and 'being
there'. Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the acoustic of the
original environment comes through to the listening room. The Minim decoders
also provide enhanced results from conventional stereo material. We can now
supply UHJ encoded records, tapes and compact discs.
And don't forget our other products:

PROGRAMMABLE WEEKLY TIME SWITCHES
TELEVISION SOUND TUNERS
Please send me information on: Time switches/Television Tuners/Ambisonics
Name
Address

Minim Electronics Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough
SL1 7NY. Tel: Burnham 63724
SS4

TEL. 032 51

12 12

TX 34383 Perbi CH

FFD Distribute:

ffD

ffD

ALTEC LANSING
ATLAS

Loudspeakers
Microphone Stands & Accessories
beyerdynamic »II Microphones & Headsets
.: BRADY.
Markers
Cables, Winders & Stage Boxes
CANNON
Locking Connectors
cipher digital
Time -Code Readers & Generators
COLCLENE
Chemical Products
0ySO/1
Wires & Cables
DURACELL
Batteries
EDAC
516 Series Connectors
EMO
Studio Accessories
J & M Series Cables, Attenuators
ffD
Audio/Video Jackfields & Patchcords
FORMULA SOUND Studio Equipment
GENFLIC
Monitoring Loudspeakers
Hellermann Wiring Aids
HIRSCHMANN
4mm Connectors
KEITH MONKS
Microphone Stands & Accessories
Video & Pulse Delays & Filters
IK
Audio Connectors
PREH
Locking DIN Connectors
RACAL ACOUSTICS Headsets
RENDAR
Jack Plugs & Sockets
RIS System,,
Communications & Studio Equipment
RUWIDO
Faders
Headsets & Radio Accessories
setcom
SIFAM
Audio Meters
Soundex
Audio Level Measuring Equipment
Recording Equipment
Connectors, Jackfields & Accessories
TRIMM,INC.
Jacks, Jackfields, Cords & Tag Blocks
TUCHEL
Locking DIN Connectors

CA/V17fE

r
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A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available (each holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only £3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine
title).

OVERSEAS

MUST SEND
MONEY ORDER

INTERNATIONAL

LINK HOUSE GROUP

10

ffD
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(Limited number of old
size binders available).

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS

P.O. Box 3DG, 114 Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG, England.
Telephone: 01 -434 3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

Cables: Allotrope -LondonWl.

CASH BUYERS Not our
usual line of business, but we
hare a selection of used plea
nnultitracks for quick salt'.
(.srce 241k.. MCI 4tk (2tk.
head)., 3M, M79, 23tk
(16tk. head)., two Sound craft 241k (one only 4 mths
old)., Call Garry Rnl,son or
.Ion Ridel for 0 hard cash
price now on 01 -202 4366.
Turnkey, Brent View Road,
London NW9 7EL.

AsoNAfor

ASONA offers a complete program of
tape duplication and winding systems.

Complete Cassette Production
ASONA Twin Slave

ASONA recording slaves are designed
for cassette tape duplication with
ASONA loop -bin master reproducers.
The plug -in interconnection capability
enables the number of slaves to be
easily varied according to job size.

Central bias generator in loop -bin, bias
switch for chrome tape.
Robust construction, with a minimum
of moving parts.

Low maintenance requirements, low
personnel costs.

We can

The loop- bin /slave system employs neither compressed
air nor vacuum. Com /At 1 . ;if-con

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA GmbH & Co. KG, Bahnhofstraße 60,
Tel.: (0)7825 -1068, Telex: 754325 auvis d

D -7634

Kippenheim

electrospace developments ltd
PerSTETTIIMIWITTVIRT

The Family:
The Time Matrix, a versatile multitap digital delay system.
1.637 secs on each tap. 80 memories, LF and HF controls.

Output level and delay display of each tap, on -board two
output mixer. Optional eight outputs are available.
Electronically balanced XLR's.

The Spanner, the first digitally controlled stereo panning
system. Auto -pans from once every 12 seconds to 6 times per
second. External /internal trigger pulse count up to 8 beats.

Asymmetrical panning and modulated stereo imageing.

And next...

Available From:
AGENT

UK DISTRIBUTOR:

BRITANNIA ROW LTD
35 BRITANNIA ROW
LONDON NI 8QH
TEL:

01-226 3377

TLX:

268279 BRITRO G
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BRENT VIEW ROAD

LONDON NW9 TEL
TEL: 01 -202 4366 OR 01-637

1

701

AGENT:

AGENT:

DON LARKING AUDIO SALES

CARLSBRO SOUND CENTRE

29 GUILDFORD STREET
LUTON

11

BEDFORDSHIRE LUI 2NQ
TEL: 0582 450066 OR 0782 24257

12

TURNKEY

-13 HOCKLEY

NOTTINGHAM NG1
TEL: 0602 581888

1

FH

Exclusive signal processing from Turnkey,
a file of facts you should have at your fingertips
Some of these brand names will be familiar,
others may be new. All represent highly
innovative signal processing, now available
only direct from Turnkey.
Aphex As well as their psychoacoustic
aural exciter, the Compellor has gained
reputation as an intelligent compressor. It
delivers smooth, undetectable level control,
increased loudness and auto gain- riding.
Deltalab Research The legendary
Effectron delays are exclusive to Turnkey.
Directly selectable effects and modulation
are offered in four versions.
Studio Technologies The AN stereo
simulator is a new effect which has received
praise in reviews and from major studios.
An effect once applied, is hard to do without.

Symetrix Precision processing from a
state of the art manufacturer. Products
include compressor, single ended noise
reduction and hybrid telephone interface.
DOD Electronics Popularly priced
Effects, and in particular, a wide range of
graphic equalisers, from 15 to 31 band.
Limiter, reverb and digital delay also.
Ashly Equalisers are this company's
forte. Precision crossovers now avaialble.
Call Tony Williams for a copy of our
exclusive processing file - or to arrange a
demonstration or demoloan of any product.

1

Wry iRey studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL. Tel

01 -202 4366
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DLAS OVER THE ROAD SHOW

1985

June

12, 13, 14

Not only is Don Larking Audio Sales' Over the Road Show over the road;
this year we're going round the corner too!
As the show continues to grow in size and standing, we move to a new
venue:

THE TARA HOTEL,
Scarsdale Place

Larkin

D

Kensington
LONDON W8 5SR

audio sales
Luton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton,

Beds.

Telephone: Luton (0582( 450066
Come and SEE, HEAR, TRY equipment from an incredible selection of top
Telex 825488 DONT AR
Rauch,
quality manufacturers, including:Yamaha, Standeasy, Bel, Trident,
Teac/Tascam,
Aiwa,
/Revox,
ndcraft,
Studer
Fostex,
Sou
ndtracs,
Tan noy, Sou
Stoke -on- Trent: Stafford House,
Westlake, Lexicon, MXR, Rebis,TC Electronics, Aphex, Quad,Applied
Clough Street, Hanley, Stoke -on- Trent.
Telephone: Stoke -on -Trent (0782) 24257
Microsystems.

Who Uses Soundtracs?

When Pete Townshend wanted to purchase a mixer
for home use he obviously had the choice of every
mixer available in the U.K. Pete was looking for
flexibility such as 16 extra inputs on re -mix,
transparent equalisation, high resolution control of
the effects returns with equalisation and compatibility
with 10dbv or +4dbm tape machines (he's got
quite a few!).

-

Pete took his time, asked around and kept being

-

referred back to the Soundtracs 8 -16 series. After one
the
day's evaluation Pete's decision was made
Soundtracs 16-8-16.

-

"the only mixer in the 16 track market designed
with the musician in mind either you people at

-

Soundtracs are musicians or you've talked to a lot
of people. I'd recommend this mixer to anyone
and tell them that I paid full retail price for the
16 -8 -16 I bought!"

r+ r /kw(

Pete Townshend
November 7th 1984

o Larking
audio sales

,ounDT R

CN

affordable quality

D

Pete Townshend

that's who!
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Luton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton,

Beds.

Telephone: Luton (0582)

Stoke -on- Trent: Stafford House,
Clough Street, Hanley, Stoke -on- Trent.
Telephone: Stoke -on -Trent (0782) 24257

Sole UK

Distributor

TRIDENT FOR THE WORLD
Jeff Slater & Wayne Hammer,
who make up The World
chose Trident's superb quality
to record and mix their latest
album
TRIOENT

audio sales
TRIDENT

uton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton.

Beds.

Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
Telex 825488 DONLAR

Accessible

quality for the

Stoke -on- Trent: Stafford House,
Clough Street, Hanley, Stoke -on- Trent.
Telephone: Stoke -on -Trent (0782) 24257

Professional

USED EQUIPMENT
FROM DON LARKING AUDIO SALES
We carry

a

vast stock of used equipment from every imaginable furrow of the
recording field.
This selection represents a typical slice of our stock:

A80 24 -track machine 15 /30ips Mk III
headblock, full remote & zero locate £ 14,500
MCI JH 100 24 -track with remote
£9,000
TASCAM 85/16B
£5,500
3M M79 24 -track with autolocate
£11,000
LYREC 532 24 -track with full remote & autolocate
VGC
£8,500
SCULLY 280 8 -track 1" I5 /30ips, full remote
£2,200
BRENELL Mini 8 8 -track 1", with remote & Varispeed
£2,200
MCI JH 16 16 -track 2" with full remote
£8,000
full
patchbay
and
set
28/
16/24
mixing
cosole,
HELIOS
£ 10,000
of spares
SOUND WORKSHOP 28 input in -line console,
L 15,000
computerised
STUDER

TRIDENT TSM 20 -way frame, fitted 10/8/8, fully
wired, 512 -way patchbay
£ 10,000
TRIDENT Trimix, 18/8/2 ex -demo
£5,000
TRIDENT Flexirnix 19/8/16 VGC
£4,500
£800
ALLEN & HEATH MOD 3 16/8/16 VGC
SOUNDCRAFT IIB 32/24/24
E11,000
STUDER 089 1- input, 4 group mixer VGC
£6,500

Further details of these and many more such
bargains may be obtained by picking up the 'phone
and calling us now.

I

1

0

audio sales
Luton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton,

Beds.

Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
Telex 825488 DONLAR

Stoke -on- Trent: Stafford House,
Clough Street, Hanley, Stoke -on- Trent.
Telephone: Stoke -on -Trent (0782) 24257
15
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Audîn+Design
Balanced XLR inputs /outputs
( +22dBm)
Precision unity gain input /ouput

attenuator
PAL /NTSC, Record Emphasis and

Copy Prohibit Switchable
DIGITAL. INTERFACE

Digital input /ouput interface
Full 1610 send and return
interface in rack -mount cradle
CTCTM Time Correction
Retrofit
Service

REMOTE

=6../
E

Próéssóñá

16
+Is

COFT

'

FF

ON

TANDARD

S<

Audio +Design's enhancement
programme for Sony domestic digital
processors, expands the scope of low -cost
digital for the professional user.
The PRO -701 ES has a full professional
analogue interface with improved cross -talk

"

1011.

N

o

NEC RESOLUTION

FR

OFt

ÓN

with computer hardware. When coupled
with the A +D Add -mix T" Digital Fader the

system provides inexpensive digital mixing for
the first time.

The Hit Sound in Audio Science

I-2
dOm

o

performance. The digital interface provides a
low -cost high quality A/D converter for use

Aucbo+Desìgn

/
201

FRONIR. NORM.

T C

A complete Sony 1610 interface is
available as a plug -in option fitted in a rack mount cradle that holds the PRO -701 ES. This
interface not only offers 'send' facilities to
1610 from F1/701 format, but also digital
'return' from 1610 tapes to F11701.

Audio Design Calrec Ltd.,

Audio Design Calrec Inc.,

Box 182,
Reading, Berks.
RG2 9BA England
Tel: Reading (0734( 861088
Telex: 848722 ADR UK

P.O.

P.O.

Box 786,

Bremerton,
WA98310, USA
Tel: (206( 275 5009

Telex: 152426 ADR USA

the know -how, the back -up and the goods

AVCOM
SPECIALISTS

IN

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS

SUPPLIERS OF

fir

(41

HIGH SPEED DUPLICATORS

The TELEX 61 20 -just one of

a wide range of cassette duplicators for the production of audio
TELEX equipment is backed up by 15 years of AVCOM
durable.
Efficient
and
and data cassettes.
experience and reliability.

Tony Martin, AVCOM SYSTEMS LTD, Stanlake Mews, London W12 7HS Tel no 01 -740 0051 Telex 892513
16
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We all know that most

studio recordings will be
made digitally in the not too
distant future. Until that
future arrives, the latest
generation of recorders from
Otani will bridge the gap.
ITA for 12 years the
first name for Otani- are
proud to announce the
availability of two important
new Otani tape machines, the
MX70 and the MTR20.
These two new
additions to the already
extensive Otani range of
professional recorders mean
that the advantages of Otani
technology are now available
to fit an even wider range of
applications.

-

The MX70 is a completely
new 1" transport available in 3,
8-prewired -16, or 16 track formats.

'h" 8 track operation is also
possible. The MX70 has been
designed in the light of 5 years
experience of the world-beating
MTR90 2" multitrack, and it
features many of the larger
machines superlative features and
facilities. These include full reel
servo control, gapless punch -in/
out, single -card audio electronics,
full synchroniser interface and
total micro-processor control.
For those not requiring a 2"
machine, the introduction of the
MX70 means that Otani multitrack
performance and reliability are
now available at a much lower cost
than was possible before.
The MTR20 is simply the
World's most advanced analogue
mastering recorder. Available in
1/4" 2 track, 1/2" 2 track, 1/2" 4 track
and 1/4" centre -track timecode
versions, the MTR20's list of
features is as complete as any user
could possibly wish. A major
advance incorporated in the
MTR20 is the inclusion of fully
automatic record line-up. A
dedicated micro computer system
can store up to 8 user -defined sets
of alignment parameters (level, eq
peaking and level, bias and phase
compensation), and will faithfully
adjust the record electronics to
whichever set the operator
chooses. All machines are built
around an extremely heavy duty
cast deck plate, have 14" reel
capacity, a built in autolocator with
4 memories, IEC/NAB/AES
switching and 30/ 15/7.5/3.75ips
operation as standard. A full
synchroniser interface is also
standard.
We are confident that the

MTR20 series will become the new

standard for users requiring the
very highest analogue performance
possible. Furthermore, this
standard is achieved at a price well
in line with its inevitably inferior
competitors.

In addition to these two
new recorders, the 1985
Otani range includes the
5050 series of 2, 4 and 8 track
recorders, the MTR 10/ 12
series of studio master
recorders and the MTR90
multitracks. (Not to mention
the world's finest cassette
duplication equipment).
At ITA, we know Otani
better than anyone. All Otani
products are available for any
demonstration on our
premises or yours. For more
information on any of the
Otani range, call ITA who

-

else?

The MX70.

The MTR20.

Bridging the dap
between now and the future.
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
1

Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone: 01 -748 9009. Telex: 21897.

AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

PRO -AUDIO
DIRECTORY 1984/85
From the publishers of Studio Sound and
Broadcast Sound magazines, the world's
leading journals for recording and
broadcast studios, comes the 1984/85 edition
of the Pro -Audio Directory.
Just published, the new edition of this
definitive guide to international audio
products and services provides up-to -theminute information on companies, products
and services throughout the world.
Thoroughly cross- referenced and
indexed, the easy -to -use classified guide
to industry services and products features
everything from Connectors to Consoles.
Extensive address files of distributors and
manufacturers worldwide.
Extensive illustrations.
Don't be without your copy of this important
international reference work.

Size A4
152

pages

Soft

cover

ISBN 0 -86296 -020 -7
ISBN 0266-2248
£6 /$9net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Please send me

copies Pro-Audio Directory

1984/85.

I

£7 (UK).

Overseas surface mail £8.50
Overseas airmail £ 10.50

USA surface mail $15
USA airmail $18

Includes Postage
and Packing

I enclose a cheque/postal order/International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount

Or debit my credit card

110
tf-

Credit card No.
I,I
0 Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 01 -686 2599,
ext 213, quoting credit card No.

Signed
18
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Name

Address

(plea'P pent)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.

.....tried, trusted,
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Quality that speaks for itself !
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.

TRIDENT

Shepperton Studio Centre Shepperton Middx. T W17 00D, U.K.
Tel: Chertsey (09328)60241.Telex: 88139282 TRIMIXG
Trident U.S.A. Inc. 280 Mill Street, Ext, Lancaster, Mass 01523 U.S.A.
Tel:617- 365 2130'617 368 0508 Telex: 951546 294105

TRIDENT

Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

The secret to

the

CO-41's remaruat

performance -s
unique double
denser ca psr!u

r

design.

The

lightweig
ortable with
heavyweight features.
4.9 kg Total operational weight.
k EBU SMPTE Time-code generator version availabi

Universal option includes mono neo-pilot compatible. mono synchrotone and
stereo synchrotone.
:k

Optional plug-in 50 60 Hz synchronizer.

og

Very low power consumption (90 -1 10 mA).

*

6 Simultaneous inputs: 2

t}-

Passive big reel adaptor allows rip to 12" spools to be used. Incl udfing NAB

x

mike;

2 x

SÌhV

o 2068 Hauterive -Ne,

SWITZERLAND

I

variable line: 2x fixedIme.

Switzerland.Tel: 038 33 42 33.
Telex:35 380.

UK Distributors- FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS 114 Wardour Street,London WIV 3LP. England
Tel 01-434 3344 & 014371892 Telex 21624 ALOFFD G.Cables Allotrope Lonon WI

SANKEN PICKS
AUTHORIZED EUROPEAN
DEALERS
British, Belgian
and French
companies to
market new CU-41
microphone.

-a-777e.

Sanken Microphone Co.,
of Japan, proudly announces that it has selected three authorized
dealers to market its CU41 uni -directional, double

condenser

microphone

and its related accessories in Europe. The CU -41 is one
of the first microphones in the world that can unlock the
full potential of digital audio recording. The European
dealers for the CU -41 are:

England: Turnkey
Brent View Road, London, NW9 TEL
TEL (01) 202 -4366 TLX 25769

Belgium:

Radelco

Italielei 179, B -2000 Antwerpen

TEL (03) 233 -7880 TLX 31640

France: 3M France
Rue Francois Malherbe, 78540 Vernouillet
TEL (03) 031 -6420 TLX 695185
1

sanken
Hilton Sound Ltd

01 -708

0483

(24 hrs)

The studio effects hire service
20
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Japan's most original microphone maker
Soie export agent Pan Communications, Inc.
5 -72 -6 Asakusa, Taito -ku, Tokyo 111. Japan
Telx J27803 Hi Tech /Telephone 03 -871 -1370
Telefax 03 -871 -0169 /Cable Address PANCOMMJPN

M

SHOWROOM
the full
pUTERKEYBOARDS
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experience
can
shown
you
rn where digital equipment
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WITH' OVER 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERS WE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT!

DsAt,R

OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transformers all types), Microphone Splitter /Combiner transformers.
Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars, Multi Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers, Line
transformers to British Telecom standard. Isolating Test Specifications, Tapped
impedance matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio
Mixing Desk transformers all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature
transformers for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency
transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500
watts, Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter inductors, Amplifier
to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100 volt line
transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers), Column
Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.

10-1000
R
K£YgOP+RD

_tt,,.;.x
..:,..
.

106

-101

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -Fl
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -Fl
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,

101

for our questionnaire which, when completed enables
tation by return.

us

E.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No

PCM Drum

Machines

Wails

Digital

programmable
algorhythm
synthesize'
DX-1

R-1000

Midi.
Digital Delay with

D -1500.

Rg-15

England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IPI 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IPI 2EL, England.

Now with latest

'

3.4 Software

OBERHEINI

Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

';í?:!c?.
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w4Y:414.Digital

to post quo-

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS

-

procoarnmable

U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send

ypER1UYI'°
r;;;::}},`..

N14o

°los
i:w
wowya.
(

DMX

2

osc's per voice-

VCA's -5 LFO'sRAMP conveners -15
LAG processor
on
MODE filter- FM
every single voice.
15
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HOW'S YOUR
SINK UNIT?
for a moment, we were
puzzled, until we realised
that Mike Berry was

referring to our new
/-CON sync unit. As a
musician with his own 16
track studio, he really appreciates
the convenience of an efficient
autolocator. But where does the
sync unit fit into the story?
Well, now our family is
complete. First came the
Spin -Time tape timer, then
the CM50 autolocator and
the l -CON complete tape
controller and now
a sync unit to lock
audio to video
or even audio
to audio.
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MAX -MIDI EXPANDER

maybe just the beginning!

+

Call Steve Brown for information on all our products.

Town Mill, Bagshot Road, Chobham,
Woking, Surrey GU24 86Z,
Telephone: Chobham (09905) 6267

MIDI

MIDI
IN

.,«vvot->-::

Applied Microsystems Limited

'

-

- -

IHIRE OR BUY

SIX -TRAK

- or

'ti+d?kt-.dáá

.

55.7

-

End of story

....

.

DX

RMX-16

Programmable
digital delay
and harmonizer

Now with
Keyboard Interface.

Dom{_ 15805

H,
Programmable
digital
reverberara

a;: pr.:liti::? ïüft::f.+t::ifflfifttAFÍt itp.ii

(6 LINES)

06632 4244

d`
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Studio House,
igh Lane Village Nr Stockp o rt
SK6 8AA. Telex 665721 SOTA.

21

the standard of
studio excellence
in 19 countries

FASTLAKE AUDIO (UK) LTD
acoustical design, construction and monitoring systems...
...WORLDWIDE

Eastlake Audio (UK) Ltd
Unit 2, 10 William Road, London NW1 3EN
Tel: 01 -262 3198 Telex: 27939 SCENIC G

rs

405 -303- 34 -44- FM4

Acoustitile & Acoustisheet
in

all in stock

stock

All Effects and Reverb -

Patch Panels 17 versions & Patch Cords

SWITCHCRAFT - ISOTRACK - STUDIOSPARES BANTAM

DI

Trade counter now opens 8am to 5.30pm

Access

Phone for free 50 page fully illustrated catalogue

1.1Ik

Camden Town Station 1 minute's walk

Orders 01 482 1692

16

Administration 01 485 4908

Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW1 6NS

Boxes in stock

BARCLAYCARD
(

VISA

I

... It's the quality that makes Sennheiser the
choice of professionals.

Illustrated here the MD 918 (top kit), MD 441 (snare) and MD 421 (bass and tom tom). For full information on the Sennheiser range of microphones write to
department SS Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9UG. Telephone: Gerrards Cross (0753) 888447.

MIM GIA
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CONSIDERING AMPLIFIERS?

Bryston announces

...

substantial advancement to the technology of
audio power amplification.
Bryston has been researching the science and the art of amplification
for over ten years. Recently, a breakthrough of sorts at Bryston in the
application of complementary Bipolar power -delivery systems has almost
perfectly optimised the output transfer -function, resulting in an amplifier
more linear, less sensitive to loading, with smaller amounts of upperorder harmonic content than previously possible without class-A biasing,
or other special compensation techniques.
We feel that another veil has been lifted from the amplifiers contribution
to the overall audio picture. We believe you will think so too. Write to
Bryston at the appropriate address (below) for a technical paper on
Bryston's newest advancement on the state of the art, and a list of dealers
where you can listen to the optimal amplifier.
a

Contact Brian Russell or James Tanner
at (416) 746 -0300
IN THE UNITED STATES

IN

CANADA

VERMONT
RFD n4

Boron

NA,

,nrpeóer, Vermont 05602
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WE HAVE MOVED TO OUR NEW PREMISES
BERWICK FARM, BERWICK ROAD, BYNEA,
DYFED, SOUTH WALES
TELEPHONE 0554 751169
And are offering a full range of services for the music
community in Wales (and the rest of the country of
course).
We are main dealers for Korg, Roland, Yamaha, MXR &
RSD, as well as our exclusive lines of computer based
keyboard and recording equipment.

-

STOP PRESS: NOW AVAILABLE The SMPL SMPTE
Generator & Reader giving 9 auto locates, automatic
drop -in/drop -out and much, much, more for any tape
recorder from Porta Studios to B16s and any model in
between, all for an amazing £995 +VAT, including
computer. A must for any serious home recordist
brochures on request.
Our established recording studio has now been re- housed
on our new farm in the beautiful Welsh countryside why
not phone us to see what we can offer you.

-

STARTING SOON

Computer music residential recording courses -a series
of week long, in depth, recording courses for beginners,
covering every aspect from midi to multi track.
Please phone for booking details.

doi/zh_af`z

_
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GIVING YOU TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY TODAY

5l ,v.

Moie Talkback, less argument...'
to use Talkback System smooth production, saving time and
improving programme quality.
A good, easy

Contact TecPro for Talkback systems that are:
Simple to install - using standard mic
extension leads.
Reliable - proven by over 5 years of use in
the field.
Inexpensive.

- due to wide band width and
low distortion.
Easily added to almost any existing
system. Radio links are also available.
Available off the shelf.
TecPro - Active in Talkback since 1975.
Non -tiring

Technical Projects Ltd.

TecPro Inc.

Unit 2, Samuel White's Industrial Estate,
Medina Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP, England.
Telepone: (0983) 291553 Telex: 869335 TECPRO G

PO Box 1069, Palatine, Illinois 60078, USA.
Telephone: (800) 562-5872 From IL AK HI (312) 359 -9240
Telex: 280 502 (PROTON PALTN)
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THE CLOCK.
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The ability to synchronise video and
audio recorders is an increasingly vital facility
required in studios all over the world. As much as
three -quarters of today's audio recordings
involve a visual aspect, and recording is more
international than ever before. Basic tracks in
New York, string and brass overdubs in London,
dubbing in Los Angeles ... modern international
productions need an international standard for
machine synchronisation, and there's really only

one: Q -Lock by Audio Kinetics.
It's the same all over the world. The
simple, uncluttered controls. The custom
interfaces that suit your machines. The
remarkable software capability. The integrated
system with built -in expansion possibilities. It all
adds up to accuracy and ease of use, and that
means speed and creative flexibility. It means QLock. If you're looking for an international
standard, you've found it.
Now, more than ever, you need to
keep in sync with the times. Lock around the
clock - with Q -Lock.

Audio Kinetics Limited,
Kinetic Centre, Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire,
WD6 4PJ England,
Tel: 01 -953 8118 Telex 299951 AUDIO KINETICS
Audio Kinetics Inc., 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard,
Suite 209, North Hollywood, California 91607, USA
Tel: (818) 980 5717 Telex 230194 781.

DIARY
DIARY
Developments, contracts, options

Contracts

Denon digital
allows the ambience to be
Nippon Columbia (Denon) in
adjusted in the calm of the
Tokyo has developed its own
digital mastering console, and mastering room rather than
during the session.
has been using it for compact
Having developed this
disc manufacture since August
4- channel technique it was
1984. The desk has four input
logical that Denon should
channels, designed largely for
develop a 4- channel PCM
Denon's 4- channel recording
recording system to go with it.
technique for classical music,
This equipment, which is still
and stereo outputs.
very much in use, was also
Nippon Columbia's
involvement with digital audio developed in- house, and
consists of a 4- channel
goes back to the early '70s,
following development work by coder /decoder, operating at
Denon's original 47.25 kHz
NHK (Japan Broadcasting
Corporation). As early as 1968, sampling rate, in conjunction
with a U -matic recorder.
NHK's research department
built a prototype mono digital Denon intends to change to
the 48 kHz standard in the
recorder, and followed it with
near future.
a stereo machine in 1969.
Nippon Columbia engineers
During 1970/71, Denon hired
have now completed the
the machine from NHK and
digital chain with the PCM
made about 20 recordings.
mastering console. This has
These early recordings,
four input channels, matching
however, suffered from noise
the Denon recording system,
and clicks, and editing proved
and a stereo pair of outputs.
impossible. Only two of them
As well as mixing the four
were ever released on LP.
channels into two, the desk
Meanwhile, Nippon
Columbia engineers developed offers very flexible
compression/limiting and
their own 8- channel PCM
recording system, using a 2 in equalisation facilities. The
output can either be recorded
Ampex quadruplex video tape
at 47.25/48 kHz for vinyl
machine for recording. This
cutting, or changed to 44.1
machine was capable of
operating at half speed for disc kHz by a Studer SFC16
cutting, and was fitted with an sampling -rate converter for
compact disc.
advance playback head to
The desk was completed in
enable varigroove operation.
July 1984, and has been in
This system was used from
full operation since mid
1972 for five or six years, and
August for both Denon
three identical such set -ups
releases and outside clients
resulted in over 300
(notably RCA). Details of the
commercial releases. The
system was eventually phased system were not revealed until
late October, when the desk
out because the machinery
was demonstrated working at
was too big and the tape too
the InterBEE exhibition in
expensive.
Tokyo.
By 1978, Denon had
Looking to the future,
established a standard
Nippon Columbia's
4- channel recording technique
development team of some
for virtually all its classical
music work. Two channels are three engineers intend to build
larger desks for both Denon
used for a `front' stereo pair
and anyone else who cares to
and two for a rear `ambient'
Richard Lamont
buy one.
pair of microphones. This
-

In brief
Rose -Morris has announced a
new separate division, Korg
(UK) responsible for the whole
Korg range as well as the
EMR computer hardware and

on electronic and computer

music composition,
performance and research,
computer hardware and
software for music and
software and the Clarion home analogue and digital synthesis
techniques ...Sony Corp has
recording systems ...
announced a $55,000 grant to
University of Miami's School
of Music is offering a master's SPARS to establish an
educational testing programme
degree in computer and
electronic music with emphasis for audio technicians.
28
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Philadelphia's Kajem
Recording has recently
installed an SSL 4000E
48- channel mainframe with
primary computer. It is the
first such facility in that area.
Eastlake Audio have been
completing studio projects all
over the world including
Singapore Broadcast Corp,
Stereo West Studio Vienna,
Sound Studio SA in Athens
Trilion Video in London and
Amazon studios in Liverpool.
More recently under
construction are Townhouse
Studio Four and a country
studio for Big Note Music.
Solid State Logic have their
first Texas contract with the
teleproduction facilities of the
Word of Faith Television
Ministries in Dallas: a
40 -input SL6000E series
Stereo Video System. Other
Texan contracts have been the
Dallas Sound Lab with, again,
the SL6000E SVS and the
recently relocated video
production facilities of TeleImage, which is based around
an SL4000E with Total Recall.
Streeterville Studios in
Chicago have re- opened their
remix room with its SL6000E
with SSL integral synchroniser
and master transport selector.
Other equipment includes
Sony BVU-800 VTR, twin MCI
24 -track machines, Otari
MTR -10 4 -track and MCI 1 in
audio layback machine.
Streeterville's SSL will be
one of the first in the world to
be fitted with the
programmable EQ, providing
two channels of dynamic
parametric EQ and panning
automation for dialogue and

effects matching and special
effects.
A second mobile unit for the
German Audicon has been
fitted with a Harrison MR-4
36- channel console, two Studer
A80 24 -track recorders, Studer
B67, PR99 and two A710
cassette machines all supplied
by Studer International AG.

Other equipment includes
Sony PCM Fl, JBL 4430
monitors with Amcron PSA-2
amp and White 1- octave EQ.
DDA has recently supplied
two S series consoles to HTV
Wales and a third to HTV
Bristol; a pair of D series
mixers to Capital Radio for
their Duke of York Theatre,
and a 36/8/2 Matrix console for
the Kallange Theatre in
Singapore.
News from Digital
Entertainment Corp reveals
several Mitsubishi X-80 and
X-800 installations, Sterling
Sound New York have
purchased the X -80 and
Audioforce Inc audio
equipment rental company has
taken an X-800 32-track;
Fantasy Studios in Berkeley,
California has increased its
digital facility to 64 -track with
a second X-800 32-track.
Nashville's Soundstage is also
now 64 -track with two X-800
32- channel machines.
Masterdisk in New York
have an X-80 2- channel which
is the first to feature a new
autolocator unit developed for
the X-80 recorder.
Sony Corporation of
America have announced the
delivery of a PCM-3324 digital
multitrack machine to Glen
Glenn Sound in Hollywood.

Eastlake Audio Quested option
The Quested Q215 control
room monitor will be available
from Eastlake Audio as a
retro -fit option for those rooms
which have built -in Eastlake
type TM3 monitors.
The retro -fit operation can be
carried out in one day and
involves the following
sequence:
Removal of the existing
loudspeaker baffle boards; modifying the interior
of the Eastlake cabinet;

fitting new baffle -boards
containing the Quested
drive components; fitting a

new crossover unit.
Thus Eastlake acknowledge
the preference of some users
for the soft -dome mid frequency driver approach
used in the Quested monitor.
The original Eastlake TM3
solid wooden horned
loudspeaker will continue to

be available together with the
recently developed TAD

laminated horn with claimed
improved dispersion.
Eastlake Audio (UK) Ltd, Unit
2, 10 William Rd, London
NW1, UK. Tel: 01 -262 3198.
Telex: 27939.
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16/16/2 is designed to complement budget 16 -track recorders. It
features its own external P.S.U. which can supply even a fully expanded
16/16/2 (a 32/16/2!). All mic. channels have 48V Phantom Power,
parametric E.Q. network, and 3 auxiliary sends. Full 16 channel monitoring is
included in the 16/16/2 package. 12 segment 2 colour bargraphs are fitted
to the 16 sub -mix stages and the master output which is also fitted with 3
band E.Q. As well as optional expander modules for the mic. channels, a
double patch bay is available.
The

The 16/8/2 is compatible with 8 -track recorders and has all the versatility of
the 16/16/2, like optional expander modules for the mic. channels (an extra
16 mic. channels may be fitted without altering the unit's P.S.U.) and a
double patch bay. Mic. channels feature 48V Phantom Power, parametric E.Q.
network, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm faders. Full monitor and foldback
systems are included. Master outputs have 3 -band E.Q. and 2 colour 12
segment bargraphs. These bargraphs are also fitted to the 8 sub -mix stages.
Applications for the 16/8/2 include small 8 -track studio mixing and live
sound reinforcement.
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16/4/2 is the mixer that the 16/8/2 and 16/16/2 developed from and
consequently contains all their superb features. It is expandable to 32/4/2 on
its existing P.S.U. and a patch bay is also available. Mic. channels have
parametric E.Q. network, 48V Phantom Power, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm
faders. Full monitor and foldback systems, 3 -band E.Q. on the master outputs
and 2 colour 12 segment bargraphs are all supplied on the 16/4/2. Uses of
this mixer include live sound reinforcement and for use with 4 track recorders
in small studios.
The

Mosfet 500

With distortion not exceeding 0.005% (1kHz sinewave at 200 watts /4ohms)
this amplifier provides reliabje amplification of outstanding fidelity in all
applications. The extensive protection circuitry ensures failsafe protection
against D.C., thermal overload and short circuit conditions. The front panel
carries LED indication allowing instant monitoring of the amplifier's
operational status. The Mosfet 500 is ideally suited to all professional
applications requiring medium power, accurate reproduction.

TheSTUDIOMASTER 6 -2 -1 mixing console offers features and performance
normally obtainable from mixers costing twice the price. Mic. channels feature
three band e.q., effects and monitor sends as well as the usual gain and pan
controls. 2 colour, 12 segment bargraphs allow monitoring of channels,
auxiliaries and both stereo and mono sum outputs. This outstanding
specification makes the 6 -2 -1 ideal for sub -mixing, P.A. and recording.

Mosfet 1000

amplifier delivers twice the power of the MOSFET 500 with
the Same 0.005% distortion (1kHz sinewave at 400 watts /4 ohms). This
amplifier has already proved itself under the most stressful of applications and
is fast becoming the standard against which all other amplifiers are measured.
The Mosfet 1000 delivers high power with total fidelity in all applications.
This high power

Studiomaster, Faircharm Industrial Estate, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Bedfordshire.
Tel: (0525) 221331 Telex: 825612 STUDIO G
We would welcome you at the Frankfurt Fair (February 9th - 13th 1985).
We are Stand No. 91 C88 in Hall 9.

Addresses, agencies, APRS

Address changes

Tony Faulkner, the
specialist classical recording
engineer and occasional
contributor to this magazine,
has moved his base of
operations from his Harefield
cottage to Staines, just west of
3SB. Tel: 0494 450606. Telex:
London. Recently added
83251. The production, R &D,
facilites include a Sony
shipping and accounts
DAE1100 digital editor, a wide
departments remain at the
selection of mics from Schoeps,
Strathclyde factory.
Sanken, AKG, Neumann and
C -Tape Developments have
Shure, long -crystal oxygen -free
expanded into larger
copper cables and a wide
manufacturing premises,
prompted by increased demand selection of monitoring
alongside the recently acquired speakers. The previous
telephone number is now in
Cactus electronic percussion
use only after business hours.
systems.
Tony has recently been
The new factory address is:
appointed President of the
Unit 19, Holder Road,
Federation of British Tape
Aldershot, Hants GU12 4RH.
Telephone and telex numbers Recordists and nominated for a
Grammy Award for a CBS
remain as before: Tel: 0252
319171. Telex: 858623/858393. recording with Wynton
Marsalis.
The Trebas Institute of
Tony Faulkner, Unit A,
Recording Arts has moved to
Millmead, Staines, Middlesex
410 Dundas St East, Toronto,
TW18 4UJ, UK. Tel: 0784
Ontario M5A 2A8. Tel: (416)

Tannoy's marketing and
sales administration office has
relocated at: The Bilton
Centre, Coronation Road,
Cressex Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12

--vAll APRS 85 stand space was

allocated within hours. This
exhibition continues to grow in
importance internationally
and it is still managing to
grow in size, although it was
only possible to increase stand
space by about 5% for this
year, after the big 20%
increase achieved by taking
part of another floor last year.
The APRS show is booked
into the venue two years
ahead, and so the 1985 dates
were fixed before those of the
Montreux ITS were
announced. When the
unfortunate clash was realised
(APRS runs on immediately
58793.
966 -3066.
after Montreux) considerable
efforts were made to change
the APRS dates. This,
however, proved impossible,
The Mag A -V group of 3M
the range of M23, M56 and
but all evidence points to the
has appointed Sound & Vision M79 analogue multitrack
fact that the UK show will
recorders.
Workshop Ltd, 153a Victoria
suffer no adverse effects, in
Music Lab Sales has been
Street, St Albans, Herts. Tel:
attendance.
0727 58977, to handle UK
appointed exclusive UK
The cost of space has been
servicing and spare parts
distributor for the range of
supply for the 3M M81 digital ADA DDLs including the 2FX held down to £78 per m2
maintaining the APRS show's
mastering system as well as
Multi Effects processor.
position as the least expensive
international pro-audio show
as well as being one of the
most successful.
Colley who has joined the
Solid State Logic has opened
After the second Digital
company from Producers Color
a sales, service and training
Seminar it was noted with
Services.
facility in Hollywood,
great regret that the level of
Carlton Blake is the new
California, headed by Andy
attendance by record company
West Coast service engineer,
Wild recently appointed vice A &R and marketing
previously chief engineer at
president marketing for Solid
Soundcastle Studios, LA. Grey executives hoped for had not
State Logic Inc.
been achieved.
Ingram, chief engineer for
Equipped with an SL6000E
The APRS Executive
North America can also be
series Stereo Video System,
Committee wrote to the BPI
contacted through the Los
facilities include complete
asking that the industry
audio for video post -production Angeles office: 6255 Sunset
organisation should help in
Boulevard, Suite 1026, Los
and training. Client training
encouraging its member
Angeles, CA 90028. Tel: (213)
is supervised by new West
companies to take a greater
463 -4444.
Coast sales engineer Dave
professional interest in
learning about all aspects of
digital recording, in order that
the music industry should take
the fullest advantage of the
available new recording
Independent Project
technology. At the time of
Engineering Ltd has split into Soundcraft Electronics has
going to press it was learned
moved its manufacturing
three divisions -all broadcast
that the APRS's offer to
division so it is all under one
and audio products and
organise a special one -day
roof at Boreham Wood, UK.
services are now handled by
seminar specifically tailored
PCB work, previously subIPE Broadcast Systems,
for record company personnel
headed by John Chalmers. The contracted, will now be
was to be discussed by the BPI
address and telephone number automated as will certain
Council.
other areas of production.
remain as before.

Agencies

SSL goes West Coast

IPE new
divisions
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Soundcraft
move
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A Producers' Guild is being
set up with the help of the
APRS, in response to the
widespread interest shown by
record producers in the
possibility of some form of
membership of the Association.
After discussions about the
best way in which producers
could be offered membership,
it was decided that a Guild
with close links with the
APRS would suit producers'
needs. An inaugural meeting
has already taken place,
attended by several well known producers who have
agreed to work out a proper
structure for the Guild, and
further meetings are being
arranged. Details will be
published as soon as they have
been fully worked out.
The success of the first
APRS business meeting to be
held for some years led to the
organisation of a second
which was held on February
12 -and the intention is to
serve what is clearly a great
need for studio owners and
managers to get together and
discuss business matters by
holding such meetings for
members regularly in future.
Recent months have seen
some effective reorganisation
of the new maintenance
engineers' course at Salford
College of Technology (with
help from the APRS Executive
and in particular Phil
Wainman of Utopia Studios)
and the acquisition of more
equipment for students. There
have also been a number of
applications for advice from
other colleges wanting to serve
the call for training studio
work in one way or another,
and Education Committee
head Clive Green is visiting
and reporting on these. There
have been various applications
for help or endorsement by
commercial bodies attempting
to set up short training
courses in studio work, and
these too are being carefully
scrutinised by the APRS
before any endorsement is
given. But the Association is
concerned about the uncoordinated approach to studio
training, and particularly
about the possibility of would be entrants into the profession
spending money on courses
which do not train them
properly, or result in no useful
qualifications which are
recognised by established
professional studios.

-

When no
manufacturer will
discuss equalizer
performance,
Spectra Sound
still does.
Have you ever noticed how few, if any, graphic
equalizer manufacturers will discuss the measured
performance of their product? At Spectra Sound,
we believe that measured performance is an essential
factor in the selection of an equalizer.

The Model 1500: Performance You
Can't Hear
The measured performance of the Spectra Sound
1500 is second to none. Unmeasurable distortion,
(I.M. and T.H.D), and extremely low noise, (104dB,
+4dBv, unweighted), represents a significant, performance improvement over any other professional
twenty seven band graphic equalizer.
In addition, band -centers are calibrated by hand to be
within two percent, and an output impedance of
below one ohm, (typically .3ohm), minimizes the
disastrous effects of long cable runs.

The 1500 is also affordable
Surprised? Well don't be. In fact, the 1500 is priced
well below the majority of twenty seven band graphic
equalizers on the market.
In a day where performance is often judged by price,
the 1500 is truly a bargain.

3750 Airport Road

Ogden, Utah 84405
(801) 392 -7531
Spectra Sound is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Spectra Somas
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AES loudspeakers

Sinatra's AKG auction

Loudspeakers Volume 2, an
anthology of papers on
loudspeaker technology 1978
to 1983 (vol 1 covers 1953 to
1977) is available from the
AES. The 49 papers are
reproduced from the Journal of
the Audio Engineering Society
and include loudspeaker
design, construction and
operation.
At a cost of $27 to members
and $30 to non -members, the
book may be ordered from
Special Publications, Audio

The gold plated and engraved
AKG C535EB which Frank
Sinatra used during a Vienna
benefit concert was sold at
auction on Christmas Eve-the

Engineering Society, 60 East
42nd Street, Rm 2520, New
York, NY 10165, USA; or Ms
T K S Bakker, Polygram BV,
PO Box 23, NL- 3740AA

Baarn, The Netherlands where
the cost will be the equivalent
of 1570 BEF (members) or
1735 BEF (non- members). If

ordering from the European
address you will be invoiced in
both BEF and your local
currency and suggestions for
suitable methods of payment
will be made.

Synthesizer & Electronic
Keyboard Handbook
Just published, this
and amplification and
comprehensive book contains a recording.
brief history from the
Complicated musical and
introduction of keyboards and technical terms are explained
synths to modern music
very simply and effectively.
followed with detailed sections
Written by David Crombie,
on sound and electricity, the
and fully illustrated, the work
instruments, other types of
is published in the UK by Pan
keyboards, playing technique,
Books.
In the same manner that the
AES and APRS have their
regular do's, 1984 marked the marriage of sound and vision,
7th convention of the ATEAP
which can only be to the good
(Association pour les
of all concerned.
Techniques Electroacoustiques
The lectures and workshops
et Vidéo Professionelles).
covered subjects ranging from
Roughly translated this means broadcast sound techniques
the Association for
both OB and studio -to
Professional Electro- Acoustic,
developments in microphones,
Electronic and Video
consoles, control room
Techniques, and the aims of
acoustics and new techniques
the Society are very much
for cinema sound.
along the lines of the APRS
And so on to the exhibition.
and AES in that they
In view of the increasing
encourage the exchange and
studio involvement with
furtherance of ideas and
synthesisers it would seem
techniques within the audio
appropriate to start this report
with news of software for the
and now video -professions.
The three -day convention
Yamaha DX7, the FROG
Musiciel DX-GT1 (FROG=
consists of lectures and
workshops plus, surprise,
French Research On Goodies).
surprise, an exhibition of
At present available for Apple
audio and, for the first time
II computers and soon to be
this year, video equipment. It joined by the Commodore 64
also provides an opportunity to version, this software is the
catch up with French products one "that takes the DX7
seriously ". A talk with the
that one rarely has an
opportunity to see at other
creator of the program, M
exhibitions, and though all the Poncet, revealed that the
familiar names were in
Musiciel was developed after a
evidence, I felt it would be
vain wait for some `sensible'
more interesting to
software for DX synthesisers
to appear on the market. The
concentrate on products that
we normally don't get to see.
program can be said to have
The exhibition caters almost three main functions, viz:
equally for the recording and
Parameter display: total status
including functions, graphic
broadcast industries and this
traces of envelopes and EQs,
year's entry of video into the
traces of LFO and envelopes
exhibition reflected the
growing preoccupation for the
only or traces superimposed

Literature received
The latest catalogue from
Eardley Electronics and G E
Electronics detailing their sole
UK components agencies.
Copies may be obtained from
the Eardley organisation,
Eardley House, 182 -184
Campden Hill Road,
Kensington, London W8 7AS.

synchronisation. All current
users will apparently receive a
copy of the new manual and
further copies will be available
through Adams -Smith and
their agents.
Solid State Logic has
published the second issue of
its International Client
Directory which lists studios
Tel: 01 -221 0606/727 0711.
with SSL consoles, their
Telex: 23894.
Synchroniser manufacturer
addresses, contact name with
Adams -Smith have recently
telephone no, and a listing of
published an expanded version the precise SSL installation.
of the instructional manual for Copies are available from SSL
the Model 2600SY tape
and their agents.
synchroniser. In addition to
From 3M The Scotchflex
the 2600SY sections, it
System lists the full range of
contains a general information Scotchflex IDC connectors and
section on the problems and
accessories.
techniques of tape

CTEAP Convention, Paris
-

-
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proceedings being televised
live. The auction was held in
aid of the `Light in the
Darkness' fund for
handicapped children.

over the full status readout,
possibility of effacing
redundant parameters (eg zero

output of an operator) for
greater clarity.
Patching: the GT1 enables the
setting up of patches composed
of different sub -assemblies
from existing sounds. Other
sounds on disk can also be
integrated into the programs
together with functions, EQ
and LFO.
Storage bank: various sounds
coming under the same
heading can be stored together
with all parameters and
functions. For instance, this
permits the filing of all piano
sounds in one group and puts
them in alphabetical order. A
complete editor program is
also included.
FROG have said they will
let me have a program for
C -64 to try out soon so I will
be coming back on this one.
Two further programs are in
the process of being finished;
one for note storage
(sequencing) and the other for
printing out the music. One
important point is that the
storage is real time with no
correction to the nearest semiquaver or whatever (this
function is however available
in the program if you want to
use it). This means that the

music will be played back
faithfully, tempo variations
and all, and even more useful,
the program will pilot a drum
synthesiser meaning that it
can `swing'! ie you are not tied
to the drum synth's
metronome but it follows
you -just like a `live'
drummer. As I said, more on
this when I have had a chance
to use the GT1, but it does
appear to be a step in the
right direction towards

integrating musicality with
technology.

Syncode Electronic showed
their VMP system for the fir:,t
time and this has applications
for audio mixing in music
studios, video and film.
Basically, the VMP system
provides a visual display of
recorded material on tape and
thus acts as a prompter when

mixing. Though not an
automated mixdown system
per se, it provides virtually
the next best thing and at a
reasonable price. There are
two versions available at
present, 8 -track and 16- track,
and as the system is designed
to be evolutive no doubt
24 -track is on the way. As
might be realised, the VMP
works in conjunction with
SMPTE timecode (giving 7 or
15 audio tracks) and has three
modes of operation:
Storage mode: when locked to

NEUTRIK
connectors

SWISS

X
Series
3 Pole Connectors

Sole Agent U.K.

Eardley Electronics Ltd.

Eardley House, 182 -184 Campden Hill Road,
Kensington, London W8 7AS.

(Black or Silver Finish)

Telephone: 01- 221 0606

Telex: 23894

TRA

LYREC TR532. 24- track, current gray model
500 hrs. 32 memory autolocate
3M M79. 24- track, recent head replacements
STUDER A80, 16 -track Mk 1, 15/30ips
STUDER A80, 16 -track Mk 1, 7'/2/15ips
TELEFUNKEN 24- track, new
AMPEX MM1200, 24-track autolocate etc.
3M M79. 16 -track
3M M56, 16- track, Selectake -Varispeed
ITAM 805, 8 -track 1/2"
STUDER A80 Stereo
STUDER A8OR Stereo
PROLINE 2000 Stereo
LYREC TR55 Stereo
STUDER C37 Stereo, valve
SOUNDCRAFT 1624 with 24 monitoring
NEVE Kelso 10 -2
M. JAY 'Airdale' 32 -24 -24
QUAD 8, 32-16 -24
TRIDENT Series 80, 32 in
EMT 240, Gold foil
MASTER ROOM MR3, Reverb with DC2 control
KLARK TEKNIK DN34
DRAWMER Multitracker
CROWN DC300A
CROWN D60
BEYER DT100 Headphones, new
ELECTROSPACE Time matrix, new

TRAD

L

£

13.000.00
10.000.00
8.500.00
7.750.00
19,000.00
11,500.00
6.500.00
4.750.00
800.00
3.200.00
3.000.00
1.200.00
2.300.00
750.00
8.000.00
5.000.00
5.000.00
10.000.00
14.000.00
2.500.00
950.00
350.00
350.00
450.00
120.00
34.00
P.O.A.

WEBBER Test tapes
MARSHALL Time modulator
EVENTIDE Digital delay 1745A
EVENTIDE Omnipressor
AUDIO & DESIGN E500 RS, selective processor
FAIRCHILD 600 Conex
H.H. S500D Amp
H.H. V800 Mos Fet Amp
MXR Digital delay
SCAMP Modules, large stock
ROLAND DC10
BEYER Microphone stands, s/h
TASCAM 32 -2B, as new
A.K.G. BX20 Reverb
BEL DDL 4 sec.
KEF LS5/1 Loudspeakers
KEF LS5/1 Loudspeakers
HELIOS P.S. Desk 16 -8 -16
HELIOS 32 -16 -24
STUDER 30 mem. Autolocate A80
SENNHEISER MD421 Microphones
SHURE SM58
QUAD 405/2 Amps, new
QUAD 303 Amps, new
A.K.G. C451 with CK1 capsule

per pair
per pair

P.O.A.
500.00
400.00
175.00
500.00
350.00
350.00
475.00
350.00
P.O.A.
110.00
15.00
425.00
1.300.00
P.O.A.
150.00
225.00
3.000.00
4.500.00
700.00
65.00
75.00
195.00
127.00
85.00

The above prices do not include V A.T

ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
149b. St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts, WD2 5BB, England
Telex: 262741
Tel: Watford (0923) 47988/9

CTEAP convention
timecode, the VMP system
memorises the positions on the
multitrack where audio is
present above a certain
threshold (normally -30 dB
though range is adjustable by
20 dB). These memory
positions can then be displayed
on a video monitor.
Mixing mode: the display of
the system includes eight light
bars that move from left to
right across the screen, thus

simulating the tape path,
together with the timecode
numbers and a stopwatch. A
vertical black bar is placed to
the right of the screen and
represents the playback head.
The L to R movement thus
represents the timecode track
together with the 7 or 15
audio tracks. When no audio is
present there is a blank space
in the light bar. In the mix
mode the track number for
each indicator flashes for 5 s
before the appearance of the
bar indicating signal present,
and for another 5 s before the
audio ends. The time taken for
the bar to cross the screen
before reaching the playback
head indicator is 7 s thus
giving 12 s of advance
warning that audio will be
present.
Display mode: here the
contents of the memory may
be quickly displayed (35 s).
The memory can also be
displayed second by second,
together with timecode.
Though probably more suited
to A -V and broadcast
applications, the VMP system
presents itself as a timesaver
and enables the rapid
assembly of a mix. The system
is already in use with FR3.
Antenne 2 and Tele Europe.
Following the launch at IBC,
Solid State Logic were
present with the SL.5000
modular console which is
aimed primarily at the
broadcast market. The console
is very much a configure -ithow -you -want desk and can be
built up from a variety of
modules in a selection of
frames to produce virtually a
custom console.
E ne rtec-Sc hl u m be rge r
showed a demonstration
version of their digital console
(which was premiered at the
Paris AES) but seemed content
to garner interest and opinions
rather than make a big fuss
about it.
On the less well known front
SAJE are a French company
34
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which is now gearing up to
make itself a force to be
reckoned with outside France.
SAJE produces an interesting
line of recording and sound
reinforcement consoles.
Top of the line is the ULN
recording console, with a
standard configuration of up to
56 input channels, 32 -track
routing /monitoring, six
auxiliaries, 11 VCA groups,
plug -in compressor/gate
module per channel, three
choices of equalisation
Baxandall, 9 -band graphic or
4 -band parametric -and
automation. The console

-

features extensive

microprocessor control with
three basic modes of operation.
Total Program: a single
keyboard permits instant
selection of the three
operational modes: record,
overdub, mix.
Total Reset: when changing
from record to mix, the console

status automatically returns to
zero.

Total Display: each input
channel features a 16- function
display strip alongside the
channel fader, giving the
channel status and functions
in operation (input, monitor,

status, cue, etc).
Other features on the console
are six echo returns with
routing to groups and /or
multitrack buses and cue, LED
meters switchable peak or VU
or spectrum analyser, LED
and mechanical meters for the
stereo buses and LED
phasemeter. One novel feature

that the linear monitor
return fader becomes the
auxiliary master for that
is

channel in mix mode, ie a niix
can be set up on the
echo /effects sends for the
channel with master level
control by the monitor fader.
In brief, ULN is well worth
SAJE's Memory Show

looking into.
The other studio console is
the Odyssey. This offers up to
30 inputs, 24 -track
routing /monitoring, six
auxiliary sends /returns, six
VCA groups, 3 -band
parametric EQ and

automation. Metering is by
LED columns with VU

characteristics and peak
indication on the stereo
outputs.
SAJE offers two consoles for
sound reinforcement, the Poly
and the Auxy. The Poly is
fairly basic with up to 24
inputs into four groups, four
sends and returns, 3 -band EQ
and master module with
monitoring as oscillator. An
8/8 version is also available
for theatre work and onstage
monitoring.
The Auxy is quite a step up
and is in some ways a hybrid
console. Configuration is up to
48 inputs mixing down to four
sub-groups and stereo outputs,
with re- routing on groups.
There are eight auxiliary
sends switchable pre -post on
inputs and groups plus eight
echo returns with full EQ. The
equalisation on the console is
quite comprehensive with
sweep high and low bands and
parametric mid -band. So far so
good and the console can be
used for front of house alone
or also for running stage
monitors (this is quite common
in France). In addition, each
input can be routed separately
to one of eight buses for
simultaneous 8 -track
recording, the signal being
switchable pi-e- or post-fader.
Metering on the Auxy, as on
the Poly, is by LED VU
meters. The Auxy range also
includes stereo line input
modules and a 14 -way matrix
version also exists for theatre
and monitoring.

The latest development from
SAJE is the SAJE Memory
Show. This disk -based
computer system allows the
automation of certain console
functions and the
memorisation of control
settings. Features include: a
file of 30 titles, with 11 events
per title; status or 'score' of
each input and output module;
sub -grouping; levels on 40
inputs and 20 outputs, mutes
on inputs and outputs; eight
remote control functions for
external equipment such as
tape machines.
All of these parameters can
be called up and/or used at
any time with a minimum of
fuss. The video graphics are
very clear and easy to read.
The system is based around
five modes of operation:
Listing: this enables a choice
between creating a program or
sequence, updating or running
the memories.
Score: memorises the
instruments assigned to the
inputs and the output
destinations of the console.
Title file: memorises the list of
titles for a concert. Each title
file can be called up
individually or sequentially
from the first one.
Title events: calling up a title
shows the events or sequences
(up to 11) already programmed
and running each event
executes the mix, muting,
grouping and remote control of
machines. Manual override of
any function is instantaneous.
Listing of levels: this calls up
the levels, mute status and
sub -grouping of the event or
sequence in operation.
AGAP -ATEIS were showing
a new console for

theatre

sound, also computer
controlled. Whereas it is clear
that the console can be used
for general PA purposes, the
ATEIS DSAO has been
designed with the theatre
specifically in mind and thus
bears a closer look at its
functions.
The console on show was
20/12 the maximum
configuration being 32/16; the
computer used is a CBM with
disk drives, printer and
monitor screen. From top to
bottom the input module
features six push switches for
phase, mic /line, oscillator,
48 V phantom, 20 dB pad and
30 dB gain, two gain trim pots
for the microphone and line
inputs, insert on switch, four
D
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Imagine six of the most amazing synthesizer voices you've ever heard with
2 Oscillators, 15 VCAs. 5 LFOs, 5 Envelope Generators. 4 Ramp Generators,
3Tracking Generators, Lag Processor.
15 Mode Filter. and FM on every single

voice.
Imagine being able to control each of
these voices easily and independently.
A Matrix Modulation
system that lets
you connect 27 sources to any of 47
destinations per voice. with an interactive block diagram and 120 display
characters to make it easy to use.
Imagine being able to interface all of
this to anything you wish :Velocity Keyboards. Sequencers, Guitars. Comput-
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,
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Y ..

ers, MIDI and CVs simultaneously, and
of course. the Oberheim System.

We've had these fantasies, too.
The Oberheim Xpander ... the fantasy
realized. Realize your fantasy at your
local Oberheim dealer or write for more

information.

Atlantex
ATLANTEX MUSIC LTD.
1 Wallace Way, Hitchin,
Herts SG4 OSE
Telephone: (0462) 31511
Telex: 826967

DIARY
DIARY
CTEAP convention

channel is routed to all four
main outputs, the joystick acts
as a standard quad panner. If
the channel is routed in stereo
(3 +4), the Post 1 +2 switch
that we touched on earlier
comes into play. This switch
routes all auxiliary sends that
are in postfade operation into
the front positions of the quad
panner and thus allows stereo
panning with variable mixes
to echo effects, etc, in order to
synthesise different acoustic

auxiliary send pots with
pre/post switches, 4 -band EQ
section with two selectable
frequencies for high and low
bands and two fully
parametric mid -bands, EQ in
switch, two echo send pots
(postfade) with on -off switches,
panpot, PFL switches for left
and right and channel on

pushbutton incorporating
overload LED. The fader
module features 12 (up to 16)
keypad-style pushbuttons for
routing; in this case eight for
groups and four for auxiliaries,
the keypad being read by the
automation system. Then
follows a pair of nul LEDs,
manual override touch pad
and VCA fader with fader

start microswitch.
The output module-group or
auxiliary- features bargraph
meter for output level,
oscillator inject pushbutton,
machine return level control
with illuminated on -off switch
and PFL, group insert on

switch, 4 -band EQ section as
per the input modules, two
echo return level pots with onoff switches, panpot (which we
will come to in a moment),
AFL and PFL buttons and
group on pushbutton with
overload LED. The fader
module comprises six sub -group
on -off switches together with
pre/post switches, talkback
button with LED and VCA
fader. The group module thus
feeds into its own matrix of six
outputs with panning between
odds and evens. The signal
levels are controlled either by
the input channels (pre) or by
the group (post).
Apart from the computer
interface keyboard, the
remaining module strip
concerns monitoring and
communications. From the top
down this incorporates a twin
bargraph for left and right
PFL/AFL plus LEDs, oscillator
level with five switches for
pink noise, 100 Hz, 1 kHz,
5 kHz, 10 kHz. The console
has a built -in octave real -time
analyser and switching on the
pink noise source also turns on
the analyser with the first 10
meters on the output modules
forming the readout. The
oscillator section is followed by
the two echo send/return
master level controls with
return on switches and PFL.
The final module houses the
communications microphone
with level control and switch,
plus level controls and
36
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Etcylla from Fidry
switching for studio
monitoring and control rooms
1 and 2.
The menu proposed by the
ATEIS DSAO consists of six
courses:
Show identification: this gives
show title and people
concerned, such as author,
director, sound engineer, etc.
Input sources: for

be increased or decreased
according to requirements.
Each channel strip is split into
two modules; the upper section
housing input gain controls for

the electronically balanced
microphone input and
unbalanced line input, 20 dB
pad for mic input, phase
switch (common), 48 V
phantom, compressor/expander
and gate controls
programming signals present
at the inputs, eg mic 3, input (called/envelope follower on
the console) and 4 -band
5, cassette sound effects 2,
equaliser section with sweep
input 17, etc.
mid -ranges. There is also a
Routing: for programming
outputs, together with location peak LED. The lower module
of speaker source, eg output 1, is where things differ slightly
from the norm. From the top
stage right wings, output 2,
down are three auxiliary
centre stage rear, etc.
sends-though this number
Events: programming of an
can be increased to six or
events sequence.
eight on demand -with Aux
Rehearsal mode: this is
three postfade and one and
self-explanatory.
Run: runs the program for the two being individually
switchable pre/post. In
show.
addition there is a switch Post
An important aspect of the
system is that the automation 1+2 which we will come back
to. Next is the monitor return
works either in sequence, ie
level pot with a switch marked
from one static mode to
Mix-down, this routing the
another, or in real -time. This
means that `snapshot' and
tape machine output into the
line input of the channel. The
dynamic mixes can be
programmed; the latter either following control is something
we haven't seen for some time:
by the computer reading the
a joystick quad panpot. This
operator's mix or by being
programmed via the computer again we will come back to.
Carrying on down is the group
keyboard. As well as input
and output levels and routing, level control (multitrack bus
the computer also controls the output), complete with five
LED peak level indicator. A
starting and stopping of tape
switch marked Direct routes
machines and where the
the signal into the group send
machine has the necessary
post channel fader. An
microprocessor control, will
analogue and digital routing
wind the machine to the next
system will be available in
cue point. In case the need
1985 for using the group
arises, any input can be put
into manual mode at any time. control as a submaster for
other sources besides its
Described as a console for
dedicated channel. The VCA
stage, recording or music
fader is flanked by six buttons
research, the Fidry Etcylla
console was a last -minute find and their associated LEDs:
solo, VCA controls to
and provides some very
interesting features at a very designate master or slave
operation, master output
interesting price! The version
routing (1 +2, 3 +4) and
shown was a 12/12/4 but the
channel mute. When the
number of channel strips can

`depths'.
The master section includes
the four master faders with
LED metering to indicate
prefade signal level and four
echo returns. There is a
comprehensive monitoring and
communications module strip,
together with LED meters for
the master outputs. The
console has an extensive
patchbay together with control
inputs and outputs from the
console VCAs. This facility
allows external control
voltages to create such special
effects as autopanning,
envelope following, etc, from
computers, sythesisers and the
like. An interface module is
also available should
connection to the outside world
give problems. The wide use of
VCAs also means that the
console can be automated.
The facilities available on
this console -plus its sonic
quality excited more than a
few engineers. The
demonstration model was
hooked into a modular
synthesiser and demonstrated
the possibilities of fully
integrating the console into
and electronic music system.
We may be hearing a lot more
from the Etcylla in the future.

ATEAP, 17 rue Leriche,
75015 Paris, France.
SCOOP (Musiciels FROG,
350 rue des Pyrénées, 75020
Paris, France. Tel: (1) 366
2658.

Duplistore (VMP), 11 rue
Moreau Vauthier, 92100
Boulogne, France. Tel: (1) 603
2898.

SAJE, 3 rue Verte, 95100
Argenteuil, France. Tel: (3)
961 1562.
A &A, 264 Avenue Ste
Catherine, ZI Fontcouverte
Sud, 84140 MontfavetAvignon, France. Tel: (90)
311068.

Fidry,

6 Place Déliot, 59000
Lille, France. Tel: (20) 86 10

62.

FOR LIMEHOUSE STUDIOS,
IT'S THE OTARI EDGE.
Limehouse Studios are one of

Britain's newest, largest and most

sophisticated teleproduction facilities. Their sound capabilities are
among the finest available to
programme producers.
The Limehouse choice for
multitrack recorders: two Otani
MTR -90 Series II twenty -four
channel machines.
Limehouse selected the MTR -90
for many of the same reasons you
would: superb sound quality, easy
interface with video editing
systems and synchronisers, an
advanced microprocessor -based
tape transport, and, a reputation
for reliable performance.

The compact MTR -90 even fits
easily into the small machine or
sound control room. While gently
handling your Masters in the most
reliable manner, it delivers the
fastest transport operational modes
of any 2" professional recorder
made. A compact Remote Session
Controller comes standard, and an
optional, full- function autolocator
can be easily fitted.
Whether your work is in music,
radio, multi-media, film or television
audio production, there are many
advantages to owning an Otani.
Critically evaluate the recorders
that will put you where you want to

be: at Technology's leading -edge.
To receive full technical
information and a demonstration
please contact one of our authorised professional Dealers or ring
us at 0753 -822381. Otarí Electric
(U.K.) Ltd, 22 Church Street,

Slough, Berks, SL1 1PT, U.K.
Telex 849453 OTARI G.
Authorised Dealers:
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland
Street, London W6 9JT 01 748 9009
TURNKEY, Brent View Road,
London NW9 TEL 01 202 4366

Technology You can Trust

Application..

Multi
The MTR-90
Master

channel for
Recorderroduction
Music production.
& post

_..
o

1984,
Otani Electric
(U.S.) Limited

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, software, standards

Octave -plateau IBM PC
music software
Octave -plateau Electronics,
makers of the Voyetra 8

Roland DIN drum sync and
the FSK sync -to -tape tape is
also provided. The OEI music
software requires an IBM PC
with 256 K RAM and uses the
Roland MPU-401 MIDI
interface with an OEI PC
interface card.
A second package based on
the IBM PC in the form of a
support package for the
Voyetra 8 gives the musician
full and easy access to the
Voyetra's steps and programs.
The voice structure of the
Voyetra is presented in a block
diagram form showing all the
signal paths and parameter
settings. Using the cursor
keys, signal paths and
parameters may be changed at
will with the resultant
changes being heard instantly.
Created programs may be
saved to disk. The package is
supplied with 300 sound
programs which may be
further modified. Hardware
includes an IBM PC interface
card and cable, and the
software disk.

synthesiser, have released a
music software package for the
IBM PC. The first release is
based upon a flexible 64 -track
`digital tape recorder' designed
ill/P/111111 tt'1
111411
for easy use with their
synthesisers. Each of the 64
rrsrrr111111r1111r11rr11is
tracks may be independently
looped, transposed and autocorrected on either playback or
record. Up to 60,000 notes can
be recorded with high timing
resolution with punch -in and
out points being programmable
and rehearsed in advance.
Multiple takes may be kept
and compared before making
final choice.
The editor enables the user
return has a mon/mix switch
A recent addition to the
to look at individual notes,
Soundtracs range of consoles is that allows the use of the
change them, change other
stereo tape returns to be
the M series of modular
consoles for live sound use and monitored or the returns used MIDI events or enter them in
as additional effects returns to `step-time'. Up to 10 musical
8 -track recording. Mainframes
are available to accept 16 -, 24- the master group. Each of the fragments may be kept in
buffer memories and more be
or 32 -input formats with eight subgroups contains a 4 -way
kept in `phrase libraries'.
routing matrix.
subgroups and masters. The
material may be
input EQ is 4 -band with
Soundout Laboratories Ltd, Programmed
copied, moved, inserted,
frequency sweep on the two
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton,
transposed, re- quantised and
middle ranges. The channels
Surrey KT6 6AH, UK. Tel:
modified in many ways. Time
faders are 100 mm and each
01 -399 3392. Telex: 8951073.
Octave -plateau Electronics
signatures may be mixed in
channel has six aux buses.
any fashion. Drum scores may Inc, 51 Main Street,
USA: Soundtracs Inc, 262A
There is a basic two -band EQ
Yonkers, NY 10701, USA.
be created for replay on MIDI
Eastern Parkway,
on the group returns that can
Tel: (914) 964-0225.
compatible drum machines.
Farmingdale, NY 11735. Tel:
be switched to the group
(516) 249 -3669.
outputs. The stereo masters
1

ssstsas

Soundtracs M series

STL test tapes standards
The Standard Tape Laboratory frequency characteristics while
the second is to US NAB and
(STL) has recently introduced
AES characteristics. STL will
two new series of test tapes
still continue the existing
using internationally agreed
series of NAB characteristic
test frequencies. This will
test tapes using the original
allow direct comparison
STL programmes.
between test tapes
manufactured anywhere in the Standard Tape Laboratory
Inc, 26120 Eden Landing
world at these preferred test
Road, Hayward, CA 94545,
frequencies. The first new
USA. Tel: (415) 786.3546.
series is manufactured to IEC

In brief
lengths while 2 and 3 are in
of rubber cable ramps designed sections 3 m long. Other
dimensions vary with model
to protect cables that have to
type.
cross floors in heavy traffic
areas and prevent tripping on Walk -Overs, 29 Vicarage
Lane, Poynton, Cheshire
the cables.
SK12 1BG, UK.
They come in three sizes
Oberheim Electronics have
with 1 being suitable for
protecting one cable of 10 mm recently introduced five new
voice cards for the DMX
diameter (or several small
digital drum machine. Now
cables), 2 three cables up to
available are: Beat Kick, Beat
10 mm and 3 takes three
Snare, Long Hi -Hat, Scratch
cables of up to 21 mm
and Click/Clap.
diameter 1 comes in 2 m
Walk -Ovens are a new range
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Vesta Fire RV -3
Shiino Vesta Fire have
launched the R V-3 dual
reverberation unit, a spring
line reverb intended to replace
the former RV-1 model and it
offers greater facilities
together with a reduction in
price. Unlike the `phase
reverse stereo' of the RV-1,
the RV-3 is `true' stereo and
has a 3 -band EQ on each
channel. Both channels can be
fed from input one or can
operate as independent
channels. There are limiters

on the input to reduce

transient upsets to the springs
and the output has a noise

gate adjusted to remove
mechanical and hum -induced
sounds from the reverb output.

Shiino Vesta Fire
Corporation, 37 -1, 2 -Chome
Kamiuma Setagaya -ku,
Tokyo 154, Japan. Tel: (03)
412 -7011. Telex: J32644.
UK: MTR, Ford House, 58
Cross Road, Bushey, Herts
WD1 4DQ. Tel: 0923 34050.
Telex: 925859.
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If you listen carefully
you'll find out what the
music industry is
talking about!!
Sony Pro-Audio
Sony PCM -3324 Digital multi -track recorder
Dynamic range - More than 90 dB
Channel separation More than 80 d B

-

THD- Less than 0.05%
RM -3310 Remote Controller /Autolocator

Four memories

- Channel set up

Four memories- Channel grouping

SONY
Broadcast

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom

Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 0
Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2/G3 (0256) 4745 85
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications

Furman rack accessories
using this type of socket
although we would refer
queries to the manufacturer to
check this.
Le Patch modules come in
Le Patch modular patchbay
standard 19 in rack widths.
system.
The PL-8 is a 1% in standard They are built up of small
circuit boards with two 1/4 in
rack mount unit intended for
mounting at the top of a rack. phone jacks in the front
normalled to jacks in the rear
The rear of the unit contains
which are either phone or
eight power outlets of up to
Symetrix Inc have just
10 A in total with 10 A circuit phono. These are available in
introduced the model 525 dual
packages of four and fit into
breaker. The front panel
the special mounting rack that gated compressor/limiter, a
contains two power switches
2- channel unit in a single U,
will accept 20 sockets width
one for the rear panel sockets
19 in rack mount format.
and two rows in a single U
and the other for the front
Front panel controls for each
height.
panel lights which are in the
channel include expander /gate
form of two slide -out light
Inc,
30 Rich threshold, compress/limit
Furman
Sound
fittings that will illuminate
Greenbae, CA 94904, threshold, ratio, output gain,
the front of the other units in Street,
USA. Tel: (415) 927 -1225.
channel in /out, LED level
the rack below it. Due to the
indication and a stereo link
nature of the sockets (standard UK: Atlantex Music, Brent
View Road, London NW9 7EL. select button.
US power type) this product
The 525 is capable of
may only be available in areas Tel: 01 -202 4155.
simultaneous compress/limit
and expand/gate functions and
includes Symetrix's FAST
RMS level detection circuitry
offering elements of both RMS
and peak detection. The
separate side chains for the
two functions provide
programme dependent control
for the attack and release

Furman Sound have
introduced two new rack
mount products, the PL-8
power and light module and

Symetrix dual gated
compressor /limiter

-

parameters. The 525 also
incorporates the new TA -104
VCA from Valley People in
the design. Both inputs and

outputs are balanced and there
is provision for side chain
insertion of EQ, etc.
Claimed dynamic range is
>100 dB with compression
ratios variable from 1:1 to 20:1
while the expander /gate ratio
`approaches 2:1 through a soft knee threshold'. There is front
panel LED indication of the
threshold points relative to the
programme level.
Symetrix Inc, 109 Bell

Street, Seattle, WA 98121,

USA. Tel: (206) 624 -5012.
Telex: 703282.
UK: Atlantex Music, Brent
View Road, London NW9 7EL.
Tel: 01 -202 4155.

Schoeps Collette capsule

Linn 9000
Linn Electronics have
announced the introduction of
the Linn 9000, a unit that
integrates a MIDI -compatible
keyboard recorder and digital
drum machine in one package
with identical programming
operation for both. The
keyboard recorder section (or
sequencer) memorises every
performance aspect including
dynamics, pitch bends,
modulation and synth patches
for as many as 16 MIDI equipped polyphonic
synthesisers simultaneously
with a maximum of 32 tracks.
The digital drum machine
section includes all the
capabilities of the LinnDrum
while introducing a number of
new features including front
panel velocity- sensitive rubber
pads /and /or rear panel drum
pad inputs; high -hat decay
programming with a manual
control; built -in mixer with
separate fader for each drum
sound with programming for
volume, pan and tuning; a
repeat function allowing quick
40
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programming of rolls etc;
versatile tempo programming;
18 drums and percussion
sounds. Recording and editing
functions have been designed
to simulate the operation of a
multitrack tape machine with
record, play, fast forward, etc.
Retrofitting options available
soon will include an audio
input circuit for on board
sound sampling; a 31/2 in disk
drive to offer increased
capacity over current cassette
capability for loading and
storing of drum and synth
programs and sound samples;
and finally another plug -in
circuit board to implement
SMPTE interlock.
Linn Electronics Inc, 18720

Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA
91356, USA. Tel: (818)
708 -8131.
UK: Scenic Sounds

Equipment, Unit 2, 10
William Road, London NW1
3EN. Tel: 01 -387 1262.
UK: Syco Systems, 20 Conduit
Place, London W2. Tel: 01 -724
2451.

Schoeps have recently added a
new capsule to the Collette
series of microphones which
comprise of CMC preamplifiers

with 11 interchangeable
capsules. The MK25 capsule
has an omnidirectional polar
response with a slight HF lift
on axis. Schoeps suggest the
primary application of the
capsule is in situations where
only a few microphones are
used to record an entire
orchestra -a possible
alternative to the BLM 3

boundary layer capsule.
Schalltecknik Dr-Ing

Schoeps, Spitalstrasse 20,
Karlsruhe 41, West
Germany. Tel: 0721

D -7500

42016/42011.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment
Ltd, Unit 2, Comtech, William
Road, London NW1 3EN. Tel:
01 -387 1262. Telex: 27939.
USA: Posthorn Recordings,
142 West 26th Street, 10th
Floor, New York, NY 10001.
Tel: (212) 242 -3737.

Rycote stereo windshield
The advent of stereo
broadcasting by the BBC and
the American broadcasting
organisations has prompted
Rycote to develop a new,
larger diameter windshield to
accommodate the double
capsule stereo mics. It has a
similar construction to the
previous Rycote model, but
with increased diameter of
5 in, giving a claimed
improvement of 5 dB in
windkeeping over the 4 in
diameter model.

Rycote have also introduced
a new microphone suspension
assembly for the longer
shotgun mics, which
incorporates a block of

specially formulated foam
rubber to support the weight
of the longer mics and protect
from shocks during recording.

Rycote Microphone
Windshields Ltd, Unit 6,
New Mills, Slad Road,
Stroud, Glos GL5 1RN. Tel:
(04536) 79338.

Presenting Lexicon's

PCM 60

Superior Digital Reverb Within Reach.
Lexicon proudly announces the PCM 60

Inside the PCM 60's refined package are
the same realistic rooms and plates that

Whether you're looking for a long, rich
reverb for vocals; a warm spaciousness

with the Lexicon sonic quality demanded
by so many performing artists and

have made Lexicon famous. And Lexicon

studios at an amazingly low price.

PCM 60 for rugged use and easy

for instrumentals; a bright or sizzly plate
for percussion; or a natural ambience
for dialog or all forms of electronic
music, the PCM 60 does the job with

Digital Reverberator-the first reverh

engineers have carefully designed the

operation: over 100 distinct and useful
reverberation effects are only

a

few

Lexicon style.

a

reverb until you demo

the PCM 60 at your Lexicon dealer. With
the most demanding program sources,
listen to the PCM 60 and compare it with
the competition -you'll find no one else
comes close. For the serious musician or

small studio, the PCM 60 is worth your

pushbuttons away.

investment.

kgiaLon,

Lexicon, Inc., 60 Turner Street

Export: Gotham Export Corporation,

Waltham, MA 02154

741

617

111 S

IN

Don't invest in

8916790 Telex 923468

SOUNDS EQU IPMENT

Unit 10 W illiam Road, London
Tel: 01- 3871262.01- 734 2812
2,CENIC

MN Telex: 27939

SCENIC G

13EN

NWLIMITED

Washington Street, New York, NY 10014

THE BLACK& WHITE
llc concept of playing acoustic or 'sampled'
sounds on a keyboard, first introduced by Fairlight
with the CMI in 1979. has now become a
requirement of today's synthesiser users.
Syco, the specialists in *sampling' keyboards. have
selected the 'state of the art' instruments. instruments
which meet the varying demands of our clientele.
The choice of the best sampling keyboards. The
Fairlight CMI, the Emulator II and the Kurzweil 250.
The Black and White Collection.
Fafrlight CMI is much more than a musical
instrument. It is an integrated music production
system. expandable to cope with the ever- changing
needs of today's musician. Consistently upgraded since
its introduction in 1979. the CMI has become legendary
for its compositional software. Now the largest selling
computer musical instrument in the UK, the options
arriving in the next six months will increase its already
fantastic potential tenfold.
EH, successor to the popular Emulator. brings the
power of high quality sampling within the reach of most
professional musicians. Featuring a five octave
dynamic keyboard with a variety of possible keyboard
modes. the inclusion of filters. VCAs, envelope
generators and independant LFOs allows you to
extensively modify any sampled sound. An eight track
sequencer with MIDI and SMPTE interfaces enables
complex compositions to be recorded. These features,
together with a dramatically increased sampling
memory make the Ell a powerful creative tool.
Kurzweil 250 features an 88 note piano -type
keyboard. Utilising technology from the fields of
artificial intelligence and pattern recognition it achieves
extraordinary realism of sound with unprecedented
expressive capabilities. It's supplied with thirty preset
sounds. (expandable to 60), can accomodate up to 40
keyboards set -ups. and features a twelve track
sequencer. Ideally suited to live performance and
studio work. the Kurzweil 250 is the only viable
alternative to an acoustic grand piano.
All of these instruments are available for you to
see and hear at our demonstration suite in W2. So next
time your looking for something very special. try the
best sampling keyboards.
The Black and White Collection.

Syco, 20 Conduit Place. London W2.
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 Syco G.

LECTIO

FROM SYCO

Syco.We are

STRIN

CONTIZOL
Mention

the word

The SynthAxe is a
revolutionary new

`synthesiser', and most
people will think of a

musical instrument with a
piano -style keyboard.
Indeed, to many who are
not given to thinking about
what actually goes on inside a
synthesiser, the keyboard itself appears
to be `the synthesiser'. Of course, the
piano -style keyboard is only one of any
number of ways to give a musician
control over a synth -but it currently
happens to be the most popular one.
To the synthesiser design engineer, the
mechanical elements of a piano -style
keyboard are a very convenient system
on which to develop and evolve a variety
of electro- mechanical switching and
transducer systems for defining (among
other things) the start, the pitch and the
end of each note.
To the synthesiser marketing man, the
keyboard presents the synth in a format
which can be immediately assimilated by
a significant group of musicanskeyboard players -instantly giving them
a vast expansion in musical power and
expression, and giving the marketing
man a commensurate increase in his
bank balance.
So far, this is great for the synthesiser
design engineer, the marketing man and
the keyboard player -but what about all
the other musicians in the world? What's
more to the point, what about all those
musicians who play the most culturally
significant instrument of the last 30
years? The guitar!
The SynthAxe is aimed at this market.
This is not to say that no -one has tried
to satisfy this market before, or that
every idea on the SynthAxe is entirely
new. However, there is no doubt that it
gives a guitar player instant control over
a synth using large chunks of his
existing stringed instrument technique,
and further allows him to explore and
develop revolutionary new ways of
creating music in a manner which is
impossible on either a conventional
stringed instrument, or a keyboard
controlled synthesiser. There is also no
doubt that it sports a number of
sophisticated and innovative features
both musically and technically.

-

synthesiser controller
which has been
designed from the start
with strict musical
criteria in mind. It
gets away from the
conventional keyboard
idea. One of its
developers, Bill Aitken
explains
electronics of its own. It performs the
same function as the piano -style
keyboard on most current synthesisers;
ie it is the man -machine interface which
the musican manipulates to produce the
control signals to make the synthesiser
sound generating circuits (voices) make
the music -except that this is for
guitarists. It is, in fact, a telemetry
system which analyses the guitarist's
hand movements, and converts this
information into streams of digital codes.
These codes are sent via a suitable
interfacing system to a target
synthesiser to be interpreted and
converted into the appropriate form
within the synth in order to produce the
FIG
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A control system
The first point to be noted is that the
SynthAxe contains no sound -generating
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required musical results from the sound
generating circuits. Fairlight, Oberheim,
Fender -Rhodes and E -mu are the current
co- operating synth manufacturers who
are providing, or working on interfacing
systems -consequently giving guitarplayers wider access to their products.
The SynthAxe system is controlled by a
concurrent pair of 6809 microprocessors.
The neck processor (see Fig 1) constantly
monitors the player's actions on the
fingerboard, and after processing this
information, it passes the data on to the
body processor. As well as receiving data
from the neck processor, the body
processor also receives data (preprocessed in analogue form) from other
transducers and switches on the body,
the pedals, and, if connected, the console.
The body processor constantly scans and
monitors the changes of state on all
these inputs and is programmed to
produce a variety of musical codes
according to the way the player
manipulates the various controls. This
central module of the software is called
the `SynthAxe System Logic', and it is
this part of the system which defines
exactly how the SynthAxe will react to
the player's actions, and therefore
defines its musical capabilities. Finally,
the body processor outputs the codes to
drive the target synth.
Most readers will be aware of MIDI
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface).
This system is now commonplace as a
means of interconnecting and remote
controlling electronic musical
instruments. The SynthAxe can talk to a
number of well -known makes of synth on
MIDI, although MIDI is only one of a
number of possible interfacing systems.
Some of you will also be aware of
anomalies which may arise on
connecting different makes of synth via
MIDI -not all manufacturers' MIDIs are
the same! And although it calls itself a
Musical Instrument Digital Interface, the
MIDI system is, for historical reasons,
heavily keyboard orientated. The
implications are, therefore, that not all
synths are capable of fully interpreting
the complex MIDI codes generated and
the SynthAxe has to carry a library of
internally stored MIDI software
packages -each package tailored
specifically for the needs of each
different model of target synthesiser.
I will refer to MIDI only when
explaining how the SynthAxe uses it in
ways which may seem obtuse to those
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familiar with keyboard applications of
the system. Don't worry if you are not
over -familiar with MIDI, as I shall
explain things in functional terms as
well as referring to the MIDI
nomenclature.

plucking, and, if desired `damped' by a
second manual contact.
Before anyone asks, we do intend to
produce a left-handed version, although
we're not sure when we'll be able to
afford the heavy re-tooling bill.

Guitar -like features

Pitch control

When approaching the SynthAxe for the
first time, the guitarist naturally wants
to play it the way he plays a guitar.
That is, he controls the pitch of a note
by stopping a string on the neck with
one hand, and picks or plucks a string on
the body with the other hand.
On referring to Fig 2, the quick- witted
will have spotted that someone has gone
mad, bent the neck, and run the strings
through a tunnel. This is not entirely as
it appears. There are, in fact, two
completely separate sets of strings; one
for selecting the pitch of the note by
stopping the strings on the neck, and the
other.set on the body which allow the
note selected by the corresponding neck
string to be `triggered' by picking or

On an electric guitar, the player selects
the basic note value he requires by
stopping the string longitudinally at the
appropriate fret. This gives him
chromatic (semitone) control over the
pitch of each string. If he wants to
produce pitch bending effects of that
basic chromatic note value, he can
modulate the pitch at each fret by
pushing of pulling (`bending') the string
laterally across the fingerboard. This
produces a continuously variable FM
version of the basic fretted note -in
musical terms a glissando or vibrato,
depending on the manual technique

used.
In order to simulate these effects, each
neck string generates two completely

independent sets of digital codes for pitch
control. Fret codes are produced in
semitone steps according to the
longitudinal stopping point of each
string, and are eventually output as
MIDI key codes. String bend codes are
also produced for each string in relation
to the amount that each string is
displaced laterally, or `bent', across the
fingerboard. These string bend codes are
transmitted separately on MIDI via
Pitchwheel or Modulation Wheel codes.
The neck 6809 processor continuously
scans and monitors the point of contact
between each metal string, and each
conductive fret. Having analysed this
data, it produces six separate fret
codes -a semitone code for each string.
The fret codes for each string are then
passed to the body 6809. The neck 6809
also scans and collects data from six
individual pancake shaped coils, one
placed under each string at the bridge
(see Figs 3 and 4). These `string bend
coils' sense the lateral displacement of
each string electro- magnetically, and,
after this information has been processed
45

by the neck processor, the string bend
code for each string is also passed to the
body 6809.
The obvious application of the string
bend data is to modulate the fret pitch
(whole semitones) of a string with the

string bend parameter (continuously
variable modulation) -thus simulating
pitch modulation effects in the same
manner as on a guitar. However, it
should be noted that the string bend
parameter can be assigned to any
number of functions within the target
synth apart from pitch modulation. Filter
frequency, filter resonance, amplitude,
pulse -width and de -tune, are just a few of
the options and the range of options
depends on the internal control features
peculiar to each make of target synth.
It should also be noted that the law
and response of the string bend data is
under very sophisticated software
control. Indeed, if it were not, there
would be some very strange results from
the string bend system. As the string
bend sensors are placed under the
strings near the bridge, a given lateral
movement of a string on a fret close to
the bridge produces much larger string
bend deflection values than if the same
lateral movement of the string is made
on a fret near the headstock.
Consequently, the string bend software
module is loaded with a table of
correction factors -one for each fret
position. This produces an even string
bend response throughout the
fingerboard.
Having equalised the lateral response
of the string bend system for all
longitudinal positions, the software has
further controls built in to shape the law
and the range of the string bend system.
This means that the pitch modulation
effect of a given physical bend can be as
subtle or as wild as required, and the
rate of take -off of the pitch change from
the point of rest to the position of
maximum deflection can be tailored
exactly. There is also a variable guard
band either side of the rest point of the
string. Within these fine lateral
boundaries, no modulation effects occur.
This helps to minimise unintentional
dissonances due to slight displacements
of the strings during non -bending
passages -particularly when the response
of the system is cranked up to the
maximum.

Dynamic control
The six shorter strings on the body are
the trigger strings (see Fig 2). These are
FIG
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plucked, or picked in the same manner
as a guitar. Each trigger string has two
transducer systems associated with it: a
pluck detecting system and a touch
sensing system.
The pluck detecting system is as shown
in Fig 5. The trigger string is attached
to a piston within a barrel, and the
tension of this system is controlled by
the compression spring in the barrel.
Embedded in the end of the piston is a
magnet which is placed near a hall -effect
IC. When a string is plucked, the string
is displaced by the pick or finger, and
when the required amount of tension has
been applied to the string, the pick or
finger slips off the string, allowing it to
spring back to its normal state of rest.
When the SynthAxe trigger string is
plucked, the magnet first of all moves
relatively slowly away from the hall effect IC during the tensioning
movement and then, when the string is
finally let go, moves sharply back
towards the IC during the spring -back.
The varying voltages output by the hall effect IC are analysed and processed so
that only magnet movements exceeding a
certain threshold velocity in a particular
direction produce a trigger pulse to
activate the target synthesiser. In
addition, the velocity of the magnet
above the threshold is measured, and
passed along to the processor, so that the
player can apply a velocity modulation
effect to his synth patch if he wants. For
example, if he assigns the velocity

parameter within the target synth to
modulate amplitude and filter, then the
harder he plucks the string, the louder
and edgier the synth voice will sound.
By correctly choosing operating
thresholds and sensing the direction of
the magnet movement, a predictable and
accurate performance is extracted from
the trigger string system.
The other transducer systenm
connected to the trigger strings is the
touch-sensing system for string damping.
This uses a mixture of two systems;
resistive leakage (which works well when
hands are sweaty and there is a good
contact with ground) and 50/60 Hz AC
pick-up (which works well when hands
are dry, and there is no contact with
ground). In order for the touch -sensing

sytem to work, the trigger strings need
to be conductive.
The reason for having this system is to
simulate the damping effects available
on a guitar. When a guitar string is
plucked, it is the equivalent of an ADR
envelope on a synth -the better the
sustain of the guitar, the longer the R of
the ADR. But when you put your hand
on a vibrating guitar string, you damp
the R, and shorten the note. A similar
effect is produced with the SynthAxel
Target Synth combination. When the
trigger string is plucked, a MIDI Note
On code is sent, followed almost
immediately with a MIDI Note Off code.
In conjunction with a synth patch having
a sharp Attack and a long Release,
(dynamically similar to a guitar, piano or
harpsichord), the trigger string codes set
off an ADR envelope, and the note
remains audible according to the value of
the Release time programmed on the
synth patch. This Release characteristic
will remain as patched on the synth as
long as the string is not touched by
hand. However, when the player touches
the trigger string with his hand, the
touch sensing system is activated,
generating a Release Time Modulation
code. This is sent to the synth as a MIDI
Continuous Controller code, in order to
bring the ringing note to a premature
end by drastically shortening the Release
characteristic of the synth voice. When
the string is re-triggered after such a
sequence, the Release characteristic of
the synth voice must first be
automatically re -set to normal so the
next note can sound properly.
The neck (pitch) strings also have
individual touch sensing systems, so that
the player can damp equally well with
both hands.
The system as described so far is
modelled closely on existing guitar
technique. Naturally so, since the prime
aim of the instrument is to give a player
of stringed instruments instant control
over a synthesiser. But that is only part
of the story. We decided at the outset
that if we limited the design of a
stringed synth controller within the
known boundaries of existing guitar
technique, then we would be ignoring
much of the hidden potential of the
synthesiser. It must also be stated quite
firmly that wherever we saw a choice
between making the SynthAxe more like
a guitar or maximising the potential of
the instrument in terms of synth control,
we chose to go for synth control.
Although designed for players of stringed
instruments, it does not pretend to be a
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guitar, and is uncompromisingly a synth

controller. Consequently, we decided to
include a number of innovative dynamic
and pitch controlling elements, so that
the guitar player now has a chance to
develop and explore completely new
techniques on a completely new
instrument. First of all, there are the
trigger keys.
In action, these are similar to piano
keys. Fig 6 shows the construction -once
again using moving magnets embedded
in the key close to a hall -effect IC. There
are six trigger keys, and they are
associated with the neck (pitch) strings
in the same pattern as the trigger
strings, ie E, A, D, G, B & E trigger
keys. As with the trigger strings, the
trigger keys are velocity sensing. Unlike
the trigger strings they can hold, or
sustain a trigger signal, and they are
also pressure sensing. Whereas the
trigger strings produce a `plucked'
trigger pulse, (MIDI Note On followed
closely by MIDI Note Off), the trigger
key produces a MIDI Note On when you
press the key, and delays the Note Off
until the finger releases the pressure on
the key.
If your reaction to the above is `what's
the difference', then I suggest you take
an analogue synth, and program a patch
with a long Release, and an envelope
modulated filter. Now compare the
texture of the sound (a) when you keep
your finger pressed down on the key
(making the S of the ADSR long and
constant) and (b) giving the key a sharp

stab (making the S virtually nonexistent in the same manner as the Note
On/Note Off routine produced by a
trigger string, and putting the dynamics
directly into the R mode). As the
SynthAxe is capable of hammering,
trilling and other pitch changing
ornaments during the time that the R is
releasing on the synth, and as it is also
capable of switching the Release time in
conjunction with the string damping
systems, these subtleties of the stringed
instrument can now be applied to the
synth. Together with glissandi and
vibrato from the string bending system,
these effects immediately give even the
most synthetic sounds a human quality,
and the listener instantly recognises that
the sounds are being controlled by a
stringed instrument.
Enough digression -back to key
triggers. You will see from Fig 6 that
each key has two springs. The first,
lighter spring is constantly in
compression, and dictates the initial
action of the key -from which is
extracted the velocity information.
However, having started a note by
pressing the key fast enough to exceed
the threshold velocity and initiate a
trigger, the key comes up against a
second heavier spring part -way through
the throw of the key. Within the range
of the second action, the hall-effect IC
functions as a proximity sensor in
relation to the magnet and this variation
in voltage is used to generate after
pressure data relative to how far the
player pushes the trigger key down into
the second spring action. The after pressure threshold of the hall -effect
system is adjusted to coincide with the
mechanical range of the second spring,
so that, if the player merely rests on the
48
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second spring (which is much stiffer than
the first) then there is no after -pressure
modulation -but if he presses firmly on
down through the second spring action,
the modulation effect increases with the
pressure applied. Once again, the afterpressure codes are sent independently to
the synth to be patched to create the
desired effects in a similar manner to the
velocity parameters.
The trigger keys allow completely new
forms of pitch and dynamic control. If
the player selects a note on the neck,
and presses the corresponding trigger
key, then he can sustain a note in the
same manner as a keyboard with after pressure, but he can update pitch in the
same manner as a guitar-by
hammering, pulling -off, sliding, etc. Note
that this type of pitch updating is
achieved in a `legato' mode, ie moving
from one fret to the next produces a
change in the pitch of the note but does
not interrupt the dynamics. This sort of
effect is not possible on a polyphonic
keyboard, as the effect of polyphonic

assignment algorithms mean that
playing a trill, or turn, on a polyphonic
system always results in the new note
being re-attacked every time a new key
is struck. Also, some of these ornaments
can sound a mess if the Release time is
long, and the notes triggered by different
keys run into one another due to the
polyphonic assignment. It is for this
reason that the SynthAxe operates the
MIDI in Mono Mode. Those of you
familiar with MIDI will know that the
Mono Mode assigns a unique MIDI
channel to each separate voice on the
target synth. This means that each voice
is effectively acting as a monophonic
synthesiser -and each of the strings has
its own individual synth voice to control.
When using the trigger keys, pitch
updating continues via the neck string so
long as the string remains in contact
with the fingerboard; but if the player
takes the neck string off the fingerboard
while keeping the corresponding trigger
key pressed, then the pitch will freeze
and sustain at the last note value

fingered on the string. These facilities
allow very complex counter-melodic and
sustaining effects, with all the subtleties
of trills, turns, mordents and other
ornaments in a manner impossible both
on a keyboard controlled synth, and a
guitar.
The group trigger keys (see Fig 2)
mechanically interlock the treble triad
and the bass triad, allowing both of
these to be played with only one finger
leaving the rest of the hand free to
overplay on the other keys /strings. The
master trigger key electronically gangs
all six strings, allowing block chords to
be fired off with the heel of the hand.
You can still overplay individual and
group trigger keys while sustaining
master chords with the heel of the hand.
The other triggering system on the
body of the instrument is the Left Hand
Trigger system. There are two switches
associated with this function; one by the
trigger keys, and the other by the
trigger strings (see Fig 2). Their function
is identical. When pressed down, there is
no need to use the right hand to trigger
a note. Instead, the computer system
enables automatic triggering. This means
that every time a string is pressed down
on the fingerboard, and a new fret/string
contact is made, the appropriate note is
automatically triggered. Very fast runs
can be played in this mode using only
the left hand. The reason for the
duplicate switches is so that access is
equally easy if you have been playing
the trigger strings, or the trigger keys. If
you wish you can press the other end of
the Left Hand Trigger switch, and `lock on' this mode. You can now use two
hands on the neck in a similar manner
to The Stick, or akin to `tapping' a
conventional guitar neck.
The last control to mention on the body
is the Vibrato Arm. This is also a hall effect proximity transducer (see Fig 7).
The magnet is attached to a bi-polar
springing system (plastic bush) so that if
the arm is waggled towards, or away
from the body, the magnet moves closer
to, or further away from the hall-effect
IC nearby. This system works equally
well anywhere in a 360° arc and doesn't
suffer the tuning problems of the
conventional device. In fact, like the
string bend system, the range and law of
the Wang Arm is adjustable in software.
The Vibrato Arm code is normally sent
via a MIDI Lever code, and like the
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pecialize in it

The major contributor to a
microphone's fidelity to the original
acoustical event is the uniformity
of its amplitude response over frequency.
Indeed, the anomalies that give most
popular microphones their characteristic coloration
show themselves upon careful analysis to be
variations from flat amplitude and phase response, especially
those occurring in the middle and high frequencies.

have

and
Not only are the
they remain remarkably

Believing the best microphone must be an
accurate one, Bruel & Kjaer designed the
4000 series of professional condensers to
virtually ruler -flat response through the middle frequencies,
worst -case deviation of ±2 dB from 10 Hz to 40 kHz.
amplitude and phase response uniform on -axis, but
uniform even off -axis.

.

The result of this insistence
-= upon accuracy in both amplitude and phase
response is a microphone you can
I' place before any sound source knowing
you'll preserve timbre without coloration.
If you like performance curves, request our literature. If you'd like a demonstration
in your space, call your B &K field applications engineer or contact:

Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc.
185 Forest Street

Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd.

Marlboro, MA 01752

Cross Lances Road
Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 2AE

(617) 481 -7000
TWX: 710 -347 -1187

01- 570 -7774
TELEX: 934150 bk uk g

World Headquarters: Naerum. Denmark. Sales and service in 55 countries around the world.
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other controllers, it can be used, not only
for pitch modulation, but also for any
other assignable functions possible
within the target synth.
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Control variations and

interactions

By now it will be obvious that the
SynthAxe is a complex network of

sensors and transducers, controlled by a
pair of micros. To summarise, there are
25 conductive frets, six string bend coils,
six neck (pitch) string touch sensors, six
trigger strings (producing trigger and
velocity data), six trigger string (picking
hand) touch sensors, six trigger keys and
one master trigger key (producing
trigger, velocity and pressure data) and
one vibrato arm (bi -polar controller).
The other controls on the pedals and
the console are simply switch inputs to
the body 6809 which call preprogrammed variations in sub -routines
within the System Logic. According to
the way this part of the software is
defined, the SynthAxe can react in a
number of different ways, depending on
the various permutations of data from
the sensors and transducers, and signals
from the various switches. Consequently,
its behaviour can be reconfigured
instantly by the player in order to
achieve a wide range of musical results
at the synth.
For example, string damping data from
the touch sensors can be overridden by
the Undamp pedal, so notes that would
normally damp in context with regular
guitar technique can be left ringing

while the players hands leave the
fingerboard and strings completely, and
move elsewhere on the fingerboard to
overlay other parts on other strings. This
effect is similar to using the sustain
pedal on a piano. The Hold pedal inhibits
MIDI Note Off commands, so that once
you have played a string, it will keep
sustaining indefinitely (as if you had
your finger down on a key). Any
combination of strings can be put on
Hold, producing complex droning effects,
which can be instantly reset either by a
second press of the pedal, or by
overplaying a held string to return it to

manual mode.

As well as dynamic variations, there
are pitch variations which allow instant
reconfiguration of tuning and
transposition. For example, when the
player presses the capo pedal, the neck
scanning processor reports which
frets/strings are being contacted, and the
body processor substitutes these fret
codes in place of subsequent open string
codes. This means that invisible capos
can instantly be pedalled-in-but the
player can still play above and below the
capo fret -and the capo fret can be
different for each string, so you can put
in a chord -shaped capo. The SynthAxe
capo is not just a means of transposition

FIG 7

from one song to another but a real
extension of a player's technique.
Also, simple offsetting of fret codes
produces instant variations in relative
string tuning (string tension is relevant
only so far as the player can adjust it to
feel how he likes) and the whole
fingerboard can be transposed on a
master basis.
In addition, the console can call up
target synth patches remotely, so there's
no need to be surrounded by a whole
battery of synths, either on stage, or in
the studio, as the console can remotely
control up to eight synths on eight
completely separate MIDI ports. (A
SynthAxe needs six MIDI channels in
MIDI Mono Mode to properly
communicate with a synth -one MIDI
channel for each string.)
There is also a memory system
contained within the console. The player
can set up an entire combination
containing not only the specific program
patch required on any of the eight
synths connected to the console but also
the string tuning, fingerboard
transposition, capo offsets and pedal
settings he wants. About 50 of these
memories are stored in battery-backed up
RAM. With the aid of this system, the
player can, for example, instantly switch
from a Fairlight program patch using
conventional tuning, to the next patch he
wants for a solo from an Oberheim
Xpander, together with all the tuning,
transposition, capo and pedal variations
for that part of the number.
We have aimed to make the SynthAxe
as easy as possible to use on stage, and
to make the task of marshalling and
controlling an array of synths less of a
ballache for players and roadies. Of
course anything that saves time and
effort is equally useful in the studio -but
you don't get a second chance on a live
gig-

Although the SynthAxe is a complex
piece of hi -tech jiggery -pokery, the player
does not need to have a PhD in
cybernetics to play it. That's not to say
that the instrument suits everybody. A
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certain imaginative and adventurous
mental attitude is required, and in the
same way that many guitarists -quite
rightly -saw no need to forsake acoustic
instruments for the electric guitar, I am
sure there are electric guitarists who
will live without the SynthAxe. However,
to those stringed instrument players who
are fascinated by the possibilities of
synths -and who appreciate the massive
future potential of electronic sound
generation, the SynthAxe will open many
doors.
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CHASSIS

development team was determined that
the SynthAxe should not be presented as
yet another computer whiz- bang-the
processors and other electronics within it
are a means to an end. They are the
means of interpreting the physical
movements of the player, and
transmitting the consequent data
faithfully to the synth. The micros report
the musician's live performance -they do
not control it. They are links in the
chain between the player's thought
processes, and the sound he wishes to
create. In other words, the SynthAxe
is-above all other considerations-a
musical instrument.
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Klark- Tèknik's ongoing investment in
research leaps into the age of variable space
with the new DN780 reverberation simulator.
Its Very Large Scale Integration technology
and a superfast Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
allow the world's first practical application of
specifically developed algorithms, creating
"added density"'rnl reverberation: reflections
with much smaller intervals between them.

Manufactured by Klark- 'I'eknik Research Limited
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The result is simply greater realism.
From natural concert hall reverberation
through remarkable small room and plate
sounds to an impressive "infinite space"
effects programme, the DN780 will uncannily
place you in the musical environment of
your choice.

Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc.
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INSIGHTS
INSIGHTS
Recording industry observations by Richard Elen

Another look at
home taping
After a period of decided inactivity, there
is something happening on the home
taping front. One of the main comments
I've made in the past is how the BPI has
taken a rather curious attitude to the
subject. In the States, when this alleged
problem came up, the first thing that
happened was that some market research
data appeared, in the form of the WCI
(Warner Communications) report. This
was a very respectable piece of work,
which covered several aspects of the
home taping phenomenon. It came out
with a number of results, several of
which backed the proposal that home
taping was a serious problem, and others
indicated, for example, that the people
who taped things were also the people
who bought records. Whatever the
results, and their interpretations, it was
an interesting document.
In the UK, however, we had no such
luck. The BPI addressed the problem by
calling unsubstantiated figures out of the
air to back the suggestion that there
should be a tax on blank tape, because
the industry was apparently losing
millions of pounds per year in sales due
to people taping records (off the radio, or
from their friends) rather than buying
them. As a result, it probably came as no
surprise that a number of people were
rather concerned that there was no real
factual basis for these suppositions. The
Government didn't seem to think so
either: they effectively rejected the idea.
Several journalists called for some
figures to back up the allegations. They
weren't forthcoming. Meanwhile, the
Tape Manufacturers' Group emerged
with the avowed aim of opposing the
levy. Since then, neither side seems to
have been very active, and the matter
has fallen into relative obscurity.
Now, the BPI has commissioned some
research, which has been carried out by
British Market Research Bureau Ltd,
and have published a Green Paper called
The Facts about Home Taping. It has
been widely circulated and was enclosed
with every copy of a recent edition of
Music Week. It makes interesting
reading, as does the BMRB summary
report.
On the face of it, it is exceptionally
encouraging that the BPI has done all
this work, and has sent it out to people
in the business. What is quite obvious,
however, is that the literature is aimed
only at the few people who are in a
position to do anything about home
taping, namely the Government. The
market research questions have
undoubtedly been chosen, as has the way
the green booklet has been prepared,
with the intention of influencing MPs to
be favourably inclined towards the idea
of a levy on blank tape.
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I wonder slightly about this. Probably
it is fair to suggest that all market
research is designed to prove a point to
someone; that it is not intended to be
truly objective. However, one would have
thought that if home taping was such a
major problem, the BPI would not need
to angle the research: the truth would do
quite well enough. It is a fact, however,
that the BMRB report does give some
useful information, sufficient to do two
things: to cause people like myself (I
have always been very much against a
levy) to re-evaluate the topic; and to put
pressure on the TMG to produce research
of its own. The TMG has, in my opinion,
been rather lax in its campaigning. I, for
one, haven't heard anything from them
for ages, despite the fact that they
presumably have noted that I have been
on their side in the past. In this case,
the BPI has taken an initiative, and it
deserves a response from the TMG. By
the time you read this, I assume there
will have been one. Time will tell
whether or not it is good enough.
The BMRB report summary very
clearly defines the basis of the research.
It was conducted between 10 and 15
September 1984, and included interviews
in the respondents' own homes with
1,020 people aged 15 and over in Great
Britain. The summary is at great pains
to point out that the results should be
taken only as broad indications of
national behaviour, since they are based
on a person's recall of their own activity,
and not on any precise observation (their
italics).
The first area of the report covers the
ownership of tape recording gear. It
establishes that over 75% of adults have
a recorder, and that the 15 to 24 age
group is the most likely to own one. It
also establishes that most people use
their recorders for taping music -85% of
15 to 19 year olds use their machines for
this purpose. Like the WCI report, the
BMRB summary indicates that the
people who regard music as important
are the people who tape.
The next thing that the report covers
is the frequency of recording from the
radio and from records: 40% recorded
from the radio, on average 34 times per
year; 34% record albums, on average 15
times per year. Figures are also given for
the recording of singles (24% recorded
them, about 35 times a year). From these
figures, the report gives rough estimates
of the number of taping occasions that
happen per year in the UK. The
numbers are massive (1.5 million
occasions per day from the radio, 230
million albums per year, and about a
million singles per day), but it is a bit
difficult to work out how these numbers
are derived. On the face of it, it looks
like a pretty big problem.
The report then goes on to look at the
numbers of blank tapes sold each year in
the UK. The BRMB report says industry

estimates suggest that between 80 and
90 million blank tapes are sold each
year. This is interesting. The figure is
apparently based on Customs and Excise
figures, but the ETIA reckons it's around
55 million. The BMRB report doesn't
make any reference to this whatsoever:
that it is by no means established what
the exact figures are. Equally, I have yet
to see TMG figures: they just quote the
ETIA estimate, and don't have any
statistics of their own.
The BMRB report finds that 87% of the
blank tape market is accounted for by
people who make home recordings of
music. The suggestion is that 87% of the
tapes sold are used for copyright theft,
but this isn't the case as the earlier
figures testify. The real figure is
something like 40% of that at the most.
And we don't know anything about those
blank tapes sold. It isn't just good
quality C90s: it's all of them. How many
of them are C30s and smaller tapes used
for home computers?
The age -groups who do most taping are
also those into home computers, and

computer manufactuers have reckoned
that the market for cassettes for home
computers is larger than that for music recording cassettes in the UK. This
clashes with the next item in the BMRB
report: nine out of ten blank tapes that
are used in the home are used for
recording music. No references are given
for this, the figures are simply stated. I
think they could have done better here.
The next section, however, is one of the
most contentious. It investigates the
likelihood of a user buying the last
record he or she taped, had they not
taped it (well, I think that's what it
means: it isn't very clear). The results
are tabulated under headings for radio,
singles and albums, and they are listed
against categories of intention: definitely
would have bought; very likely; quite
likely; not very likely; very unlikely;
definitely not and so on. What we don't
have access to here (or virtually
anywhere in the report) is exactly what
the question was. It must have been a
pretty difficult and tortuous question.
The report looks first at the definitely
would have bought category (8% from
the radio, 16% albums, 18% singles) and
suggests that we consider these
responses as representing a lost sale.
They reckon as a result that 30 million
radio tapings, 37 million album tapings,
and 66 million singles tapings resulted
in a lost sale in one year. They then
suggest that these estimates are
conservative, as adding in the very likely
and quite likely categories, the numbers
increase by a factor of two or three.
This is obviously quite absurd. The
report makes no attempt whatsoever to
indicate what the correlation is between
an intention to buy -in any of the likely
categories-and an actual purchase. It's a
notoriously difficult thing to do. In some
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cases, the correlation is virtually nonexistent. It also depends a lot on how
you ask people. None of this do we know
here, and it rather invalidates the
numbers. The BPI could have done

better than this.
The next section is less contentious.
We are even given the question that
respondents were asked: It now seems
that many people use blank cassettes for
making their own recordings either from
the radio or from records and tapes. Do
you think it would be fair if some
payment were made to record producers,
artists and composers for this use of
their work?
Interestingly, the general response was
yes -58% of all adults thought it was
fair. Even 53% of tape buyers thought it
was a good idea. Most people thought it
should be the tape manufacturers who
paid the money, of course, rather than
the tapers, retailers or equipment
manufacturers -although it is hard to see
how a contribution from the tape
manufacturers wouldn't be passed on.
People were also asked whether they
would be prepared to pay an extra £1.00
for a tape. As you might expect, a small
majority (56 %) of tapers would not, but
most other people were split 50:50.
The respondents were also asked about
a levy on recording equipment, whether
they would be prepared to pay an extra
£10 for a machine. Interestingly, the
breakdown was 44% yes, 10% maybe,
41% no, and 4% don't know. I would
have thought that most people would
imagine that they'd use 10 tapes or
more: why didn't more people say yes?
The final question in the survey was
whether or not people believed that
record companies lost sales because of
home taping. Hardly surprisingly, put
like that, more than six out of 10 people
thought they did, whether they were
tapers or not.
The conclusions of the report are worth
stating. They say: The majority of the
population believe that record companies
are losing sales as a result of home
taping, and that some form of
compensation would be fair. However,
they would on the whole prefer not to be
the source of this compensation
themselves but to see blank tape
manufacturers making a contribution.
Even so, a third of all blank tape buyers
said they would be prepared to pay as
much as £1.00 a tape more if the extra
money was to go to record producers,
artists and composers.
Let's look at those conclusions in more
detail. The majority of the population
believes that record companies are losing
sales as a result of home taping. Well,
obviously they are. If one person was to
tape a record and not buy it, they'd be
losing a sale. The real question is, is it
significant? I have always tended to
believe not, primarily because the BPI
had not come up with any chapter and

verse on the subject. Now they have, and
while there are some contentious
suggestions in the report, I can only
conclude that the problem is significant,
if not exactly quantified. This represents
a fundamental change of view for me.
Some kind of compensation would be
fair. That, equally, is a reasonable
assumption. The questions are, how
much? and how do you administer it? If
it's going to work out at £1.00 or so on
each high -quality C90, fine. But not so
fine if it's also £1.00 on a tacky C45.
Surely it should be a percentage of the
manufacturer's price rather than a flat
rate or a levy per minute. And overall I
would have thought that if you must
have a levy (and there doesn't seem to be
much of an alternative) then it would
better placed on recorders than on tape.
It would be less noticeable.
They (the tapers) would prefer ...to see
the blank tape manufacturers making a
contribution. Of course they would, but it
comes to the same thing in the end: the
consumer pays more. If the blank tape
manufacturers want to be awkward,
they'll get the bread back by upping the
price of professional tape, claiming it
back from the industry they might feel
has robbed them. It would be a bit silly.
Another thing I had against the idea of
a levy was that I didn't see how nonmusic users would Le exempted from
payment. I was thinking here of Talking
Books and the like, journalists and
especially home computer users. I now
gather that at least the BPI is aware
that this needs to be considered. It all
sounds horribly impractical unless the
levy is imposed at the retail end.
There's another thing too: I own a
personal stereo unit and a car cassette
player. I also buy loads of records and
CDs. No way will I buy tacky, low quality pre- recorded cassettes of albums I
already own when I can make far better
recordings myself. At the very least, it
should be allowable to copy your own
material for personal use. The vast
majority of computer software publishers
allow the making of backups for personal

purposes, and this seems wholly
reasonable. Doesn't it? The report
suggests that only 17% of occasions
involve taping a copy of an owned
album, a figure I am very suspicious of. I
really can't believe that me and most of
my friends are that unusual. Maybe it's
because neither I nor my friends are
teenagers any more ...?
But overall, the one thing that can be
derived from the report is that home
taping is hitting sales. The real question,
that I currently see as being
unanswered, is what do you do about it?
The BPI suggest that a blank tape levy
is the fairest method. It should be
remembered, though, that it is by no
means fair, it's just that the other
options are worse. My own scheme -that
there should be a royalty charged on prerecorded material that allowed you to do
what the hell you liked with your
records and pre- recorded tapes -is
impractical too. But copyright theft is
going on, and you can't just leave the
thing alone.
The onus is now on the Tape
Manufacturers' Group to produce some
figures: the BPI got there first. We can
criticise the way the survey was
approached, the lack of detailed
information, the bias (especially evident
in the green booklet, which is what most
people will see), but the work has been
done. The BPI represents the copyright
owners who, it must be said, have a real
gripe.
The trouble is, of course, that the TMG
will be equally biased, if and when they
do their own research. What else could
one expect? But the group will be hard
put to make a case which isn't based
solely on loss-of- business considerations.
What is really needed is obvious: an
industry -wide research and discussion
project on the subject; jointly- funded
truly independent research, and a
committee to discuss the implications for
all facets of the industry and to work out
the best course of action.
It won't happen like that, of course. A
pity, really.

TWIN PPM BOX
High quality Ernest Turner TWIN
movement in a mains-powered
unit. The illuminated coaxiallymounted pointers of the TWIN
offer an unrivalled method of
monitoring stereo left and right or
sum and difference controlled by a
front panel switch. Meets IEC65-2,

BS415 safety.

Ring or write for full specification
of this or:

* PPM2 and

*

PPM3 drive circuits
PPM5 20-pin DIL hybrid

*Ernest Turner movements

640,
642, 643 and TWIN with flush-

mounting adaptors and illumination
kits *Peak Deviation Meter
*Programme and Deviation Chart
Recorders * Stereo Disc Amplifier
3 and 4 * Moving Coil Preamplifier
*10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier
*Stabilizer *Fixed Shift Circuit
Boards * Broadcast Monitor
Receiver 150kHz -30MHz

*Stereo

Microphone Amplifier
*Advanced Active Aerial.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel. 0483 275997
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THE MICRO STUDIO SYSTEM

Akai, world renowned for its audio -visual
technology now brings you the first comprehensive
'music creation system'. A system that allows you to
build your own recording studio in the minimum of
space at an affordable price. Its sound creation
possibilities will extend the creativity of even the
most innovative artiste.
Akai's quality and design experience is made
available to the musician, songwriter and producer.
The Micro Studio System offers complete and
unique recording and musical facilities, beginning
with the MG1212 12-channel mixer /recorder and the
AX80 programmable polyphonic synthesiser. Both
combine the best facilities for sound creation in
compact, convenient, flexible and stylish packages.
And that's not all - with MIDI interface the
system can be extended to include other products
that are compatible.
See Akai and experience its sound creation. Now.

A new world of sound creation

Freedmans 627 -631 High Street, Leytonstone, London Ell London Rock Shops 26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1 Turnkey 14 Percy Street, London W1 Syco Systems 20 Conduit Place, London, W2 Chromatix
12 Oak Road, Ealing Broadway Centre, London W5. Rod Argent Keyboards 20 Denmark Street, London WC2. E & S Electronics 2 Upper Fant Road, Maidstone, Kent. Al Music Centre 88 Oxford Street, Manchester.
Rock City Music Ltd 10 Moseley Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Carlsbro Sound Centres 182 -184 Chesterfield Road, North Mansfield, Notts. Monkey Business 66 Victoria Road, Romford, Essex. John Holmes Music
21 -23 Faringdon Road, Swindon. Wilts. Rockbottom 68 -70 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey.
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In the

good old days, the studio
manager and engineer took care of
the recording equipment and the
musicians brought along the
instruments. Obvious exceptions were
the acoustic piano and perhaps the
Hammond organ, but clearly times
change. Studios which own items like
grand pianos, find them sadly under used, since over the last few years
there's been a trend for musicians to
bring along their own Prophet synths or,
latterly, Yamaha DX7s.
The trend has begun to reverse though.
Electronic instruments began
increasingly to resemble computers a few
years back, and to have massive
capabilities with price tags to match.
The result was that individual musicians
could neither afford them nor gain access
for long enough to learn how to use
them. Result -the recording studio is
once again called upon to provide inhouse instruments, although now there's
a large degree of specialist operating
expertise expected as well. No -one would
think of taking a three -day booking if
the band have to spend two days
learning how to self-op the latest digital
gadget.
Studios, then, are expected to come up
with the high -tech goods. In the last year
there have been some major
developments in the field, and it's fair to
say that the choice is wider than ever
before, if no easier to make. Electronic
instruments have become increasingly
powerful, but the first generation is
clearly nearing the end of its lifespan
and the second generation is not quite
with us yet.
Over the next couple of pages we'll
take a look at recent developments in
the field of electronic instruments, their
applications, synchronisation and
possible potential.

Fairlight Computer
Musical Instrument
The Fairlight, as it's generally known, is
one of the most popular large -scale
studio tools, and one which is frequently
hired along with one or two operators for
all kinds of sessions. There are a few
independently owned Fairlights in the
UK -Peter Gabriel, Kate Bush, Steve
Levine and Mike Oldfield all have one,
as do commercial composers David
Vorhaus (Kaleidophon studio) and John
Lewis (Electrophon studio). Some music
libraries own Fairlights, as do many
educational institutions and, of course,
commercial studios.
The Fairlight's forte is holding in
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accessories to fill in the gaps left by
Fairlight themselves. Syco Systems have
developed the Conductor card, which fits
inside the Fairlight to synchronise it to a
LinnDrum, and another popular add-on
is the SRC Friend Chip, an SMPTE
Reading Clock which interfaces the
Fairlight to almost any other electronic

With the distance

between the studio
and the synthesiser
decreasing, a
knowledge of what
were previously
musician's matters is
very important.
Mark Jenkins reports

instrument.

The coming update is expected to give
the Fairlight 16 voices, 16 -bit (as opposed
to 8 -bit) sampling and vastly increased
memory functions. One recent option has
been the use of a Winchester disk drive
to store very large numbers of sounds
with an access time of around 1 s.

memory (sampling) real acoustic sounds,
and allowing the user to play these back
polyphonically from the keyboard. The
standard Fairlight has eight voices and
the maximum sample length with
reasonable fidelity is around 2 s. In 1983
an output modification was introduced to
increase the maximum frequency to
above 16 kHz, and this improvement
applied to many of the existing user
Preset samples as well as to any made
by the individual owner.
As an option, the Fairlight's software
can include the Rhythm Page (Page R).
This allows you to create extremely long
sequences using real-time entry from the
keyboard and the facility to chain short
sequences into lengthy songs. This
facility is much more frequently used
than the simple Realtime Sequencer
which is part of the standard software.
The CM/ also has another method of
musical entry, the Music Composition
Language (MCL) which is a
numeric /alphabetic code specifying notes,
durations and placement. This language
is particularly useful for placing exact
cues for video work, and can even avoid
the necessity of physically locking
instruments to the videotape using
Q. Lock or a similar system.
The Fairlight is capable of synthesising
sounds, but this isn't its main purpose
the synthesising process can be slow, but
this is partly because there are so many
options open to the user. Combining
sampled and synthesised sounds is
possible however, and the experienced
user can benefit from many `tricks' such
as programmed echo effects and pitch
shifting. The Fairlight is capable of
controlling analogue electronic
instruments through eight independent
outputs.
Apart from the output update
mentioned, the Fairlight is just about
due for a large update. Previous
updates have been easily fitted though,
and several companies have marketed
4-

-

NED Synclavier
The Synclavier was designed as a
powerful digital synthesiser with FM
capabilities. Intended to have large
numbers of voices as an option, it was
equipped with a minicomputer which
allows it to carry out impressive feats of
computation and analysis which include
loading new voices while replaying a
sequence and reproducing changes to a
patch while still retaining the original
sound in memory.
The Synclavier can have up to 128
voices, although an average model would
have 16 or 32. It's just been updated and
equipped with a new keyboard adapted
from the Prophet T8 -like the Prophet's,
it is wooden, weighted, and responsive to
velocity and after-touch. The new
Synclavier has a 32 -track onboard digital
recorder with overdub, fast forward and
`rewind' facilities, and loads 64 sounds in
sets of eight from a floppy disk.
The Synclavier's response to the
Fairlight's sampling capability was more
in the line of digital recording, with a
direct dump to Winchester drive making
exceedingly long samples of very high
quality possible. These could be played
back monophonically under keyboard
control, and can now be combined with a
synthesised sound.
To overcome the limits of monophonic
playing, NED have developed the ReSynthesis option, which is an analysis
routine for samples which allows the
Synclavier to imitate them using its own
voices in an optimum alignment. Apart
from the possibility of polyphonic
playing, this gives much greater scope in
editing sounds than would the Fairlight
or other purely sampling instrument, but
the complexity of the re- synthesis routine
would tend to limit its use to simple
pitched sounds.
NED also have a `genuine' polyphonic
sampling package on the way. Since this
will involve a hardware update, they'll
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70% of Studio applications, for automation, are for
pre -programmed muting, the remaining 30% utilising the
more powerful memory of fader level.
Now the CM4400 can be linked to a Commodore 64 PC
with a suitable communications port via a SMPTE /EBU
reader writer. With software loaded onto the ' 64 , by
floppy disc,) there is now available:
1. Automated muting of over 1000 mutes against SMPTE
or EBU time code.
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affordable quality
Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton,

2.

Automated trip of the 30 internal memories against
SMPTE or EBU time code.

Video syncronisation using SMPTE or EBU to open or
shut channels automatically
later update will be an
events controller linked to this.
4. Full operation of the CM4400 muting or routing from the
REMOTE 64 PC keyboard.
70% of all automation applications available for only 70% of
conventional costs!
3.
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Stoke -on- Trent: Stafford House.
Cough Street. Hanley, Stoke -on -Trent
Telephone Stoke -on -Trent (07821 24257
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Australia Klarion
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keyboard, the PRK, which can hold its
own sampled sounds on ROM, and the
EVU, a keyboardless 8-voice expander
for sampled or synthesised sounds.

Other sound samplers

PPG's Waveterm system
also take the opportunity to include a
multiple output option -the major
drawback of the Synclavier having
always been monophonic or, more
recently, programmable stereophonic

output.
There is a powerful guitar interface
but as yet no MIDI facilities. The
Fairlight will eventually have MIDI as
standard, which means it can be played
by the SynthAxe MIDI guitar controller.
Both machines have seen some live use,
but are generally confined to a studio
setting.

Kurzweil 250
the high -tech stakes,
the Kurzweil looks set to establish itself
in many studios over the coming months.
Basically it's a sampling machine,
developed as an offshoot of Ray
Kurzweil's interest in reading machines
for the blind using artificial intelligence
techniques.
The 250's sampling function is not
dissimilar to the Fairlight's, but it uses
artificial intelligence to `fill in the gaps'
between samples and so improve sound
quality. It also extrapolates harmonic
information over a period of time and
over the length of the keyboard, and so
the effects of `munchkinization' (speeding
up of sampled sounds played higher on
the keyboard) are very much reduced.
The standard Kurzweil is a 12 -voice
model with a velocity- sensitive weighted
keyboard and a simple but powerful real time sequencer built in. If more than 12
voices are sounded, the quietest one is
dropped, and there are many other
examples of `artificial intelligence' at
work in its functions. The initial set of
sounds includes a complete drum kit,
strings, brass, a wonderful grand piano,
organs, sound effects and much more; the
A new contender in
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second issue of voices includes choirs and
woodwinds.
The Kurzweil is a little limited for its
price despite its excellent sound quality.
However, all this will change very soon
as the link to the Apple Macintosh
computer is completed. This will allow
very complex multitrack composition and
synchronisation, sound synthesis and
more. If Kurzweil can deliver, the system
promises to be the most important of the
next year.

PPG Waveterm
Although it has some eccentricities, the
PPG system is very widely respected
among those who've had the opportunity
of becoming closely acquainted with it.
The basic Wave 2.2 or Wave 2.3 keyboard
is a velocity- and touch-sensitive synth
which uses tables of waves held in
memory to produce very distinctive
digital sounds or very familiar analogue
synthesiser sounds. The synth has an
onboard multitrack sequencer and is
generally 8-voice polyphonic.
This can be expanded greatly with the
addition of the Waveterm sampler and
Expansion Voice Units. The 'term allows
polyphonic sampling and very complex
sequencing, although it conspicuously
lacks anything as approachable as the
Fairlight's Page R display of musical
staves.
The PPG's sampled sounds are of
slightly higher quality than the current
Fairlight's and the system is
considerably cheaper. MIDI is now
standard and the PPG is able to filter
samples (like the Emulator 2), combine
them with synthesised sounds (like the
Fairlight) and arrange them in lengthy
songs (like the Synclavier). Recent
additions to the range have included a
wooden weighted velocity- sensitive

Most promising of the `cheaper' samplers
is the Emulator 2. Like the old Emulator
it can have a single or multiple keyboard
split, but it has higher frequency
response, a longer velocity- sensitive
keyboard, many synthesiser -like
parameters which allow a sampled sound
to be modified by envelopes and filters,
expanded sequencer functions, MIDI,
SMPTE and individual outputs. It's an
8 -voice machine suitable for stage use
which loads from floppy disks-a huge
library of factory disks is available, but
it's a very rapid process to do your own
sampling. The Emulator's multiplicity of
synchronisation methods is rapidly
making it a studio favourite.
The 360 Systems digital keyboard isn't
strictly speaking a sampling machine-it
replays factory chips of samples, so
although there's a very large range
available at the moment you are limited
to certain sounds. It's considerably

cheaper than the Emulator though, and
while it hasn't got its synthesiser
functions, it does have MIDI and very
comparable sound quality.
The cheap way into polyphonic
sampling is the Greengate DS3,
discussed in the September 1984 issue.
It's based on the Apple computer and
offers 4 -voice sampling with 15 kHz
frequency response for around 1.6 s,
8 kHz for 3.2 s. Designed as a substitute
for a digital drum machine, it can be
used for instrumental sounds with or
without a keyboard and has recently
been updated to include an 8 -way
multisample or keyboard multisplit
facility. Some preset sounds are provided,
but comprehensive facilities exist to
sample and waveform edit your own
sounds.
A powerful real -time sequencer/song
composer is part of the package, and
numerous hardware and software
updates have been or are about to be
announced. These include MIDI
interfacing, a dynamic drum controller
input, sustain and program step
footswitches, improved keyboard
connections, vastly expanded sampling
time at 15 kHz and more.
The Greengate can very much be
regarded as a `mini-Fairlight', and seems
to be the ideal introduction to sampling
for the small studio. It operates with an
Apple disk drive(s) and monitor. No
knowledge of computer operation is
necessary to use the DS3.
Spectacular developments are
inevitable in the sound sampling field
over the next year or so. The Mirage
from Ensonig is claimed to reproduce
8 -note polyphonic sound loaded from
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disks from a velocity- sensitive keyboard,
with up to 16 sounds played across the
keyboard, programmable split, 77 sound
parameters including filtering and
envelope shaping. Doepfer in West
Germany have a modular sampling
system based on the Commodore 64
home computer which builds up to
perform waveform synthesis as well as
polyphonic sampling. There are several
monophonic sampling systems available
for home computers including the
Spectrum, Commodore 64 and BBC, but
most of these are far from professional
quality. Although work on sampling is
continuing, it may be that the NED
system of Re-Synthesis will begin to
catch on instead-anybody for a Yamaha
DX7 re-synthesis system?

Synchronisation
As previously mentioned, some
interfacing is often necessary to use the
larger electronic instruments in
conjunction with other equipment. The
SRC Friend Chip seems to be the most
popular at the moment-apart from
generating and reading SMPTE code it

has multiple pulse outputs at different
rates and versatile offset functions to
compensate for any timing problems.
One recent problem has been the
synchronisation of MIDI -equipped
instruments to tape. Sequencers such as
the Roland MSQ 700 can control
synthesisers on all 16 MIDI channels
independently and sync to tape very
efficiently, but the MIDI code itself can't
be recaptured from tape directly.
Several manufacturers have
approached this problem and come up
with relatively inexpensive solutions.
Garfield Electronics, the manufacturers
of the Dr Click and Mini Doc (in
themselves highly versatile clock
dividers) have produced the MIDI
adapter, which deals with 24, 48, 96
pulse and DIN sync signals as well as
MIDI and tape sync. Korg's KMS 30
handles tape, MIDI and DIN sync at 24
and 48 pulses. An even cheaper
alternative is to use MPC's Sync Trak,
which is around f20, to tape sync a
drum machine has both 24 -pulse
synchronisation and MIDI, and sync
other equipment to that.
Perhaps surprisingly, the SMPTE
timecode is becoming cheaper and more
popular as a synchronisation method.
Roland have just introduced an SMPTE
box which syncs to MIDI and to various
other clock pulses -the most interesting
fact is that it has a Tap function which
allows you to enter synch pulses in real time. Subsequent performances can then
follow the earlier tracks perfectly even
though there was no timecode initially
laid down.
The lack of standardisation even of
timing pulses between different
electronic instrument manufacturers has
62
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led to a thriving trade in clock interface
devices. Foremost among these is
Garfield's Dr Click, which will produce
almost any clock pulse from any other.
More cheaply, the Mini Doc will divide
down pulses (say from Oberheim's 96
pulses per quarter note to Roland's 24)
and so allow you to synchronise a Korg
drum machine to an Oberheim sequencer
and synth or an SCI Drumtrax to an
Emulator 2's sequencer.

Non -MIDI equipment
Strange to relate, there were
experiments with electronic instruments
before MIDI was introduced, and any of
these instruments which haven't already
been consigned to the junk heap can now
be rescued using various analogue -MIDI
interfaces.
Syco Logic's AMI accepts up to eight
varying analogue inputs and converts
them to MIDI signals. Therefore it's
ideal for use with Roland's MC4, MC8 or
MC202 microcomposers, the Roland
TB303 Bassline, ARP Sequencer or

almost any other analogue-output
sequencer which would otherwise be
incompatible with MIDI equipment. The
AMI can also accept signals from pedals,
breath controllers and other sources, and
one advantage is that it automatically
quantises input values (since it can't
transmit non -chromatic pitches) so
making tuning of notes on analogue
sequencers much easier.
Coming up next from Syco Logic is the
Pads -to -MIDI interface, which allows a
set of drum pads, such as Simmons, to
control MIDI drum machines such as the
SCI Drumtrax, Roland TR909 or TR707
with dynamic sensitivity. In production
now is a MIDI switching matrix which
can assign control of synthesisers to
other keyboards, to sequencers or to
guitar synthesisers at will.
Rosetti Music software have a CGX
interface which converts signals in the
opposite direction -from MIDI to
analogue. This means that a MIDI
sequencer could be used to control a
Minimoog or other analogue synth,
which will be a great boon since the
Minimoog's rich sound is still very much
in demand for bass patterns. Velocity
information can also be conveyed
separately and applied to the analogue
synth's amplifier or filter inputs.

Keyboards and
synthesisers
The trend in the last year has been away
from analogue keyboards, not because
they don't have their uses, but because
there are two alternatives- Yamaha's
FM system and the concept of
synthesiser expanders.
Yamaha's DX7 in particular has had a
huge impact, having the ability to cut

through other layers of sound unusually
well due to its sharp FM tones. Yamaha
now have a whole range of FM
products -the TX816 is a racked set of
DX7 -like modules which can be
controlled individually for multiple
sequences or together for very complex
sounds. The TX216 simply contains two
modules rather than eight, and
additional TF1 modules can be added as

desired.
The QX1 sequencer can record 80,000
notes with velocity information and can
address all MIDI channels individually.
It's ideal in conjunction with the TX816,
although it could control virtually any
MIDI equipment. Also recently launched
by Yamaha were the TX7, a small
expander for the DX7 which contains
similar circuitry but which lacks editing
controls and so depends on a DX7 or
CX5 computer to alter its sounds, and
the QX7, a budget version of the QX1
sequencer.
The QX1's major rival is going to be
the Linn 9000. It includes a 32 -track
digital MIDI recorder and a digital drum
machine, and has SMPTE, disk dump
and the option of adding a do- it-yourself
percussion sampling board.
Yamaha have recently launched some
new keyboards which look like
keyboards -the DX5 does (it has circuitry
of two DX7's) and the KX88 does,
although it's not actually a synth -it's a
voiceless mother keyboard for other
MIDI synths. Roland also have two
mother keyboards, and seem to be going
for the concept of keyboardless expander
synths in a big way, even launching
expander versions before (instead of?)
conventional synth versions of new
products.
The appeal of the expander is obvious.
You only need one keyboard with a split
at any one time (you've only got two
hands) and so anything else is a waste of
space. Given a high -quality mother
keyboard, preferably with touch and
velocity-sensitivity, all others can be
relegated to 19 in racks in a corner of
the studio. New patches can be called up
remotely and changes to the sounds can
even be made via MIDI's system
exclusive codes. Obviously any system
which saves space in studios should be
roundly welcomed.
Expanders on the market at the
moment include three from Roland (a
piano, a digital polysynth and a more
powerful analogue-type polysynth), the
Yamaha models mentioned, the Korg
Poly 800 which is very inexpensive, the
Oberheim Xpander, which doesn't fit into
anything like a 19 in mounting, and a
SIEI version of their DK600 velocity sensitive synth which is also a little
larger than 19 in. Many companies are
known to be working on expanders
however, including Crumar for the Bit
One series, and this seems to be a major

trend for the future.D
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"WOW!"
When the boys from the engineering
department walked in with their newest
creation, we said: "Nice looking box.
What is it ?"
"This," they said proudly, "is our new
MSP -126 Multi-Tap Stereo Processor. It's a
stereo -tapped digital delay line with a
20kHz bandwidth, eight pre -programmed
processing modes, and ..."
"Hold the engineering jargon," we said.
"Just tell us what this gizmo does."
"Oh, no problem," they said. "Basically,
the MSP -126 is a signal processor that creates a whole range of interesting effects.
To begin with, it produces really great
balanced stereo with flat response from
any kind of program material. And it also
creates other kinds of effects -some of

which are subtle, dramatic, or even
bizarre. It's easy to fine -tune the effects
you get, too. For each of the eight effects
modes, there are 16 delay parameter set-

ups and 16 amplitude variations. Okay ?"
We tried to look enthusiastic. "Well,
maybe it would help if you could just
give us a few examples of these effects,"
we said.
"Good idea," they said. "One of the neat
things the unit does is produce forward

URSA MAJOR, Inc.

and backward discrete repetitions. Then
there's a traditional 'comb filter' stereo
synthesis. And delay -based panning. And
binaural image processing for Walkman
applications. And delay clusters. And con-

cert hall early reflections."
"That's better," we said. "We've probably got enough to do a pretty good ad for
you. Before we go, though, you probably
ought to am us through a quick demo.
That might help if we get stuck for the
right word to describe what the effects
sound like."
"Sure," they said. "Hope you like what
you hear."
So we listened. Then we walked over to
the typewriter, rolled in a blank sheet of
paper, and typed a headline that seemed
to say it all:
"WOW!"
If you'd like to see why we're so excited
about the MSP-126, ask your nearest Ursa
Major dealer for a hands -on demonstra-

tion. It's an astonishing experience.

MSP -126 STEREO PROCESSOR

Box 28, Boston, MA 02258 USA Telephone (617) 924-7697
Telex: 921405 URSAMAJOR BELM
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Although in operation for only
about three years, Lion Share
has taken its place among the
venerable giants of the Los
Angeles studio scene. Owned
by superstar singer Kenny
Rogers, the recording facility
shares a large West Hollywood
complex with Rogers'
publishing company, his fan
club, the headquarters for his
clothing line, and sundry other
executive offices.
Plush carpeting and
mirrored walls with brass
railings greet the visitor to
Lion Share. On a walk around
the facility, one is likely to
encounter a workman or two
replastering, resurfacing or
repainting a stairwell or
hallway. The care and expense
evident in the building décor
are reflected in the studios
themselves, which are
continually being upgraded.
"When we took over the
property, Kenny told me that
he wanted to make this studio
better than any place in
town," recalls studio manager
Terry Williams. "Even though
the facilities were quite
sufficient for making records,
they were a bit behind the
times, and were going to take
some work."
The building that now
houses Lion Share has had a
long and eventful history. It
started life as an apartment
house, but was purchased by
ABC Records in the early '60s,
and became their recording
studio. In subsequent
incarnations, it was Concord
Recording Center, and Scott Sunstorm Studios.
Terry Williams, too, has
quite a bit of his own history:
about 18 years ago, he and
Kenny Rogers performed
together in the New Christy
Minstrels, and founded the
First Edition a few years later.
This long -term association,
coupled with the engineering
credentials Williams has
acquired since the disbanding
of the First Edition in 1975,
make him the ideal master
planner for what will be
Rogers' Los Angeles high -tech

Lion Share, Los Angeles

Engineer John Guess and producer Michael O'Martian in Studio A

the area proved to be
relatively small. "The building
wasn't stressed properly to
increase the ceiling height,"
remembers Williams, "and we
couldn't change the square
footage at all, because the only
direction we could expand was
out and over the alley (an
option not allowed by the Los
Angeles building codes). So we
tried to optimise the area we
had by making the room as
flexible as possible sound wise."
The plan called for using an
abundance of hard surfaces for
maximum ambience, and
constructing an extensive
louvre system, which is
controlled from the console in
the control room. When the
louvres are open, they absorb
a great deal of the top end so
the engineer can `tune' the
room to sound really dead or
as expansive as a barn.
Part of the available space
in Studio A was turned into a
marble- floored isolation booth.
The area can be isolated
completely via a sliding glass
door, and the acoustics are
altered by adding or removing
carpet surfaces from the floor.
A second small iso booth

Roots. In

that studio, however,

refurbishment is confined
mainly to the control room. A
new console will be installed,
along with some extra tape
machines and specially
selected pieces of outboard
gear.
"The control room in Studio
B is a little smaller than those
in our other studios," says
Terry Williams. "We're trying
to get as much room as
possible to handle all the
keyboard work that usually
goes on in there. David Foster,
Michael O'Martian and several
other producers, who tend to
use a lot of keyboards, prefer

that room for synthesiser

overdubs. We're also spreading
out the monitors a little more
laterally to get the optimum
stereo image."
The remodelling planned for
Studio C will be the most
ambitious project the studio
has undertaken to date. "We
have a small building next
door that's not doing anything
for us now," says Williams.
"We're literally going to turn
the existing studio westward,
and build up over the top of
that building. That way, I can
get the kind of ceiling height
and room size that I want.
accommodates vocals, acoustic
When the room is completed,
guitars, etc. Both booths and
the main room are fitted with it will be able to seat 60 or 70
ceiling- mounted talkback mics, people."
which save on set -up time, and
The plans for upgrading
showplace.
occasionally double as ambient Studio C also may include a
The first step in the
new Neve DSP digital console.
room mics.
reconstruction process was to
At the present time,
Lion Share was among the
totally gut the least -used
first studios in Los Angeles to
room, remodel it geometrically, remodelling is underway on
Lion Share's Studio B, a room
make a serious commitment to
and install all the latest
digital recording. They
equipment. That room became known for classic sessions
during the ABC days with the purchased a Mitsubishi X -800
Studio A, but not without
likes of Tommy James and the 32 -track digital recorder some
some fancy figuring. Once the
time ago, and to date, have
Shondells, and the Grass
old equipment was removed,
64
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completed notable projects
with Donna Summer and
Barbra Streisand (the latter
for the Yentl film soundtrack
with producer Phil Ramone).
Terry Williams has expressed
an interest in making Lion
Share the first American
facility to have an all- digital
recording chain, but naturally
the cost of such an
undertaking is something to
consider carefully. "We're
doing some serious
contemplating right now," he
says.
In terms of clientele, the
emphasis at Lion Share is
squarely on record dates. A
list of recent credits comprise
albums by Germaine and
Michael Jackson, Rod Stewart,
Kenny Loggins, Kenny Rogers,
Donna Summer, Julio Iglesias,
Tubes, Chicago, Christopher
Cross, Jeffrey Osbourne,
Deniece Williams and various
recording projects involving
Stanley Clarke and George
Duke. "I really try to cater to
the upper echelon of Top-40
clients," says Williams.
The studio's record
orientation is reflected in the
thorough inventory of musical
instruments that Williams
keeps on hand, such as a wide
selection of acoustic and
electric guitars supplied by
Ovation, one of Kenny Rogers'
favourite brands. Keyboard
options include a Yamaha
DX-7, Prophet 10, Wurlitzer
electric pianos, Hammond
B-35, two Steinway grand
pianos and one Bosendorfer
grand.
To complement the strong
record emphasis, Lion Share
offers comprehensive video
facilities as well, which are
available in 1 in, 3 in, VHS,
and Beta formats. One of their
recent projects was a massive
four-part, cable television
special highlighting last year's
US Festival in California.
Although the analogue audio
portion of this project was only
mixed to 1 in video using
NECAM automation, the
studio is equipped to record
and/or mix digital- or
analogue- domain audio tapes
to 1 in, or 3/4 in video format
via the NECAM computer
system. In addition, stereo
digital mix -downs for video
soundtracks with timecode
may be performed using one of
the facility's Mitsubishi X-80
2 -track recorders. "Each room
is pre -wired so we can do
D
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Lion Share continued

music to video in every
studio," says Williams. "We're
primarily a record house, but
we're not limited with what
we can do video -wise. If
someone needs audio
sweetening on a piece of
videotape, we can handle it."
Naturally, Lion Share's
fairly extensive list of
equipment and the policy of
perpetual upgrading has led
the studio to implement an

headphone amplification is
provided by a combination of
Studer and Bryston power
says Williams. "They don't
decisive factors in our
amps. All the rooms are
have to mess with electronic
success."
outfitted with a thorough
On the subject of equipment, editing units for simple edits;
"We're pretty much entirely a they just use a razor blade as array of outboard gear,
including a Marshall Time
they have for years with
Studer house now," says
Modulator, Quantec Room
analogue-tape. In fact, very
studio manager Terry
Simulator, AMS and Publison
few people are using the 1/2 in
Williams about Lion Share's
pitch changers, Massenberg
analogue machines for
collection of tape machines.
mastering; everybody wants to and Sontec equalisers, several
When alterations to the
Lexicon units -models 93, 224,
use the X -80s. I almost don't
facility are completed, each
224X-and an EMT 251.
order 1/2 in tape anymore."
room will have two Studer
The console in Studio A is a Limiting is done by a
A-800 24 -track analogue
combination of UREI 1176,
56 -input Neve 8108 with
recorders (that's already the
NECAM automation. Although LA-4A, and LA -2A limiters
case in Studio A) and A-80
along with Massenberg and
currently equipped with a
4- track, 1/2 in and 1/4 in
Harrison board, Studio B will Neve models, the latter being
machines. In addition to the
particularly favoured by
three main studios, Lion Share have a 48 -input Neve 8128
clients, according to Williams.
with NECAM, when the
maintains a production room
Echo effects are generated by
revamping of that room is
for handling tape edits,
six EMT plates plus three live
completed. Studio C is
sequencing of albums and
chambers of varying sizes,
presently operating with an
making tape copies. Like the
which date back to the ABC
API DeMedio desk. The Lion
main tracking rooms, the
days. Adjacent to the
Share management is in the
production area is equipped
production studio is an `echo
process of deciding on a new
with a generous supply of
central', where all signal flows
console for Studio C, with
Studer reel -to -reel recorders
Neve's DSP digital model as a are co- ordinated so any
and cassette machines.
combination of echo sources
strong contender.
The exception, of course, to
can be patched into any
SMPTE timecode
the all- Studer rule at Lion
Share is the Mitsubishi digital synchronisation is provided in studio.
Also next to the production
Studio A by a Studer TLS
equipment, which includes an
studio are Lion Share's video
X-800 32 -track digital recorder 2000. Studio B has a btx
decks -an Ampex VPR II -B
that `floats' from room to room Softouch synchroniser.
1 in machine, Panasonic VHS
Discussion as to a
as needed, and several
equipment and Sony 3/4 in and
Mitsubishi X-80 digital 2-track synchroniser for Studio C is
Beta decks. For maximum
being handled with care:
machines to handle most of
the mastering work. According "Picking a synchroniser is one flexibility, these machines can
be interfaced with any of the
of the toughest jobs we've
to Williams, the studio chose
studios, which are all equipped
had," says Williams. "We've
the Mitsubishi line for a
with Sony Trinitron monitors.
number of reasons, "The rapid had a lot of bad luck with a
Lion Share Recording
punch -in feature on the X-800 few of them."
Studios, 8255 Beverly
The principle monitors in
and the razor -blade editing
Boulevard, Hollywood, CA
each studio are JBL- loaded
capability on the 2 -track lets
91356, USA. Tel: (213)
(George) Augsberger
engineers feel comfortable
Bob Anthony
658-5990.
enclosures. Monitor and
with the new digital format,"

Ariston are a well known
record label in Italy, with
their own cutting and pressing
plant and, until about a year
ago, their own studios.
However, the studios are now
under new ownership and
have been updated and
renamed.
The 2- studio complex is
situated away from the hustle
and bustle of the centre of
Milan and entering into the
buildings is very much akin to
entering a factory yard. This
means that parking is no
problem and access is easy
from the motorways and
associated ring roads. The
pressing plant is still very
much in existence and turns
out records for the Ariston
group. The studios are situated
on the first floor of a large
building and there the old ties
end. Once on the first floor-

Studio, Milan
Milano
a B62. The machines are all
either via stairs or lifts -a

exhaustive maintenance
routine. Under the supervision
of chief engineer /chief
maintenance engineer Jay
Antista, technicians Paul
Basset, Howard Weiss and
James Goforth supply 24 -hour,
in -house maintenance service.
"If there's a date here, there's
a maintenance technician on
the premises," says Terry
Williams. "It's expensive for
us to provide that service, but
we feel it's a kind of insurance
programme for the artists,
engineers and producers that
really saves them money in
the long run.
"This is still a service
business," Williams continues.
"When you compare
electronics, the available
rooms are very similar,
especially right here in Los
Angeles, where there are some
fine studios. The real
difference between one studio
and another is the people. In
my experience, the favourable
comments we get centre on the
staff, and I have no doubt that
they and the clientele we've
attracted have really been the
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wide corridor opens into a
large hall area along one side
of the building and this serves
as a lounge /waiting room /rest

area, with refreshments and
snacks available from a large
bar in the true Italian style.
The first studio visited was
the main room or Studio Prua,
where a mixdown session was
in progress. This houses a
32/32 MCI 536 console fitted
with MCI automation. The
desk configuration is slightly
unusual in that the master
section is in the centre of the
console, flanked by 16
channels on either side.
Multitrack recording is also
MCI in the shape of a JH -24.
Two -track recorders are not in
short supply, either, and
consist of two Studer A80 and

outside window!
Outboard equipment is
ranged in portable wooden
lined up next to each other in racks and includes Kepex I
gates, Eventide Instant
a soffit at the rear of the
Flangers and H949
room, thus blending acoustic
Harmonizer, Ursa Major Space
requirements with ease of
Station echo and reverb unit,
operation. Two cassette
machines are also in evidence Lexicon Delta-T DDL with four
lines, UREI 1176 limiters and
plus a Quad 33 preamplifier
545 stereo parametric EQ,
for playback facilities.
Orban 672A stereo
Monitoring consists of JBL
`paragraphic' equaliser, Roland
4343 vertical mounted
RE 501 tape echo and an AEC
speakers which are bi -amped
via a JBL crossover and BGW EÁ75 spectrum analyser.
Further digital reverberation
power amplifiers. Final
effects are supplied by an
equalisation is applied with
EMT 252 with mechanical
UREI 1/3- octave graphics. The
reverberation available from
monitor rack is placed in a
little room situated to one side an EMT plate and AKG BX20
and BX20E systems.
of the control room, together
The control room acoustics
with the console power
supplies and Revox amplifiers were designed by Alberto
Albertini of TDS and employ a
for the headphone and
number of proven techniques.
foldback lines. There is also
The rear and middle sections
daylight available from the
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Maser Comm., Auckland

SWITZERLAND

GREECE

Auvi Private Ltd.

CANADA
AKG Acoustics, Scarborough
DENMARK
SC Sound, Taastrup

SINGAPORE

Omikron, Athens
HONG KONG
Audio Consultants,
Kowloon

Neotecnica, Madrid

PAS, Basil

TAIWAN
Linfair Engineering, Taipei

SOUTH AFRICA

Electronics,
Wynberg, Sandton
Tru -Fi
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are wood panelled, the latter
being in the form of angled
slats in front of trapping, with
Sonex -type foam filling in the
rest. The ceiling is also quite
heavily trapped and is fabric
covered for the most part, the
main hard surface being a
lighting fixture over the
length of the console which
does not apparently cause any
reflection problems. The floor
is carpeted meaning that the
mid and high frequency
reflections come mainly from
the side and rear walls. The
monitors are semi free
standing, being firmly fixed on
separate brick pedestals. The
room was designed for
maximum control of the bass
end in order to have a solid
and distinct sound. The results
appear to have made the effort
worthwhile and the stereo
image throughout the
frequency range is more than
satisfactory. In a talk with
Signor Albertini he expressed
the feeling that it is often the
bass frequencies that tend to
be the most troublesome, due
to reflections and cancellations
coming from the relatively
long wavelengths, and that a
good low end is more of a
rarity in control rooms than
good middle or high frequency
response. The sound of the mix
in progress was certainly very
clear and uncluttered, the
character of the sound staying
much the same when heard
over the Auratone nearfield
speakers.
The studio is capable of
handling all styles of music
though in general things tend
to be in the pop, disco and hit
parade styles rather than rock.
Space is not a problem as the
floor area of 70 m' can
comfortably house 80
musicians. In addition there
are four isolation booths of
differing depths at the far end
of the room. Access to the
studio is via the main corridor
so

tramping through the

control room is avoided. The
acoustics are deceptively
simple and effective. The floor
is carpeted, with a dais in
front of the booths, while the
ceiling consists of concave
pyramid- shaped acoustic tiles.
The most interesting aspect is
the walls. These are brickwork
with each brick pierced by
about 20 holes- rather like air
bricks. Although the general
construction is vertical, there
are enough variations
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Milano continued
sparring it out for the piano.
to

horizontally and vertically
provide an irregular surface
that diffuses well iri the upper
frequencies and stops the
lower ones from rumbling
around too much. Because of
the acoustic, the sound is clear
and quite bright with a
pronounced reinforcement in
the first reflections giving a
lot of body and depth.
However, the reverberation
time is short for a room of this
size, being in the region of
0.8 s so separation is not much
of a problem
Instruments in the studio
include a Steinway grand
piano, Hammond M100 with a
pair of Leslie 251 cabinets,
Pearl drum kit, celeste,
clavichord and various
percussion. In addition to
headphone lines, there are
four Siemens 2 -way monitors
that can be placed around the
studio as required.
Microphones are a selection
from Neumann, Schoeps, AKG
and Calrec, with the choice of
microphone during sessions
depending largely on what
kind of sound is required for a
particular situation. This said,
a Neumann U89 is frequently
used for voice with Schoeps
CMT 541 and AKG C414

Milano Studio have a second
facility, Studio Poppa, which is
used primarily for tracking.
Following the update to Prua
at the end of 1983, the
original Argentini console was
moved into this second studio
and has a configuration of 32
inputs, 8 groups and 24 -track
monitoring. Channels 1 to 24
also have direct outputs to the
multitrack for basic
tracklaying. Other facilities on
the console are 5 -band EQ,
four auxiliary sends and, in
addition to the VU meters for
groups and sends, a 24 -track
TV colour bar meter display.
Recording is with a Studer
A80 24 -track machine and if
2 -track is required, one of the
mastering machines from Prua
can always be wheeled in. The
two studios are also linked for
24 -track copying /recording for
full flexibility between the
rooms.
Another feature I noticed in
both control rooms was the
installation of DIN
multiconnectors in the floor
next to the consoles. These are
for the connection of the
various effects racks to the
desk patchbays and provide a
quick and very convenient way

Control room Poppa houses an Argentini console

Prua's control room with recessed tape machines

setting up outboard gear as
required for either studio. The
rack in Poppa during my visit
was quite basic with two
UREI LA -4 limiters and a pair
of Klein +Hummel KH200
7 -band equalisers (plus high
and lowpass filters).
A Roland RE 501 tape echo
was also in evidence and both
control rooms have access to
the AKG and EMT
reverberation units.
Monitoring in the control room
is with self-powered
Klein +Hummel speakers with
Gauss drivers. These may not
be the latest in studio
monitors but they still give a
good account of themselves.
The studio has a capacity of
25 musicians and features a
more irregular floor plan than
Prua. The construction is
identical in both studios with
a subsequent continuity of
sound. There are also two
isolation booths and various
screens.
The rest of the instrument
collection was in Poppa during
my visit and this consisted of
a Steinway baby grand,
Hammond C3 with 760 Leslie,
Rhodes and Hohner pianos,
Roland Jupiter 8 and
Minimoog synthesisers,
Eminent 310 organ, Premier
vibes, Ludwig drum kit,
tympani and Roland TR-808
drum machine. Various guitar
amplifiers are also available.
As well as the two recording
studios, there is also a
comprehensive copy room with
a Studer console and a
selection of machines from the
same stable
Milano Studio enjoys a
steady clientele and a slow but
sure progression in turnover.
Most styles of music are
catered for, though the bulk
would appear to be firmly
entrenched in the hit parade
and disco -type tradition.
However, for rock bands who
like to go for a `live' feel, the
larger studio has a lot to offer
and Studio Poppa is also very
suitable for a good rhythm
sound. Planned updates
include refurbishing the Poppa
control room and replacing the
Argentini with the JH 536
from Prua, and installing a
40 -input Sony/MCI console in
the larger studio.
Terry Nelson
Milano Studio snc, Via
Massimo Gorki 21, 20098 S
of

Giuliano Milanese, Italy.
Tel: (2) 984 3501.

TURN YOUR
USED AUDIO
EQIii!IPI'4'lEftJl"ücean
ITJ"1"'.I CASH

Audio are specialist dealers in premium used studio
equipment. Our worldwide clientele, especially U.S. studios, are
eager to acquire your used equipment. Many are seeking the
specific items you may have considered for sale.
We are more than brokers who simply "list" availabilities;
Ocean Audio pays hard cash, the highest dollars. If we choose to
purchase your gear, the many hassles you would encounter with a
typical brokerage firm are eliminated because we'll handle all the
transaction and transport details. We're interested in acquiring
your studio equipment in all categories -from microphones to
large console systems.
Turn your used audio equipment into cash. Let us help you
beat the high cost of high tech. Contact us now for a fast response
quotation on the specific items you wish to sell.

Ocean Audio International
A

World Class Source for Prestige Equipment

Tel: (213) 454 -6043

Telex: 316706 OCEANAUDIO
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LEAVING OTHER POWER AMPLIFIERS
IN THE DARK AGES
Harrison Information Technology meets the accelerating
demands of contemporary Sound Professionals with
even more sophisticated technical specifications incredible SECOND GENERATION MOS -FET
amplifiers. A range of power amplifiers which are
exceptional in every way, smaller size, lighter weight, and
total reliability.
Performance quality is optimum, so Harrison gives
you superb sound handling capabilities, stunning
bass outputs, crystal clear high frequency
response and ultra low distortion - all for a remarkably
modest price.
X150

75 +75 Watts stereo

150 Watts mono (1U)

X30()

150 +150 Watts stereo

300 Watts mono (2U)

X600

300 +300 Watts stereo 600 Watts mono (3U)

X1000 500 +500 Watts stereo

1000 Watts mono (3U)

X1200 600 +600 Watts stereo 1200 Watts mono (4U)
X1600 800 +800 Watts stereo

P900

1600 Watts mono (4U)

450+450 Watts stereo (3U)

LET YOUR PROFESSIONALISM
SOUND THROUGH.

HARRISON

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LTD
Unit 3, Button End, Harston,
Cambridge CB2 5NX
Telephone 0223 871711, Telex 81687 HITCAM G
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THE BLACK& WHITE
he concept of playing acoustic or 'sampled'

sounds on a keyboard, first introduced by Fairlight
with the CMI in 1979, has now become a
requirement of today's synthesiser users.
Syco, the specialists in 'sampling' keyboards. have
selected the 'state of the art' instruments. instruments
which meet the varying demands of our clientele.

The choice of the best sampling keyboards. The

Fairlight CM!, the Emulator' II and the Kurzweil 250.
The Black and White Collection.
',airtight CMI is much more than a musical
instrument. It is an integrated music production
system, expandable to cope with the ever -changing
needs of today's musician. Consistently upgraded since
its introduction in 1979, the CMI has become legendar.
for its compositional software. Now the largest selling
computer musical instrument in the UK, the options
arriving in the next six months will increase its already

fantastic potential tenfold.
EH, successor to the popular Emulator, brings the
power of high quality sampling within the reach of most
professional musicians. Featuring a five octav e
dynamic keyboard with a variety of possible keyboard
modes, the inclusion of filters, VC.As, envelope
generators and independant LFOs allows you to
extensively modify any sampled sound. An eight track
sequencer with MIDI and SMPTE interfaces enables
complex compositions to he recorded. These features,
together with a dramatically increased sampling
memory make the Ell a pov,erful creative tool.
Kurzweil 250 features an 88 note piano -type
keyboard. Utilising technology from the fields of
artificial intelligence and pattern recognition it achieves
extraordinary realism of sound with unprecedented
expressive capabilities. It's supplied with thirty preset.
sounds, (expandable to 60). can accomodate up to 40
keyboards set -ups, and features a twelve track
sequencer. Ideally suited to live performance and
studio work, the Kurzweil 250 is the only viable
alternative to an acoustic grand piano.
All of these instruments are available for you to
sec and hear at our demonstration suite in W2. So next
time your looking for something very special, try the
best sampling keyboards.
The Black and White Collection.

Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 Syco G.
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SYNTHESISERS
THE WAY TO GO
Few people, I suspect, imagined the
impact that Robert Moog's first

voltage -controlled synthesiser and
its descendants would have on
music and recording, back in the
late '60s. The early Moogs and
their relatives were often
cumbersome beasts -like the Moog IIIP
that Carlos used to produce the
landmark Switched-On Bach album on
8 -track in 1968. This consisted of three
interlinked cases full of gear plus a
keyboard and ribbon controller, patched
with 1/4 in jack cords like an old
fashioned manual telephone exchange.
Others, like the British machines from
Electronic Music Studios (EMS), were
more compact. All of them suffered from
the same tendency to drift, and were
more -or -less equally difficult to tune.
What they represented was not so
much a new approach to sound
generation (the idea of electronic
oscillators producing sound was by no
means new) as an attempt to make
electronic sound generation more
sophisticated and practical. One would
like to suggest that they were more
approachable to the musician, but
unfortunately that would be stretching
the facts a little: it took some time for
synthesisers to become really
`musician-friendly'.
Synthesisers were, however rapidly
picked up and used by rock, pop and
MOR musicians, as well as having a
certain influence on the `serious'
electronic music of the time. Many
musicians integrated these new,
monophonic keyboards with their
existing setups, using them largely for
lead lines and the like. As time went by,
new, smaller and more convenient units
came on to the market which were
aimed specifically at performance
applications rather than educational or
studio -based sound synthesis.
By the mid '70s polyphonic
instruments were starting to appear,
along with some devices designed for
specific applications. I remember seeing
and hearing a Freeman String
Synthesiser in the studio I worked in
around 1974. Its appearance, along with
devices like the Mellotron, began the socalled `great debate' about imitative
synthesis versus conventional
instruments, which rattled on in one
form or another until moderately
recently. All these units used the now
conventional voltage -control techniques
which have lasted a surprisingly long
time considering the great advances that
have gone on in musical electronics. As
time went by, they drifted less and
behaved more reliably. At the same time
the systems became more sophisticated,
and the sound possibilities more varied.
It had always been suggested that `the
synthesiser' had infinite sound
-
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Electronic instruments
and the systems that
complement them are
an increasingly
important aspect of the
recording studio scene.
Richard Elen looks at
the way the field is
going, and its impact on
studio practice

generation capability: the only limit was
the player's imagination. This was of
course true in the sense that the
majority of controls were infinitely
variable, but in a realistic, musical sense
the capabilities were very severely
limited -the majority of the sounds you
could produce were either very boring,
sounded like half a dozen other sounds,
or were simply nasty and unlistenable.
In a sense that is still true today: there
are a great many sounds that you can
produce on a modern system which are
absolutely useless in anything like
normal music.
electronic music systems
became more reliable, flexible
and more easily programmed
(or, in some cases, allowed the
user to access more presets),
so there grew a tendency
towards music that used
electronic instruments almost
exclusively. Bands like Kraftwerk had
been pursuing this course since the late
'60s, with varying degrees of success, but
the commercial acceptance of this kind of
material did not start until the mid
'70s, and its success could hardly have
been called widespread. Kraftwerk have,
of course, had a great influence on more
recent 'electro -pop', it's only surprising
As

that it took

so long.

It took some time
for synthesisers
to become really
musician -friendly
Another important technical
development was the increasing
influence of digital technology on
synthesiser design. This came in the
obvious areas of microprocessor control

and preset memory storage, but also in
the development of much more stable
oscillators and more sophisticated control
functions. It was also digital techniques,
of course, that made fundamentally new
electronic instruments possible, as much
landmarks in themselves as the original
Moog systems: notably the Fairlight CMI
and the New England Digital Synclavier.
These two systems seem to have followed
parallel courses since their inception,
each spreading out and overlapping the
other's territory, but representing
fundamentally different approaches to
sound synthesis, if not to other aspects of
the field. On the face of it, it would seem
that the NED system is more hardware intensive than the Fairlight, but this is
probably not the case. What is
interesting is to consider the use of the
systems in a real environment -for
example, a recording session. Both
systems have their proponents, but I
have a nasty suspicion that if you
wanted to construct a sound of similar
complexity it would take about the same
time on either machine. I further suspect
that the difference would be that you
would start off faster on the Synclavier,
with the `fine tuning' taking the time,
while on the CMI you would spend more
time getting the basic structure together
and things would move faster as you got
further down the line. You pays your
money (rather a lot of it in either case)
and takes your choice.
At the other end of the scale there has
been another development: highly
sophisticated, compact polyphonic
keyboards, at very cost -effective prices.
Digital techniques again, either
employed in a straightforward but rather
enterprising fashion (eg in the little
Casios) or with the advantages of
techniques like FM algorithmic synthesis
(eg in the Yamaha DX series). I don't
know many keyboard people who don't
have a DX -7, and it's hardly surprising.
Yet the developments right at the
bottom end of the marketplace are
nearly as remarkable.
Digital techniques have also given us
sampling, be it on the Fairlight or the
Greengate DS:3- opposite ends of the
price spectrum but with at least two
areas of common ground: computer- based,
and able to sample `real' sounds and
replay them up and down the keyboard.
Sound sampling is definitely the in thing
at present, and great fun it is too,
despite the fact that sampling sounds
and playing them back is about 0.05% of
what a Fairlight is capable of (this
week).
To me, the nice thing about sound

sampling is that the sounds don't sound
like the `real thing': unless you're using
an Emulator in multi-sample mode, the
average sampled instrument will sound
almost entirely unlike itself beyond half
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COURSE FOR STUDIO ENGINEERS
THE 12th COURSE IN THE SERIES WILL BE HELD
SEPTEMBER 13 -20, 1985
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
This highly -successful series is designed for sound
engineers, artist engineers, managers, directors and
other personnel involved in the recording of sound for
records, radio, television, theatre, video, film and
educational purposes.

The Course includes lectures on each link in the chain
of operations, Microphone to Finished Product, to
record sound for:
Professional Recording Studios Radio
Television Video
using a large range of modern equipment assembled
especially for this Course + workshops.

Prospectus from:

APRS

Chestnut Avenue,
Chorleywood, Herts., U.K.
23
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The Homesdale Centre 216 -218 Homesdale Road

Telephone: 0923 772907

Bromley Kent England BR1 2QZ

Why the Kno lesT
is such a big

01

-460 7299

asversal Equaliser
control

TRANSVERSAL EQUALIZER
zo

Fast set -up and Accuracy in use.
Trhe new Knowles Transversal Equaliser
is fast because there are no interactive
controls. Transient response is synthesized
from a single fixed response circuit. It is

accurate because the Transversal Equaliser
does not use conventional tuned filters but
a single tapped delay chain.
Find out more about this amazing
development in automatic sound control
from your Knowles agent today.

Features:
Transversal design minimises
response ripples and frequency
interaction.
No tuned filters to drift and ring.
Minimum phase shift.
Cut, boost, or cut/boost
operation.
Stable, reproducible settings.

Transformer coupled in and out.
Recessed controls and security

panel.
Input/output level controls and
LED's.
High frequency shelving filter.
Adjustable high pass filter

For further information contact.
Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Chiltern Hill. Chalfont St. Peter. Gerrerds Cross, Bucks 5L9 9UG. Te1: (0753) 888447 Robbotronfv Co.. 21 Blatchford Close.
Horsham. Sussex Tel. (0403) 67944 Apple Sound Services, Unit 8, Pinfold Ind. Estate. Pinfold Lane, Buckley, Clwyd CH73PL. Tel (0244) 542671

4°k10t064$
Knowles Electronics Co., Victoria Road, Burgess Hill, Sussex RH15 9LP, England. Tel: (044 46) 5432 Tlx: 87460.
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SYNTH ES 15ERS
THE WAYTO GO
an octave away from the original pitch. I
like it. It's more fun that way. If you
want the original sound, employ the
original session musician: it's cheaper.
Apart from anything else, music
technology facilitates new areas of
expression, new sounds and treatments,
not merely the ability of keyboardists to
play brass instruments (or whatever), or
an ego -trip for the programmer. I think
it is about time that we put the `can -youtel l- the -difference -between- these -and -theoriginal- sounds' philosophy behind us.
Imitative synthesis is fun when it isn't a
perfect imitation -deliberately.

ctually, of course, any
discussion of those sorts of
areas is asking for trouble.
Yes, it is quite permissible in
my view to use accurate
imitative synthesis if you feel
that you need the control that
playing it yourself offers, and they don't
happen to make trumpets with black and
white keys on them; or it is an
unfortunate fact that crumhorns just
don't do those particular notes. Equally,
it is probably fair to suggest that nobody
should have the right to tell an artist
what tools he or she should or shouldn't
use in the creation of art. It would also
be reasonable to expect artists to have
some kind of personal conception of how
much damage to other people's
livelihoods is permissible in the cause of
art, too. Reach your own conclusions.
The more you think about it, the worse
it gets.
While we're on the subject of
philosophy, there's the question of
whether or not we're actually talking
about music and musicians at all, when
we look at some of the gear that's
around. There are a large number of
machineries these days, either internal
to a synth or external to it, which are
capable of playing bits of music for you.
One really interesting area is the use of
home computers with sequencing and
sound -generation programs on them.
Remarkably sophisticated music systems
can be based around BBC Micros, or
Commodore 64s, or Apple Ils, or
virtually any self- respecting machine
that isn't a jumped-up pocket calculator
(or even one that is; it's just that there,
it isn't worth the effort: if you want a
lump of electronics that is to computer
literacy what the same gentleman's
electric car is to road safety, that's your

A

problem).

the other end of the market,
there are Linn 9000s and
various other MIDI sequencers.

Up

And Roland Microcomposers
and the like. If you sit down
and key in numbers, or press
keys in step time, and then
press the `play' button, who is playing
what? Are you a `musician' if you
perform such antics? Yes, of course you
are. So am I (it may have taken the
74
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Musician's Union several months to
decide, but I have my card). There is as
much `musicianship' involved in pressing
the right numbers as there is in pressing
the right black and white keys: it's the
technique alone that is different, and so
what?
In fact, that's perhaps one of the most
important things about music
technology. Today's systems are often
very cheap, and yet capable of excellent
results. One of the big things they offer
is the chance for virtually everyone to
realise what exists in their musical
imagination. You can produce passable
results, technically, very simply. You
don't need a great deal of `technique' to
make a musical idea sound halfway
decent. But if you want to make great
music, I would suggest that you need as
much command of technique as any
`conventional' musician, and maybe a
touch more than some. Suggesting that
no true expertise is necessary, that there
can be no such thing as a `virtuoso' in
this field, is like saying that you can
record masters just as well on a
Portastudio as you can in a full -blast
24 -track studio (including personnel).
Well, it is possible to record masters on a
Portastudio. I suppose it might help the

budget...

All this starts one wondering about
what will happen next. Will the
Japanese produce a Fairlight look -alike
for £400? (No, but it's an interesting
thought ... or, yes, they will make it for
£400, but it will sell for 4,500 ...) More
realistically, we might consider the
present and future relationship between

One interesting
area is computers

with sequencing
and sound
generation
programs

the recording studio and modern
examples of music technology. Today, we
record synthesisers more -or -less the way
we record any DI'd device, straight into
the board. Some studios have built extra
large control rooms so that they can set
up synths in there instead of out in the
other room ( "That place? Oh, we just put
drummers in there ... and even then only
when they insist on playing the round
things rather than the hexagonal ones."
"Ah, well, we use it for ambience. Couple
of speakers and a stereo pair, and a bit
of AMS Non -lin on the returns ... "). At
our place, we have the ability to install a
couple of shelves at the back of the
control room, where we can put
synthesisers, and we have lines from
there into the desk, for example. But
after that, it's pretty normal: console,
-

tape machine, overdubs, normal.
In theory, we should be able to make
more use of the digital storage capability
of these synths, and hook them all up
together, let them play at once, and
balance it down to stereo digital. I seem
to remember that Giorgio Moroder did
that with his E=mc2 album. Or we
should be able to use the multitrack
simulation capability of some of the
bigger systems to build up the track as
we would on 2 in tape, but without the
accoutrements. With all the benefits of
being able to record on track 6 without
erasing what was there, or change the
trumpet part into a bird tweeting, or
copy letter A instead of having to play it
again, and so on. Then we tell that to go
into play mode and catch that on digital
stereo. Funny we don't seem to do that
very much, isn't it. The only time I've
ever heard such multitrack functions
used is at demonstrations.
by is this? Why are we
wasting all these lovely

facilities? Surely we have
spent money on them?
Why are we building
conventional -ish control
rooms to put synths in,
when we should be making the recording
bit and the music bit the same machine?
Perhaps it's because we audio people are
all conservative and hate change. That's
why we didn't like alphanumeric
keyboards on SSLs, and why we had
such infernal trouble learning how to
follow the flashing lights on a DAE -1100,
despite the fact that the average video
editing person would have taken one
look at it and asked where the other 400
special function keys were.
Perhaps it's because the average
MexaMegalon MultisynthComputer
manufacturer is very good at making
16 -track data storage systems that
behave like tape machines, but is really
awful at getting the noises out of the box
in stereo. If you have separate outputs,
you have to stuff them onto a multitrack
machine anyway; if you don't it's
probably in mono or, worst of all, it's in
stereo, and you can program the exact
level and pan position of each note on
each of the 16 data tracks with a
resolution of 4096 steps-indeed, you
have no choice in the matter. The music
took you thirty minutes to put down, and
balancing it took you the rest of the

day...

Actually, to be fair, I'm sure that
many supercomputersynth owners use
their multitrack data -recording
capabilities. I expect they use them for
demos. I'm putting a system like that
(but cheaper) together for a colleague, so
that he can try ideas out: it makes
plenty of sense. I would like him to hang
on to the diskettes, as well, so he doesn't
have to play the nice bits again when we
go into the studio to do another album.
But when it comes to actually recording
the stuff, it will be done very
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SYNTHESISERS
THE WAY TO GO
reason, modern synths and the like
integrate better with traditional noisemaking devices than their ancestors did.
The reasons are, in fact, several. First,
the chances are that at least some
component of the synth sound was a
`real' instrument once anyway. This
helps. Then, it is a fact that modern
techniques can generate richer (dirtier ?),
more complex sounds, perhaps

conventionally. That's because we will
not be doing it on either (a) one super
synthesiser /computer musical
instrument /whatever -it -is (we can't afford
one); (b) many synthesisers, small and
large, some hired and some our own, all
MIDI'd into each other and rattling
away at once; or even (c) all the above,
but largely not MIDI'd together and thus
not all playing at once. The reason is
that, in fact, what we will be doing is to
use Conventional Instruments Too. And
we can't stuff them into the data
recording system, even if we had one.
I certainly used to think that we would
be able to do a great deal of music with
a whole load of machines all talking to
each other, or even one big machine, and
that what we were really heading for
was the integration of the recording
studio with the instrument(s). I seem to
remember that one Mike Thorne, once
upon a time Editor of this journal,
presented a paper on this subject to an
AES group in New York the other
year-but unfortunately I never saw it. I
am afraid that it is not to be. I think we
have probably got as near to that goal as
we are likely to get. We are swinging
back towards attempting to integrate
`conventional' and electronic
instruments. This was once about as
likely to succeed as a Concerto for Rock
Band and Orchestra of the late '60s, but
it's a good deal better now. For some
""

approaching the complexity of natural
instruments. That will help too. Modern
synths have better control of dynamics,
too. Hmm, there's a point...
sometimes wonder if the worst thing
ever to happen to synthesisers was
when Bob Moog's co- worker in the
early days (I can never remember his
name) said something along the lines
of "How about sticking this keyboard
on the end of it ?" I quite like
keyboards myself, but I still wonder. Can
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The SCHOOL OF AUDIO ENGINEERING offers an international network of formal
training schools each complete with In -House Multitrack studio. Our one -year Certificate
and Diploma level courses provide extensive theory lectures and practical hands -on
experience in all aspects of audio engineering for live sound, broadcast and studio. Each
student is guaranteed practical time in our studios. Also available are short 6 day courses.
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you imagine what synthesisers would be
like today if people had put the same
energy into developing a `something-else'
controller instead of a keyboard? If the
amount of development money over the
past 15 years on keyboards had been put

into `something-else's'?
The trouble is that keyboards are easy.
Lots of switches. One degree of freedom,
very straightforward. That's why the
first big -selling synth album was
Switched -On Bach and not SwitchedOn... er... Somebody Else. Because
there was a keyboard on the end of the
cable, and not a ribbon controller, not a
Theremin attachment, guitar -like thing
or ESP receptor.
But seriously, it seems a pity that we
all got stuck on keyboards for so long.
Music keyboards as they are used in the
synth world -or at least were until
recently -must be the least expressive of
anything (that's why we got
`performance controls'). They didn't have
to be, of course: the dreaded Ondes
Martenot decades earlier had enough
performance controls to keep most people
more than happy, and the keyboard itself
had at least two degrees of freedom.
Now, at least, we are getting touch and
velocity sensing, `after- touch', breath
is
M
control and the like, and Dr Moog
producing keyboard-like machineries
which have enough degrees of freedom to
scare a Theremin virtuoso. But guitar
synths, for instance, are several years
behind, with the possible exception of the
SynthAxe, which is rather the opposite.
hings are getting better in this
respect today. Most people can
have access to something
familiar in the form of a synth
controller, even if it doesn't quite
work as well as a keyboard. But
I would really like to see more
electronic instrument designers building
boxes with a socket on the front labelled
`controller input' -and more people
designing things labelled `controller'
which don't have n black and white
keys.
On the subject of control, that's the
final thing. Inter -instrument control and
interfacing. There's MIDI, of course, and
there are the people who think the
standard was established too early and
thus isn't good enough, and the people
who want to establish a `super- MIDI',
and the people who want to let the
market decide (ho ho, like AM stereo,
huh?). A bit like digital audio, really. I
suspect MIDI will prove to be as useful a
`standard' as the Sony 1610 format: in
other words, pretty useful. Whatever the
limitations of MIDI, the ability to get
the machines talking to each other,
controlled from each other, hooked into

computers (or even phone lines)networked, basically, locally or
otherwise -must be one of the most
important developments in the field, and
the one which holds the greatest Promise
of Unknown Things.
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Great Sound In Small Packages
We went into the field to find what
you wanted most: a wide -angle
speaker system that works like a component array, but installs with ease
and looks great anywhere. Then we
designed our new FR15 -2, FR12 -2 and
P1100 speaker systems to make your

job

easier.

All systems are factory- fitted with
threaded inserts to
facilitate suspension. And,
with an optional telescoping bracket, the FR 12 -2
and PI100 can also be
wall or ceiling mounted in
six versatile positions. For
TK60 TRANSFORMER KIT
constant -voltage operation, an optional TK60 line
transformer kit replaces the normal
direct input panel.
The FR15 -2 and FR12 -2 have oak grained, vinyl- covered enclosures, for
use indoors.

The PI100's one -piece molded

polyethylene enclosure is tough
enough to go outdoors.
All three new units are two -way,
full -range systems featuring EV's own
constant -directivity design which
radiates sound over well- defined
coverage zones: 90° x 40° for the
FR 15 -2; 100° x 100° for the FR 12 -2
and PI100. They're all substantially
more sensitive (96/97 dB, Wl1 m) and
more rugged (100/200 watts long -term
average power capacity) than most
competing systems.
1

The FR 15 -2, FR 12 -2 and PI100
speaker systems from Electro- Voice.
Outstanding performers that install
with ease and look as great as they
listen. Let us tell you more.

Shuttlesound Limited
Unit 15 Osiers Estate, Osiers Road, London SW18 1 EJ
Telephone: 01 -871 0966 Telex: 27670 Shutso G
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Letters should be marked `For Publication' and sent to the Editor at the Croydon address on page

Matchless review
Dear Sir, With reference to Hugh Ford's
review of the TAC Matchless console we
haue two comments that we wish to make.
Firstly with regard to his comments on
the EQ noise, it is of course normal to
expect an increase in noise when an
equaliser is inserted and the increase that
he measured is as would be predicted. In
Table 2 showing equaliser noise, no
mention is made of the actual input or
fader gain settings which we would
consider of critical importance in making
his measurements and which should be
reported along with the rest of the figures
quoted.
In a mix situation with line input at
unity gain, a typical noise measurement
with the EQ in, ie -88 dBv, 20 Hz to
20 kHz, true RMS weighted at the
channel insert point.
With regard to Hugh Ford's comments
that the low and high frequency cut and
boost are excessive, we disagree. The
decision to provide this degree of range is
based upon 12 years of console
manufacturing experience for numerous
clients. We find that one of the main
reasons that people buy our consoles is
due to the effectiveness of the equaliser.
Whilst theoretical considerations might
suggest that we are wrong our sales and
response of our customers within the
commercial environment shows that we

are not.

Yours faithfully, Nick Franks and
Graham Langley, Amek/TAC,
Islington Mill, James Street, Salford
M3 5HW, UK.

The editor replies
This letter from Amek/TAC was taken
from a telex that was unfortunately
received too late to place at the end of
the Matchless review in the February
1985 issue. The table mentioned shows
the difference between noise at channel
outputs from line inputs at unity gain.
The critical measurement is of course the
difference between noise figures for
equaliser in and out.

Audiograph
improvements
Dear Sir, It was with great pleasure we
read Mr Hugh Ford's most competent
review of our Audiograph 3300
`measuring machine' (January 1985).
Please allow us to make just a few minor
comments and inform you about
improvements we have accomplished in
the meantime.
The 700 kHz output signal stems from
the Phase- Module and has been filtered
out with the most recent series.
The unbalanced input impedance
remains always as high as 1 MS2
independent of the input- impedance
78
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switch which controls the balanced input
only. We still consider this as a logical
and practical approach.
The `small degree of instability' in the
reverb mode is in fact a slight overshoot
(max 0.15 mm) with the high writing
speed in this mode of operation without
any significance to the measuring results.
The ratio between 3.127 V (actual
output voltage) and 3.16 (specified max
output) is 0.09 and not 0.9 dB.
It is true that there is no internal
connection between the Phase -Module and
the oscillator. The reason for that is that
we wanted to make sure that the phase is
compellingly measured between in- and
output of the device under test, in other
words no additional phase-shift between
output amplifier and DUT can occur.
The 3381. ('/z in) microphone is
unbalanced, only the 3382 (1% in) is
balanced.
Present Input Modules 3312 are
provided with a monitor output for
headphone monitoring the amplified
measuring signal which allows also use
of this module as a microphone
preamplifier, eg for the Phase Module.
The Automatic Distortion Analysing
Module 3337 available late summer will
incorporate an independent but still buscontrolled generator with max +26 dBm
open circuit output and a THD content of
less than -86 dB.
New modules available in the near

future are:
Synchro Module 3360 for automatic insync- plotting or recording of test -tapes or
test -records with the 3302 Mainframe or
to synchronise two 3302s over long
distances.
Compressor Module 3323 for
microphone measurements also without
anechoic chamber.
Frequency Expanding Display Module
3335 which allows to `magnify' any
preselected portion of a graph in any
scale up to 1:99, measures also
frequencies up to 2 MHz.

Yours faithfully, B Weingartner,
President, Neutrik AG, Obergass 16,
FL -9494, Schaan, Liechtenstein.

Bose
purpose- designed

loudspeakers

Dear Sir, I have only just stumbled upon
John Andrews' letter (Feb issue) and I
wonder if I might address the few
objective points raised in it?
To begin at the end, the reason there
are few Bose 901s in recording studios is
simply that they are not designed for that
application. Like our other directreflecting speakers they are designed to
operate best in living rooms. I haven't
seen any studios that remotely resemble

3

few homes that looked more like

recording studios.
Studios are working rooms and
should always show a preference
for purpose- designed equipment.
There are Bose monitoring speakers
in widespread use, but they are directradiating speakers not direct-reflecting
ones.

Moving to the Blumlein versus `spaced
mic' argument, I cannot accept this
either. Conventional loudspeakers are
designed to be directional and as a
consequence of this can deliver a narrow
stereo image over a narrow area. They
can and do however give a superior
impression of depth. Direct -reflecting
speakers give a superior impression of
width and can therefore deliver left -right
stereo images into a much larger area of
the room. So there is a trade -off and it
boils down to personal preference, or
application. Why then attempt to disguise
a personal preference by attempting to
debunk one perfectly valid and reasonable
theory by reference to another perfectly
valid and reasonable theory, when in fact
there is no relevant conflict between them?
As for the 901 theory being patently
nonsense, it is indeed patent and has
become over its 12 -year lifespan easily the
world's best ever selling loudspeaker
model. Bose equipment does generally sell
well, because it is purpose-designed for its
application and so for its market. I am
sure Stancoil know this, and as
equipment manufacturers themselves fully
realise that you need more than a good
line in bull to be successful. Shame on
you, John -stop mixing it and stick to
mixers.

Yours faithfully, Walter Mirauer,
Bose UK Ltd, Trinity Trading Estate,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD, UK.

Maintenance
support
Dear Sir, I am writing to you in response
to an article by Peter Clark in your
January 1985 issue regarding studio
maintenance. Our studio is a 48-track
facility that caters mainly for album
orientated projects. Relying heavily on
client satisfaction for repeat business it
was great to read an article that deals
with maintenance in such a proper and
well deserved manner. The article is
currently being photo-copied and placed
on each one of our engineers daily work
orders. Again just a brief note of thanks
to Peter Clark for writing such a
delightful and enlightening article.

Yours faithfully, Andy Holland,
Assistant Studio Manager, The
Metalworks Studios, 3611 Mavis
Road, Unit 5, Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L5C 1T7.0
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Time to remember
without its MIDI capabilities the Yamaha D1500 is a high
quality, versatile digital delay. With MIDI, it's unique.
The impressive list of features below tell you that this is a
studio -quality unit in its own right; but can you imagine it as an
integrated part of a larger MIDI -based system?
Any of the D1500's 16 programmable memory banks can be
selected remotely from a MIDI instrument. This allows specific
delay effects to be assigned to particular instrument voices. The
appropriate delays are then recalled automatically as each voice
Even

selected.
For non -MIDI equipment, programmed delays can be recalled
simply by selecting the appropriate bank - either manually or by
is

1.023 secs maximum delay
20Hz - 18kHz response at full delay setting
16- channel MIDI availability
Comprehensive footswitch facilities
-20dB or +4dB operating levels
Easy -to-read LED display
Balanced or unbalanced inputs/outputs
Sine and square LFO waveforms
The Yamaha D1500 MIDI Digital Delay

When it's time to remember

footswitch.
With the D1500 you'll know that - at the crucial moment - the
effect you want will always be there - time after time.
16 fully programmable /editable memory banks + pass
6 ready -to -use pre-programmed delays
Full range of effects including chorusing, phasing,
flanging, doppler, ADT, repeat echo, hold- and -repeat etc.

YAMAHA

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11JE
(0908) 64020 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222
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further information about the D1500 return this coupon with your name and address.

Name
Address

SS 4 85
Yamaha -Kemble Music (U.K.) Ltd., M Dept., Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK1
I
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The recording
is about as

industry

international as an
industry can get.
American, British,
European, Caribbean,

even South American
and African acts freely travel
to each others' countries to
make tracks. Ambitious album
or film projects may have the
basics recorded in France,

ABI
AME RICAN
IN

extra rhythm tracks in
Kingston, horns in Tennessee,
and strings in London, and
then be mixed in New York.
Equipment manufacturers
make sales projections not
only for their own countries,
but also for Hong Kong,
Czechoslovakia and Australia.
Of course, to make all this
work, certain standards must
be adhered to the world over.
But even in this day of
overnight international
deliveries, instantaneous
satellite computer hookups,
and records that sell out in
five countries before they're
even pressed, there remain
significant differences in the
way that studios in different
Sarm West was very busy
when editor Keith Spencerparts of the world operate.
To try to see what some of
Allen and I came by to visit.
these differences might be, I
Studio One was hosting a
spent a few days in London at 40 -piece string section, while
the beginning of November,
in Studio Two a British rock
visiting a couple of major
band, Go West, was taking a
studios and talking to people
sleep break in the middle of
in the industry.
an extended lockout session.
Is it possible to understand a Studio Three, formerly the
country -one that seems to
control room for one of the
have more first class recording other studios, was still in the
studios than hamburger joints, building process, and
scheduled to open at the end
one that despite its waning
political influence continues to of November. Engineers, office
workers, salesmen and
set the standards for music
assorted other types who
production throughout the
world, and one that has a
consider themselves so
proud 100 year old tradition of essential to the recording
recording that runs all the
industry were scurrying all
way from Sir Thomas
over the place, from the Coca
Beecham, through the Beatles, Cola -decor kitchen to the
to Big Country -in a week? To spiral staircase leading to the
put it bluntly, no way. But a
music -publishing offices.
few important characteristics
Engineer Nick Froome, who
of what makes the scene in
was supposed to show us
England, and London in
around, called in at the last
particular, unique can be
minute that something else
gleaned on even a short visit
had come up, and so our
conversations were with one of
I spent most of my time at
the studio's managers Carole
two studios: Sarm West and
Cook and former staff
EMI Abbey Road. As
engineer, now freelance, Keith
representatives of the London
Finney. Ergo, we were not
recording scene, these two
couldn't be more different -one given the `official' low -down,
but rather the impressions of
is a rock studio, recently
two people who were involved
refurbished with a cool -blue
in the working end of the
high -tech environment,
studio on a daily basis.
dedicated to pushing out the
On the surface, Abbey Road
frontiers of pop music, while
was a completely different
the other is a somewhat
story. We were greeted and
stodgy- looking rambling old
given the grand tour by
house that maintains an
Francis Dillnut,
image of a recording
institution as old and as stable administrative manager of the
complex, who introduced us to
as the royal family. Yet there
general manager Ken
were similarities between the
Townsend in the studio
two that made it clear to me
that these were not American cafeteria, and later to staff
producer Tony Clarke. Things
studios.

LONDON
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to be more use of room sound
than is typical of the States.
The rooms at Sarm have been
redesigned to be relatively
live, and have adjustable LF
and HF traps. A lot of the
emphasis on live sound has to
do with the fact that the
studio takes 48 -track work a
little more in stride than its

American counterparts might,
which gives a lot more
freedom when it comes to
laying tracks.
"We record close mics and
ambient mics at the same time
on separate tracks," says
D Finney. "We don't want to
leave everything to the mix
we want to get it down as
close as possible to the final
sound." In addition, straight
tracks and effects are recorded
separately, "in case something
looked relatively quiet; Studio turns up later that sounds
better ".
One, which is one of the
Dexy's Midnight Runners
largest recording rooms in the
world, was empty save for the were in recently doing a live
forest of microphones set up in recording to multitrack, an
idea that has been born and
preparation for a Neville
died in the States so many
Marriner orchestral session
times that I've lost count. "It's
the next day. Studio Two,
got a good feel," says Finney,
where a rock band was
"But it does make things
working, was likewise empty,
although the control room was difficult if someone makes a
mistake. It's tough to overdub
buzzing. In fact, Abbey Road
was quite busy, although most and keep the live feel."
of the work was going on
t Abbey Road,
behind closed doors, so there
whose reputation is
was not the atmosphere of
based heavily on
freneticism prevalent at Sarm.
the sound of its
To start with, I found that
rooms, the idea is
the differences that do exist
even more
between the US and UK
pronounced. "Each
recording businesses seem to
studio is totally different."
be more ones of attitude,
says Tony Clarke, "because
rather than equipment or
we've always considered
studio practices. While the
natural acoustics and room
American recording industry
has never fully recovered from sound very important. All of
the conservativism inspired by the digital reverbs now have
the characteristics of our
the doldrums of the late '70s,
rooms -which proved our case.
studios in England appear
We've never considered digital
much more willing to take
delays as paramount. If
chances and experiment.
"Americans are doing things someone wants to get a
the way they've been done for different perspective, they wait
the past 10 years," says Keith until midnight and put their
Finney. "The English are not guitar amp into another
studio."
afraid to go over the top
Sarm West, being the home
occasionally."
of Trevor Horn and Frankie
Go West is signed to an
American label and their A &R Goes to Hollywood, moves very
man is spending a lot of time fast to keep up with the edge
of the recording industry.
on the sessions.
Abbey Road, being under the
"He seems very different
auspices of a multinational
from our A&R types," says
corporation, of necessity moves
Finney. "When he hears
much slower. But both studios
something unconventional,
feel they are keeping up. Take
even if we like it, he says it
digital recording for example:
doesn't fit, that it's too
both studios are committed to
strange. He also says we're
spending a lot more time fine - digital 2- track, but are
reluctant to jump too fast on
tuning stuff than they do in

American correspondent Paul
Lehrman gives us his impressions
of the London recording scene and
compares attitudes in the USA

-

the States."
Yet the actual studio
practices don't seem that
different. No American
engineer would quarrel with
Finney's statement that two or
four hours to get a drum
sound is too long. There seems

-

to the digital multitrack
bandwagon. Sarm is host to a
Sony 3324 in Studio One, and
several PCM -Fl s (which are

Horn's personal property),
while Abbey Road has three
digital editing suites equipped
with PCM-1610 and JVC
systems and a dedicated
digital copying suite to feed
EMI's international branches
that is in use 75 hours a week.
The 3324 at Sarm is
controversial according to
Finney, "Some producers just
don't like it."
At Abbey Road, according to
Ken Townsend, "We've used
the Sony, 3M, and Mitsubishi
digital multitracks, but I don't
really see the sense in buying
one until the price is
reasonable and there's some
sort of standardisation and
interchangeability. We're
seeing the way the wind
blows."
Tony Clarke, nonetheless, is
very much looking forward to
embracing digital totally. "It
will free us to record anything
we want to," he says with
undisguised enthusiasm.
"There will be no dynamic
limitations on the music any
more."
The same eagerness to keep
up with the latest in hardware
prevails when it comes to
consoles. If one is not careful,
it's easy to get the impression

that there is only one
manufacturer that UK studios
take seriously these days:

Solid State Logic. "We've got
them coming out of our ears,"
says Carol Cooke. Abbey Road
has SSL and Neve 8208 to

replace the ageing
8108 -"Some people just have
to have the Neve sound," says
Townsend.
"There are over 60 SSL
desks in London alone,"
Townsend explains, which is
about the same number as are
in all of North America. But
at the same time, the studio is
reluctant to go `all the way'
and put in a Neve digital
desk. "It's not proven enough
for a session with a 100 -piece
orchestra and a 100 -voice
choir," he says.
Some of the enthusiasm for
SSL equipment is based on the
fact that it is one of the few
homegrown products that the
English can be rightfully
proud of, in an industry that
has become increasingly
dependent on the US and
Japan over the past decade or
so. But more important is the
need to have as attractive a
facility as possible for drawing
clients. Competition in
England is fierce -given the
size of the country and its
population, it would seem
much harder for a studio to
gain a foothold than in the JS.

studio. We fit in the odd
attempt to make the rooms
jingle, but we're mainly doing
compatible," says Francis
record albums and singles."
Dillnut, "but there's no
overriding design principle."
To this American
But even though the current
observer, this is a
monitoring situation at Abbey
remarkable concept: a
Road can almost be described
studio that is highly
as anarchic, the studio is
successful, and yet
aware of the problems and is
does not have to take
working to solve them.
in advertising
Because of its corporate
accounts to pay the bills; a
parent, Clarke says, "change
In contrast to the
doesn't come that easy ". Only type of facility, it seems, that
uniformity of consoles (and now is the 54 year old Control has all but disappeared from
Room One being redesigned so the major recording centres of
of tape machines-except
the US. And the lack of three
for the odd Ampex 2- track, that more than one human
being can fit in it comfortably. piece suiters in the place
every tape deck I came
shows-although Sarm West is
( "It used to be half that size,"
across was a Studer),
as busy and professional a
says Dillnut. "We were
monitoring and room
studio as you'll see anywhere
recording on to wax and we
design at London studios are
in the world, there's a very
had to keep the temperature
very much a matter of
refreshing hip informality that
constant, which was easier
individual taste. While US
permeates the place.
with a small room. ") But,
studios by the dozen are still
Abbey Road is even more
hiring big -name consultants to Clarke says, "When we do it,
remarkable. This, too, is
we do it right. The whole
make their rooms look and
world has been experimenting mainly a music studio,
sound just like everybody
although it handles a large
else's, in England each studio with control room sound for
share of film work as well,
the past five years, and now
seems to strive for its own
we're on the edge of putting in thanks mostly to the size and
identity. Although the
sound of Studio One. In the
Westlake /Eastlake influence
all new monitoring."
Despite the technology, costs US, almost all the major -label
seems to have been big here
studio complexes have closed
for studio time in London
during the mid '70s,
seem low. No doubt the tough down, as record companies
apparently few such rooms
tightened their belts. The loss
competition has something to
still exist in their original
to the recording industry has
do with this, but there's a
form.
been immeasurable -CBS
When Sarm West was Island more important reason. The
Records' studio in Manhattan,
book rate at Sarm West runs
Records' Basing Street
for example, was the finest
about £85 to £100 per hour.
Studios, for example, the
room in the city for recording
Back in the days when the
control room for Studio One
orchestras, and it has never
was a `Lake' room. Since then, sterling was worth $2, this
been equalled. By surviving,
would have placed the studio
however, the studio has
in the running with New York even thriving, into the '80s,
undergone several
transformations, the latest
or Los Angeles' best, although Abbey Road has proven that a
great studio with a long
still on the cheap side. But
under the direction of Sean
history can meet the changing
Davies. The main monitors in with the current value of the
demands of a volatile industry
both control rooms are Davies' pound (thanks to the huge
budget and trade deficits being with grace and style. And it
custom LS821s with dual 15
reflects a certain English
run up by the present
in bass drivers, driven by
administration in Washington) attitude about the universality
Studer power amps.
of music.
The aim, according to Keith floating around $1.10, studio
"It's terrific that so many
time in London seems like a
Finney, is "uniformity of
people are in one place doing
steal.
sound anywhere in the room,
so many different types of
Besides being very
at any level ", so that
music," says Tony Clarke.
successful, and being located
producers and engineers, no
"You can walk in the cafeteria
within a couple of miles of
matter how many of them
and see the first-desk violinist
each other, Sarm West and
there are or where they're
from the London Symphony
Abbey Road have another
sitting, will hear the same
having lunch with a rock
thing in common: they are
thing. "It still needs some
drummer."
work," he admits. "The level - both primarily music studios.
For Clarke, who has worked
Sarm is a producer-run
related differences are too
in such places as Greece and
apparent." Also available are studio. Since he took over the
Nigeria, music recording
AR -18s and Yamaha NS -10s,
operation two years ago,
should know no boundaries.
with the `tissue -paper
Trevor Horn has been very
"There's still a strong
treatment'. There is a pair of much in charge. The studio
distinction in the industry
Auratones, but they live most reflects Horn's, and not some
of the time in the glassed -in
accountant's, attitude towards between rock and classical, but
tape operator's room off the
the recording industry. Horn's I feel that's changing." What
is important to him is to have
side of the control room.
tastes, as anyone who has
a place where music can be
"Custom monitoring is very heard Yes, the Art of Noise,
put on tape, pure and simple.
big in London," says Finney,
and Frankie, are best
"Abbey Road," he says,
"but it makes for problems for described as catholic (in the
people who go from room to
original sense of the word) but "doesn't stamp out any
particular form, it's up to you
room." At Sarm West, at least, he is interested only in
to make it what you want.
an effort is made to make the producing music -not
When Stephane Grapelli and
several control rooms work
commercials, industrials, or
Yehudi Menuhin came in to do
A/V soundtracks.
and sound the same but at
an album together, we set up
"We had the facilities for
Abbey Road, where no two
rooms -be they for studio
AN," says Keith Finney, "but for noon, fired up a 2 -track
digital machine, and by
control, editing, cutting, or
Trevor and John Sinclair
midnight we had a record. For
duplicating-were built at the decided to scrap them. They
me, that is the meaning of the
turned the projection room
same time, it's almost a lost
word recording.
into an office. We're a music
cause. "We've made a slight

"There are now 200 24 -track
houses in the UK," says
Townsend. "Unlike the '60s,
no one studio can dominate
the scene." And even though
Abbey Road is part of a much
larger corporation, it is not
immune from the exigencies of
competition. "We're not
subsidised by the label," says
Townsend.

"
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The Digital Future:
DASH all the way.

Digital

From 2 to 48- channel,
the industry is going our way.
Tomorrow's recording studios will
all be digital. In fact, the digital revolution
is well under way. So what's the best
way to get started now?
With Dash, you know you'll be ready
for whatever the digital future may bring.
Dash has the technical advances

and the compatibility you're looking for.
That's why so many more of
the major manufacturers are backing it.
Dash offers up to 48 channels to meet thf
most demanding recording
requirements, and because so many
studios are turning to Dash, you'll have tl-.'
confidence that your masters
conform to the industry standard format.
And that's a comforting fact.

And no one knows Dash like the people
who started the whole digital
revolution in the first place
Sony.
We've got the PCM -3324
multi -channel recorder ready to go right
now and soon we'll be offering
the PCM -3102 2- channel recorder.
In fact we've got more than
100 PCM -3324s already in the market.
When you choose Sony Dash
multi -channel recorders and digital audio
equipment, you're making a
sound investment in the digital future.
We're in the Dash all the way.

-

IA DASH Digital Audio Stationary Head

Stationary

SONY

Head

Timing and synchronising music
to fit pictures has been a
problem for many years. A
composer of electronic music,
writing for film or television, has
to spend a lot of time doing

Richard Lamont
describes a novel aid
to writing music
to picture
developed by the BBC
Radiophonic Workshop

mental arithmetic and thinking
about machines rather than actually
creating music. Although it would be
second nature, he (or she) might go
through a process something like this to
past, now nearly everything is done with
fit a piece of music exactly between two
synthesisers of various sorts. Most of the
points on the picture:
studios are equipped with Soundcraft
Make a note of the timecode or film
desks and 16 -track and 2 -track Studer
footage on the picture at the point when
A80s. There are plans to upgrade to
the piece is to start and finish, and
24 -track as soon as the budget permits.
calculate the duration in frames.
Jonathan Gibbs started the Syncwriter
Decide what kind of beat rate he
project about two years ago, originally
wants.
Count on a stopwatch how many beats just for the Workshop's own use, now,
however, he would like to make the
he will get in, say 10 seconds, and
system generally available. Usually a
calculate the speed of the music in
frames per beat, and adjust the answer
specialist piece of recording or
broadcasting hardware is `licensed out' to
so that it fits.
a specialist manufacturer but the BBC
Generate a click track at the
microcomputer is a mass -produced
frames/beat repetition rate.
Record the click track, getting the first consumer item. In many ways,
Syncwriter falls between the two
click to fit the exact start point on the
categories and the Workshop is currently
picture.
deciding how best to market it. The add Think of a tune and write the music.
on hardware, described later, is not
The BBC Radiophonic Workshop in
particularly complicated and Jonathan
London has developed a computer -based
envisages that it will be produced in a
system which completes the first five
lU high rack mounting box.
steps in about 10 seconds. It's called
Syncwriter, and consists of an Acorn/BBC
microcomputer with a monitor and dual
Music to
floppy disk drive, and add -on box of
The main purpose of Syncwriter is to
hardware, and about 20 kbytes of
help musicians write and perform music
machine code software. Since the BBC
in synchronisation with an edited video
chose the Acorn for a series of
tape or film. Jonathan Gibbs
educational programmes it has become
demonstrated a practical example of
one of the `standard' microcomputers in
the UK. The Syncwriter add -on hardware some recent work -a cliffhanger scene
from an episode of Dr Who which was
was developed by the Radiophonic
transmitted in the UK in late January.
Workshop's senior engineer, Ray White,
If you don't live in one of the many
and the software by the Workshop's
countries where Dr Who is shown it's a
organiser, Jonathan Gibbs.
sort of science fiction soap opera. (Dr
Before going into detail about
Who fans please forgive me.) The hero,
Syncwriter, some information about the
the Doctor, travels in a time machine
Radiophonic Workshop itself seems in
called the Tardis, accompanied by a girl.
order, especially as it has changed a lot
The action in this sequence has the
since Studio Sound's last visit several
Doctor in a fight with the chief villain,
years ago. The Workshop is a BBC
the Master. Meanwhile, some other
department which provides specially
baddies push the Tardis down a
written electronic music and effects to
programme departments. Its most famous mineshaft. After that, the Doctor is
strapped to a trolley running out of
single `customer' is BBC Television's Dr
control down a hillside. There are lots of
Who, which accounts for about 20% of
cuts in the picture, all timed by a film
the workload, but there are 150 or more
editor wanting to get the best dramatic
others each year. There are six full time
effect.
composers working on music and effects,
Jonathan Gibbs was standing in on
who normally work in individual studios.
Whatever techniques they've used in the this episode as the composer for this

picture
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programme was ill. About a fortnight
before transmission he had only done the
incidental music for the first six minutes
of the programme. He'd been unable to
get into the studio during the day
because someone else needed it and was
working at night.
Jonathan describes the problems:
"You've got Dr Who kicking the Master
at one time, which you want to react to
in the music. And then something else
happens. All those points have got to be
`hit' with the music. And they are all
happening at whatever is right on the
picture, not what's going to be right for

4/4. So you need some way of translating
what's on the screen into music.
"What we do here is to lay timecode on
to track 16 of our 16 -track tape.

Syncwriter will read that timecode and
then present a display which `conducts'
the music."
Perhaps the best way to explain
Syncwriter's operation is to describe each
of its modes in turn, using the Dr Who
sequence as an example. There are six
main modes or `pages', namely Page
List, Page Display, Page Command, Page
Files, Page Print and Page Regenerate.

Page list
Assume that the composer is starting
with an edited video cassette with
timecode inserted on the bottom of the
picture and dialogue on the soundtrack.
Music and effects will be added later,
after the composer and others have done
their stuff, in a dubbing session.
The first step is to go through the
cassette making a list of timecodes when
something has to happen in the music.
The most important thing is to decide
when the music should start and stop!
Then the composer lists all the timecodes
where he wants something to happen in
the music. For instance, he may want to
start a bar on a cut in the picture, or
where someone gets hit if the actors are
fighting. These `sync points', and any
other cues that the composer may want,
are edited on Syncwriter in the Page List
mode. The screen shows one sync point
on each line, with the lines in
chronological order. The information
displayed includes the timecode and a
reference name of the composer's choice
for each sync point.
Jonathan explained while he played
the Dr Who video cassette from the start
of the sequence he is currently working
on. "This is quite a nice cue to show
Syncwriter on, because it's got several

Syncwriter system in practical use within a Radiophonie Workshop studio

The Acorn BBC micro with the prototype Syncwriter hardware

elements in it as far as music is
concerned, which show exactly the kind
of problems we keep coming up against.
"The beginning is going to be quite
slow stuff. It's `general threat'. Since it's
the Tardis that's about to get zapped,
I've used the `Ooeoo' theme from the
main sig. and built round that. All the
music for this is fairly stringy and kind
of English Pastoral.
"Then you've got several specific hits:
when he kicks the gun out of the
Master's hand, and when Peri (the
Doctor's assistant) `animates' and gets
him pushed. Then he starts moving and
then you've got straightforward driving
rhythm stuff, for when he's going down
the hill.
"So there are three elements that

cause problems for the composer. You've
got free -rhythm stuff, where you are not
interested in working to click tracks and
so on. You've got specific hit points, and
then you've got straightforward pushy
rhythm. "You could mark hit points on
the tape and watch for the white line
coming. Or you could use Syncwriter.
You start off with Page List. Watch the
screen for timecodes, and enter them on
the keyboard. The start point in this
case is fairly arbitrary, just from the
speech. But take as an example when he
kicks the gun," said Jonathan, freezing
the frame on the video. "There- 42:03.
You simply enter it as 42:03, and call it
something -in this case `kick'. It'll then
go into the list.
"Once you are into a particular

minute, you are probably going to enter
quite a few cues in that minute. With
this you don't have to enter the minute
every time. You can just enter seconds
and frames and it will default to the
`working' minute. The display will also
show the number of frames since the
previous sync point."
It is also possible to search through the
list by typing in a timecode. Syncwriter
will come back with the sync point
nearest to it.
"The point called `string' is the point
where we cut from the scene with the
Doctor to the men who are pushing the
Tardis. That's the first sync point, at
that scene change. I want fairly loose
music for this, but I want to know when
several instruments come in, so I've
entered three other cues marked 'TH.',
`Tr2' and `Tr3' for three trumpet sounds.
`Ooeoo' is the final statement just before
the Tardis dies. `Hole' is where it
actually falls down the mineshaft. Then
you've got `Snap' when he kicks him,
`Push' when Peri starts pushing the
trolley, `No' when you realise that she's
pushing the wrong way and `Ohno' when
she gets worried and starts chasing after
it. It goes terribly rhythmic from then
on. `Move' is when those men stop, see
him and start to move off. `Peristop' is
when Peri realises and stops.
"That's just putting the stuff in. The
important bit is Page Display. This is
where it all actually happens."

Page display
Imagine a single horizontal line
representing a manuscript with, say, four
bars of music. There are marks on the
line representing each beat and the
beginning of each bar. Below the line
85

BASF Studio Master Series.

he ne ;Tape Generation.

BASF Studio Master 910

BASF Loop Master 920

BASF Digital Master 930

This sophisticated recording tape of high
dynamic was designed especially for the

The chromium dioxide master tape for highspeed duplication systems. At 64 -times
duplicating rate, the master is usually recorded at 9.53 cm/s. It is only the typical

This professional chromium dioxide tape is
especially tailored to the requirements of
digital sound recording (PCM), where the

high professional demands of modern multitrack technology.
The wear resistance of the magnetic layer
ensures reliable operation even after
hundreds of passes.
In spite of its considerable high MOL (+ 11.6
dB over reference level 320 n Wb /m), BASF
Studio Master 910 has an unusually good
print ratio of 57 dB and is therefore also
suitable for long-term archiving. The BASF
typical constancy of the electroacoustic
properties and the excellent winding characteristics also ensure easy hub operation.

chromium dioxide properties featured by
Loop Master 920 which offer that extra quality needed to allow exploitation of all the
advantages of a high-class cassette tape (eg.
BASF chromdioxid II). In spite of the mechanical stress to which it is subjected in the
"loop bin'; the durable magnetic layer means
that the recording level remains extremely
constant, particularly in the high frequencies,
even after running thousands of times.

high storage density makes exceptionally
high demands on the evenness of the coating. The typical chromium properties are
brought out excellently in this latest form of
sound storage. The antistatic magnetic layer
and the black, conductive matt back protect
the recording against dust-induced dropouts
and ensure smooth, steady winding without
damage to the tape edges.

Coupon:

Please send me further information on the BASF Studio Master Series.
Name /Company

Address

BASF

BASF United Kingdom Ltd.
4 Fitzroy Square

London W1P 6ER
Tel: 01 -388 4200
Telex: 28649
BASF Aktiengesellschaft
Gottlieb -Daimler -Str. 10
D -6800

Mannheim

1

Tel: 06 21/40 08 -1
Telex: 4 62 621 basf d

rza

SAS

be listed on a printer. This listing gives
each sync point a `star rating' according
to its timing: * * ** means the sync point
coincides with the beginning of a bar;
* ** means it coincides with a beat; **
means it comes half way between two

conveniently, in frames per beat. Not
only that, but the user can choose
whether to hit the copy key on every
note, twice a bar or once a bar!

there is an arrow corresponding to each
sync point entered in Page List. Above
the line there is an arrow- shaped cursor
which moves along under the control of
timecode from the multitrack tape
machine. The system displays three such
lines at a time, with the top line being
the `current' line and the middle and
bottom lines being `future' ones. When
the cursor gets to the end of the top line,
the lines scroll up and the cursor starts
again at the left hand side of the new
top line. The screen also gives a

continuous readout of the bar number
and timecode.
So what you get is a continually
moving graphic display of the time
relationship between the present and
future events in the music. This benefits
the performer in several ways. First, it
provides a kind of `visual click track' for
synchronisation. This is better than an
audio click track because it doesn't click
at you in a domineering fashion when
you are trying to create music.
By representing several bars of music
on the screen, the system enables the
performer to see sync points coming up
well in advance of their actual arrival,
and play up to them with suitable
expression.
Jonathan plays the music he has
already recorded for Dr Who, and with
the display in the `smooth' mode, the
cursor slides along the line. The
beginning is fairly slow and not
rhythmic. "On this hit I just want to
know where I am -I'm using it as a
glorified timecode reader. The fun comes,
though, when we go back to Page
Command. We can prescribe, exactly,
how that display is set out."

Page files, page print
and page regenerate

* means it doesn't coincide with
anything in particular.
Page Regenerate cleans up a poor
quality timecode signal before rerecording it. Syncwriter also can
generate fresh timecode if necessary,
under control of the BBC micro's
internal crystal clock oscillator. The
software has a programmable clock
division ratio to adjust the timecode to
the correct speed.

beats;

These modes are not as interesting as
the others, but nevertheless useful. Page
Files is about storing information on
floppy disk. A complete set of sync
points, entered by the Page List and
Page Command modes, can be stored in
a disc file and retrieved by using the
commands `Save' and `Load'. One file
can store about 100 sync points.
Syncwriter can copy files from one disk
to another, As with the original
Acorn /BBC operating system, 31 files can
be stored on one disk. The file
management facilities are pretty
standard stuff.
Page Print allows all the sync points to

Sequencers
Syncwriter does not just produce a
graphic display to help humans. It can
drive machinery too. There are four
clocks in the add -on hardware unit which
can produce squarewave pulse trains to

Syncwriter screen displays

Return to; Page Title

Command:

Sriter

Nelp Page l of 5

is designed to perform the following

functions:

Enter, list and name syncpoints, translate
feet to timecode, add and subtract time

Read or generate SAPTE Timecode, display bars,
beats and syncpoints, visual conductor, clicks,
beeps,

drive sequencers and triggers

Mirk out speeds, best hits, clock rates, display
format, position of bars relative to syncpoints
Save and load data, merge data,

PR6E DISPLAY

:

PORE

:

COW

copy and delete

data stored on disc

POSE FILES

:

Print out information on syncpoints,
timing, hit successes

Page command
Page Command allows the user to
specify the number of beats per bar, and
the number of bars to be represented by
each line on the screen. Each beat is
indicated by a short vertical line above,
and butting on to, the horizontal one. It
looks rather like the markings on a
ruler. Alternatively, for arhythmic work,
the beat markings can be switched off.
Then the cursor, instead of jumping from
beat to beat, will slide smoothly through
the bar. (To be precise, it only appears to
do this. The software pretends that there
are 120 beats/bar, giving the appearance
of continuous movement.) Even the bars
can be switched off, and the cursor will
slide along the whole line.
Another facility of Page Command
allows the user to edit the music. If he
finds that a sync point occurs at an
awkward time in the music, he can
adjust the number of bars between two
sync points so that the music will fit
between them exactly.
Still in Page Command, the user can
use the system to measure the tempo of
a piece of music before writing it. The
user plays the tune 'in his head', and
hits the BBC micro's copy key in time
with the music. The micro will then
average and display the speed, very

PAGE LIST

:

Regenerate

corrupt timecode

Index

4 en

t

back

:

PARE PRINT

:

PAGE REGENERATE

:

PAGE TITLE

(RETURN/ return from help

f top

PAGE COMMHHD

Command:

18 ++

Frames / beat:
Beats { bar:
bar:
Jumps
r
line:
Bars

6
6
3

Start bar:
Start bar:

1

at:

18

at:

Clock number:

1

Timing source:

Ext

f bar:

42:47:21
44:83:88
48
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PAGE

Cowaand:

File:XiM22
synchronise sequencers. These clock
outputs can be started and stopped by a
sync point, simply by starting the sync
point's reference name with a number
between 1 and 4. Thus a sync point
labelled "3TEST" would start clock 3
when its timecode is reached.
The four clocks can operate at
independent speeds. Normally standard
MIDI speeds would be used, eg 48, 96 or
384 pulses per bar. Any speed can be
used, but Syncwriter will question it if
any two clock speeds do not have a
simple ratio and are likely to get out of
step.
As well as the four clocks, there are
on /off trigger outputs which can be used,
for example, to remote start a tape
machine. This is programmed by starting
a sync point's name with the symbol

Min:42

LIST
TC

42:12:05 STRING
42:18:07 TR1
42:25 :22 TR2
42:29:05 TR3
42:33:18 00E00
42:38:01 HOLE
42:42:03 KICK
42:43:17 PUSH
42:45:07 NO
42:47:21 OHHO
43:16:08 MOUE
43:19:00 PERISTOP
43:23:13 STOP

The sequencer clock outputs appear as
jack sockets on the back of the box, as do
the triggers. There are also `click' and
`beep' outputs on 3 -pin XLR -type
connectors. The click output is a
straightforward click track signal which
clicks once per beat. It can be turned on
and off from the keyboard.
The `beep' output produces, as one
might guess, a beep every time a sync
point is reached.

16

35M.

63305
152
198

<
<

<

83
113
108
102
141
40

<

C

(

64'

* * **

712
67
113

*

PR6f DISPLAY
Coamand

:

142 37 121
IHOLE

Hardware and software
The prototype of Syncwriter has a fairly
large blue box for the add -on hardware
with not a lot in it. There is a timecode
reader which converts timecode into
binary -coded decimal (BCD) form for the
BBC micro. The blue box communicates
with the BBC micro via a ribbon cable
plugged into the 1 MHz bus. Inside the
blue box there are several versatile
interface adaptors (VIAs) that interface
the timecode reader, the sequencer
clocks, the trigger outputs and the click
and beep generators with the 1 MHz bus.
The BBC micro does contain its own
peripheral interface adaptors, but not
enough for all of Syncwriter's facilities.
Jonathan Gibbs chose the BBC
microcomputer largely for its interrupt
circuitry, which is fairly easy to get at;
via the bus, that is. No modifications
are needed.
The timecode reader in the box
produces interrupts, enabling the
software to keep up with the timecode
updates accurate to within 10 ms -a
quarter of a frame.
The BBCs micro's own operating
system is too slow for Syncwriter, so a
stand -alone machine code program is
used instead. Most of this -about 16 Klives in a sideways plug -in EPROM,
which has just 13 bytes of unused space!
The rest of the software -some 4 K -is
kept on disk and is brought in and out of
RAM as necessary.

Conclusions
One of the most significant things about
Syncwriter is the time it saves -Jonathan
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Syncwriter screen displays
Gibbs reckons it saves him about 30 %.

There are other benefits. "For certain
things you have to get locked to click
tracks, which means that the music you
are writing is determined not by what
the picture says and what you feel but
by what the click track is saying. This
way, you can have 15 different click
tracks on the same cue. You can set up
what you like. You are not tied to the
clicks.

"The other thing is, frankly, for an
awful lot of music it is really rather
ridiculous that when you're composing
the stuff, you hear something going
click, click, click in your ear. It's the last
thing you want. Syncwriter takes you
back to being conducted, by a conductor.
You've got anticipation-you can see the
thing coming up and put expression in.
It does encourage much more expressive
writing and expressive playing. In fact, if
you analyse what we do, quite often it's
nowhere near the beat, and therefore we

are an awful lot better off without the
click track."
The system is simple to use: it is
clearly designed to be a workhorse and
not just a technoflash toy. It can help
performers playing manually as well as
driving sequencers, and can help
conductors of live musicians. The system
is also based on a microcomputer that is
well -known and popular, at least in the
UK.
Maybe the last word should go to
Brian Hodgson, head of the Radiophonic
Workshop. "All the time our attitude has
been `let's get the machines under
control', so that we can concentrate on
the music. Let the machines look after
themselves. If we can achieve that for,
say, 98% of the time, then we're doing
very well. The problem with electronic
music is that you spend 50% of your
time worrying about the machines.
We've now got that down to a very
respectable figure.

"

`On track, on spec, on time'
In the pipe -line:
When Greengate Productions first introduced the
DS:3 the published specification stated that three
software updates would be included in the initial
purchase price of the 4-voice polyphonic 15kHz
sampler.

The first of these; Keyboard Splitting; is now with
our customers. Any sound in memory to any key
at any pitch. Many studios, producers, musicians,
TV Stations, composers and film /video editors
will attest to the versatility of this option. Software
selectable sample times complete the package.

Full- function step time sequencer with powerful screen editor.

Duration recording sequencer (Records the
duration of key -down in addition to all other
parameters)

-

Powerful looping facility
select envelope,
select loop points, select loop width: All on
screen and audibly for the very best sound.
Dynamic MIDI interface. Includes the 255 step
Drum Pad dynamic for virtually all electronic
drum systems.
Sample time durations up to
full 15kHz bandwidth.

10

seconds with

When you invest in a Greengate Digital Sampling
Sequencer you become a member of a developing,
well supported community. On track.

DS:3

Please send me further information on the
DS:3 Digital Sound Sampling Sequencer:
Name

Position
Company
Address

GREENGATE
p r o d u c t

i

o n s

Tel

Greengate Productions, 24 Missden Drive, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, England, HP3 8QR, Tel: (0442) 3496
British Imports Limited, 2410 Nth Hathaway Lane, Santa Ana,
California 92701, Tel: (714) 542 9178

BUSINESS
BUSIN
Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Round the houses
I've had some hard words to say about
the BBC over the years, but credit where
it's due. I was booked at short notice to
do a live broadcast for Welsh radio. A
taxi came to pick me up and take me to
Broadcasting House. But the taxi driver
was told by his radio control to go to the
BBC's parliamentary broadcasting studio
near Westminster instead. Thanks to the
extra distance, and heavy traffic, we got
there five minutes before live air time.
Of course the parliamentary studio staff
knew nothing of the booking but with
just a couple of minutes to spare, they
called up a studio quality line to Cardiff
and plugged me in. So a big thanks to
the BBC's Westminster studio.
The incident prompts two thoughts.
Firstly, now that parliamentary debates
are recorded for broadcasting, there is an
enormous, and constantly growing,
stockpile of tapes. Sooner or later
someone is going to have to decide what
to erase and what to keep.
The other thought is rather more
trivial, though perhaps not for whoever
may be involved. If my taxi took me to
the Westminster studio reserved for
famous politicians and MPs, what
famous politician or MP was whisked to
Broadcasting House only to find that noone there had heard of them?

Blumlein preserved
At last, at last, at last. Thorn -EMI has
finally, after the best part of 10 years of
being nagged, preserved around 1,000 ft
of nitrate film shot by Alan Blumlein in
the early '30s. So what's so special about
this film? It has a stereo optical
soundtrack, almost identical in format to
that now made standard by Dolby Labs.
An excerpt was screened at the
National Film Theatre, as part of a joint
lecture on film sound by John Aldred
and Mark Yonge of Dolby Labs. It was
shot in 1931 and features three people at
left, right and centre of the screen
counting numbers and chanting days of
the week. Blumlein's aim was to get the
sound from the screen to track a moving
source. In this he seems to have
succeeded pretty well. There is also, as
yet unscreened, a playlet put on by an
amateur dramatic society. Blumlein's
wife has previously remembered how he
used to talk at the time about a film
sound system which would "make it
possible for a blind person to go to the
cinema ".
Modern thinking in the film industry
is that sound should not follow a moving
source round the screen, and most

dialogue should stay firm at the centre
front. Otherwise the effect can be very
distracting, especially for people in side
seats. It's what made some of the early
magnetic stereo films sound so odd. But
in Hollywood recently I met a film mixer
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from the old school. "I don't like all this
modern Dolby stereo business," he told
me, "what I like to hear is real stereo,
with the sound moving around."
He had just had an odd and interesting
job to do. The film Ghostbusters was due
for release in South Africa. But the
South African censors took exception to
that famous phrase "I've seen shit that
would turn you white." The actors had
to come back into the studio and record
something less racially meaningful for
South Africa. As they say, it takes all
sorts.

British Government's obsession with
generating free market competition. I'm
all for kicking British Telecom into the
20th century. It's just taken BT a full
three months, and several chase letters,
to fit me a single extension phone. But
the cellular radio scheme sounds crazy.
The Government has licensed two rival
consortia to provide rival systems, that
cover exactly the same areas of Britain.

The UHF TV coverage scheme works
because the BBC and IBA share
transmitters. It would be prohibitively
expensive for them to play selfish and
use only their own. Local radio suffers
because VHF FM transmitters are not
shared. That is why there are so few
simulcasts on ITV. It's almost impossible
In January, UK sound engineers got
to tie up identical radio and TV coverage
something they didn't know they needed
on the commercial networks. Now
so badly. It's UHF cellular radio, a new
exactly the same thing is happening
technology that means you really can
with cellular radio.
have a dial tone in a car or field,
One operator, a joint venture between
without waiting years for a subscriber
British Telecom and Securicor, is
number, and when you get it queueing
building one set of transmitters and
on air for an hour to get a free channel.
computer control centres to provide
This was the situation with VHF radio
Cellnet service. The other operator,
phones in London. New VHF subscribers
Racal, is building another set of
are not even able to take incoming calls
transmitters and computer control
on their car phone.
centres to provide the Vodafone service.
Chicago has had cellular radio now for
Inevitably this is going to inflate the
over five years, first as a trial and then
price. It also cuts the channels available;
as a commercial service since October
17% are lost because of the extra data
1983. It has changed life for the people
control channels needed to run two
who use it. Imagine making all your
bread and butter fixit phone calls from a systems instead of one.
Neither rival company will undercut
traffic jam on the way to work; you can
the other during the first few months of
phone from location work, without
cellular radio, because that is the time
searching the neighbourhood for a call
that everyone who knows about the
box that works.
system and wants a mobile phone will
Cellular radio works as well from a
battery -powered portable, as it does from pay whatever the asking price is to get
a radio phone fixed in a car. But the bad one. After that, a price war may develop.
news is that as usual Britain seems to be Also once cellular radio is under way the
existing VHF radio phone services may
getting a good idea wrong.
Cellular radio relies on the short reach start to look more attractive, and
cheaper. Outside London there are no
of low height, low power UHF
waiting lists and the VHF services may
transmitters. Short reach enables re -use
cut their tariffs to compete with cellular.
of the same frequency over and over
Whatever happens, it has to be good
again, in different parts of the country,
news for engineers who work on the run.
or even different zones of the same city.
By the way, don't blame me if you try
The area to be covered is divided up into
and phone Cellnet, and can't get
a honeycomb of hexagonal cells. These
naturally fall into seven cell clusters and through. At a clumsy press conference,
where Cellnet fooled journalists by
up to 39 duplex channels can be used in
each, provided the same frequency is not demonstrating cellular radio from a
single high power transmitter without
used in any two cells with adjoining
any hand -offs, they gave out bumph with
boundaries.
a Cellnet phone number. It was only
Each cell has a fixed UHF transmitter
because I went for a private dem that I
and each mobile radio, whether in a car
know hand -off works. Later, when I tried
or carried in a briefcase, continually
to follow through on the story, I couldn't
sends out a check signal that tells the
transmitter system where it is. To make get any reply. I checked with the press
office of British Telecom, who part -own
or receive a call the mobile locks onto a
Cellnet. They gave me a number that
spare frequency of the local cell
transmitter. When the mobile moves into didn't answer either. Subsequently I
found out why. Cellnet had changed its
another cell, control signals switch the
frequency and transmitter in a `hand off office telephone number, without telling
anyone, without hooking up an
which takes just 300 ms. With memory
answering machine and without
buffering to bridge these gaps, you can
arranging for an operator- intercept. Let's
even use the system to send electronic
hope they run their radio phone service
mail messages to and from mobiles.
a bit better than that.
The cock -ups will come from the

Cellular radio

The First Name in
USound Equipment Hire

FELON AUDIO
¿13111

58

126 Great Portland Street, London W1N 5PH. Telex: 28668 AUDIO G.

Sony PCM -3324 24 -track digital recorders.
Sony PCM -1610 2 -track digital recorders.
Sony Fl and 701 2 -track digital recorders.
Plus the most comprehensive range of audio effects
and ancillary equipment available.

*
*

*

Electronic editing facilities for 24 -track digital.
New fully equipped 2 -track digital editing and transfer suite.
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user report by Keith Spencer -Allen

INTERFACE VELOCITY CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER

mode switch. This has three positions
ON/ADJ /OFF. In the off position the
Delta Omega acts as a conventional
voltage amplifier. The ADJ position is
the set up mode for the Delta Omega and
the on position is Delta Omega operation.
There are three methods of optimising

the Delta Omega settings-a squarewave
set up procedure; the power efficiency
transfer ratio and effective radiated
distortion methods. We chose to use the
power efficiency method that allows the
user to set up the monitoring without
any other test equipment than a pair of
ears. Crown imply in the manual that
there is little to choose between any of
the methods provided the correct
procedure is followed.

CROWN
DELTA OMEGA

2000

differences in observed performance
being caused by a unit with a larger
power rating.
Crown Delta Omega 2000 power
These amplifiers are true monsters in
amplifier over a period of a
the physical sense and are not designed
couple of weeks in the studio
to be moved without prior thought.
with a selection of monitors (all
Crown quotes weights of 92 lb per
passive) from JBL, UREI,
amplifier and I'm certainly not about to
Tannoy and a custom -designed system.
dispute that. For the time they were in
Tests of this nature inevitably have to
the test studio it was decided against
come down to personal opinion in the
mounting them in the lightweight racks
final analysis with there always being
where space was available as they really
too many variables to be able to
require a heavier frame and quite
pronounce authoritatively about the
possibly some rear support in addition.
various qualities of certain power
amplifiers. Yes, of course, it is possible to The user manual covers the physical
hear differences between some amplifiers mounting requirements in some detail,
some serious attention has to be given to
but great care has to be taken over the
it. The front panel carrying handles are
causes of these differences. It could be
the amplifier or some outside factor that robust enough to carry the power
amplifier by. As the amp's centre of
is almost impossible to quantify such as
gravity is only 5 in behind the front
the speaker /amplifier interface and the
panel, carrying the unit with your hands
various creative effects that certain
under the sides is tricky. Although,
combinations of amp and monitor
again if I had read this part of the
produce.
As the Crown Delta Omega is designed manual before unpacking the amp,
rather than just the electrical section I
to try to optimise this amplifier/speaker
would have been wiser.
interface it seemed worthwhile taking a
My only other comment on the
practical look and reporting the findings
installation aspects is that the tag strip
to supplement Hugh Ford's review
connections for the in and outputs are
(March 1985) which by its nature was
rather fiddly although hopefully this is
not able to cover these aspects.
something that will not require wiring
To provide a reference for comparison
more than once.
of the Delta Omega, a Crown PSA2
For a detailed description of the Delta
amplifier was used. This was necessary
Omega controls, I would refer you to
as I wanted to have a reference power
amplifier of a similar power rating to the Hugh Ford's review. The power switch,
attenuator control and AC /DC coupling
Delta Omega or certainly far closer to it
than the standard power amplifier being switch are self-explanatory. The set up
procedure, however, revolves around the
used in the studio and so avoid any
This short report is based on
practical experience of the
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Power efficiency transfer
Using this method, and indeed all the
others, the mode switch is set to ADJ.
Just to the right of the switch a recessed
screw adjustment marked +11 to -Il (the
Delta Omega control) is covered by a
metal screen in all modes except ADJ as
tampering with this preset in any other
mode could lead to serious monitor
damage. In this mode the loudspeaker
load is protected by an internal energy
limiting circuit which allows full rotation
of the Delta Omega control from positive
to negative ohm settings. This control is
set fully anti -clockwise to start and the
attenuator control set to a level that
allows a healthy output on a programme
signal. I found that the best set up
material was full range except with
'musical space' in the LF areas for
reasons that will become obvious. If the
Delta Omega screwdriver control is
slowly turned clockwise it apparently
increases the load power transfer
characteristics. As this is turned, the
amplifier sound subtly changes until a
point is reached where the programme
signal starts to ring and then go into
oscillation. The screwdriver should then
be backed off until the signal is clean
again; this is the point of maximum
coupling efficiency. The mode switch is
then turned to ON which removes the
load protection and the full amplifier
power is available.
This method works quite well and the
point at which the ringing commenced
obviously varies from monitor load to
load although the onset of ringing was
fairly clear to detect however a signal
source that was too dense in LF
information did make this ringing less
easy to detect at its early stages. There
was a slight difference in the two units
under test as I found one very easy to
set up with precise clearly defined
ringing points but the other was slightly
less positive and took longer. There is, of
course, always the worry that you may
not have backed off the control enough
to clean up the sound completely and it
is in this aspect that one of the
measuring methods might prove more

REVIEW
TY

See the March issue for Hugh Ford's technical
print although I think that it is very
useful although there is no reason that
positive for the Delta Omega mode.
the described method should be less
One noticeable effect was the way in
satisfactory with time taken and the
which the amplifiers were able to reduce
right programme material.
ringing in low frequency percussive
instruments such as drums and it
Sonic changes
becomes clear to what extent some
troublesome drum sounds might be being
Subjective impressions were noted at
various times starting with the
aggravated by the amplifier/monitor
interface.
referencing against the PSA -2. With the
Delta Omega mode switch in the OFF
position there is very little to choose
Summary
between the two amplifiers although
it
was
felt
that
the
some
monitors
Practical
with
experience with the Delta
PSA -2 had the slight edge on the Delta
Omega amplifier has led me to believe
Omega.
As the Delta Omega recessed screw was
adjusted in the ADJ mode, the

programme signal gained firmness and
depth in the low frequencies and there
was an increase in detail on the midrange frequencies. While monitoring at
comparatively low levels and adjusting
this control I was at first rather
concerned as these sound changes were
causing an apparent change in the
musical balance accompanied by some
mid -range coarseness or trace of
distortion. My fears were however
unfounded as the subjective changes in
overall LF and MF levels were
temporary psychoacoustic effects only
noticeable for the short time while
adjusting the amp at low levels and were
certainly not obvious during the other
aspects of the test period except that
perhaps instruments that might have
been previously mixed higher in level to
cut through were now audible far more
easily. The MF distortion was to my
surprise something that was there in the
original programme material but was
exposed more clearly by the Delta
Omega.

Throughout the test period it was felt

that the Delta Omega produced a

desirable improvement on all of the
monitors used with perhaps the best
description of the sound being `under
control' particularly in the bass regions.
The mid -range improvements together
with the effortless sound quality that is
only possible with a really big power
amplifier made the monitoring system
very impressive. The differences that we
are talking about are less than night and -day although are easily noticeable
particularly if you have any sort of
reference.
One very interesting test tried,
involved switching one of the Delta
Omega power amplifiers to normal (ie
non -Delta Omega) operation while the
other remained in. On percussive
material with the signal routed equal
amounts to the left and right channels,
there was a feeling that the sound was
slightly panned to the monitor powered
with Delta Omega operation switched in,
although non -percussive signals and
tones sounded dead centre in the stereo
image. Exactly how this should be
interpreted I am not willing to commit to

review
that the amplifier /monitor interface

is a

very much under considered
phenomenon. Tackling the problem in
the way that Crown have by producing
the Delta Omega is not a cheap way out
and will require some commitment by
the studio to invest in these units. I
have to admit to being very impressed
with these amplifiers which appear to
offer an edge over `traditional' units and
I would urge anyone anxious to squeeze
a tighter impressive performance out of
their monitors to at least try them and
see if they can deliver these
improvements with your monitors.

CONSTANT-Q GRAPHICS:
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STATE VARIABLE GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
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Constant bandwidth Ç'Q ") filter performance
is a quantum improvement over conventional
designs where bandwidth seriously degrades
at moderate slider settings. These analyzer
photos clearly show how Rane's State Variable
equalizers can remove feedback tones with
considerably less attenuation of surrounding
sound quality. Constant-Q filters also have
significantly less interaction, which maintains
graphic precision and reduces the need to RANE: independent
re- adjust adjacent sliders every time you make filter performance.
a single EQ change.
And yet better technology isn't necessarily
expensive: either model costs only $499 suggested list price. You'll hear the difference
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Angel 'Rill: Limited
FOR HIGH QUALITY. REAL -TIME, AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION. Small
stereo format. cassette or open reel masters.

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
(masters and demos), pressings, sleeves,
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01-346 0033

SPEEDY

R EA/OX

SERVICE

trge spares stockhel::
n
Approve.tREVOX ,,Ihcationsundertaken
Apersonal service by experienced engineers.
Our '10 ilr'Cticn anc: deliver,

Plus TEAC,NAGRA,UHER.

QUALITY HIGH -SPEED and real -time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7- days -a -week

Danbury Street, London N1 8JU
Telephone 01359 9342 (24 hours)

34

service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
Tel: 01 -723 1583/5190.
(X)

YOU NEED

RAPER & WAYMAN

100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo
Still only £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top-class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your Y. in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. Ring for
price check.

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

;AEAL

Precision wound cassettes, high speed duplication- Both
using Ampex, Bast, Capital open reel copying. Full printing
facilities (side labels & inlays). Major suppliers of Ampex
open reel tape. Also razors, leader tape, splicing tape
spools and boxes, etc.., etc.

®15

01 -868 5555

01 -866 5555

-111
fAXELL

Real time & high speed duplication

Blank cassettes wound to length

TEL: 061 -881

2402

NO RED TAPE AT

AZIMUTH...

I

'o" COPY MASTER 30min £35
12 TRACK MAKE -UP 45min £85
10 REAL -TIME CASSETTE COPIES C10 £11
all prices exclusive of VAT
30 ips COPIES FULL
CASSETTE MASTERS +
PRODUCTION SERVICE
STUDER & LYREC TAPE MACHINES +DDA
DESK + SONY 701 IF11 BETA DIGITAL SYSTEM
FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE CALL
MIKE OR JOHN ON 01 -609 8081
AZIMUTH PRODUCTIONS LTD.
23A BENWELL ROAD, LONDON N7 7BW

4.,,FOR

1

AUD/O &V\OEO

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

31 Eccleston Street
Prescot, Merseyside L34 5QA
051 -430 9001

Percy Street, London W

Tel 01 -637 8392

!WO Di

Rainhill Tape Specialists

OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

speco

Tttf PtflïbflCK STUDIO

IT... WE SUPPLY IT

DIRECT FROM

a

Ring 0344 425200 ANYTIME for details or write to:
6 ABBEY CLOSE, HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX

`1l

(X)

30.

runs

FUJ/

T.D.K.

SONY

taMPEX

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS
We manufacture to order, ''I. ", Ya' , 1" and 2" tape heads
a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

and

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD.
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4 OYL
Tel. 01-8641577
jbs records

MUSIC-SPEECH- COMPUTER
REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH-SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 to`1000 +. Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo
recording /editing etc. Fast Security Delivery service.
jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD,
19 Sadlers Way. Hertford SGI4 2D2. 0992 -551188.

°

01-446 3218

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE -OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO- VISUALS)
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961
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3M WOLLENSAK SERVICING

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION AND
SPECIALISED LENGTH BLANK CASSETTES
Audio

Services

Ltd.,

350 -4

Leabridge

Road,

Layton,

ELECTRON IC

REPAIRS
ODIFICAI;
IA'L ALL PROFESSIONAL RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
`JIFF_ ':!IkC
I.':> LA'1C
739 5940 / 367 6767 EXT. 9965

London,

Telephone 0l- 5564748

E10

SALES
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

DIGITAL REVERB UNITS
DIGITAL RECORDERS
DIGITAL RHYTHM COMPUTERS

PA -vs

nu

.=fiers
studand

;18L

lull

a

studio

maintenant

Jument
a

ì omprehensive

oe and studio equipment

COMPRESSORS /NOISE GATES

Late night

SPECTRUM SOUND

HIRE SERVICE.
HARMONISERS

VIDEO EQUIPMENT

sales & service.
8.30 am - 1 1 pm

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?
Professional Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
East, "Suncliffe ", 43 Sandgate Hill, Folkestone. Kent.

7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOUR
EXPRESS STUDIO EQUIPMENT
DIGITAL DELAY

design service

quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
lathe

with

our

latest

CR

82 01

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A. Dolby B' and DBX noise reduction.

Rd., Binfield, Bracknell, Berks
RG12 58S
Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

London

WEST S Tapes Ltd.
-

CASSETTE DUPLICATION
COMPREHENSIVE FACILITIES

Revox

&Uher Sales &Service

reel and cassette

open
ro ectors,
S
and repaired.
sound 3
serviced
e
Tandberg,
recorders,
recorder,amp
Elf, Perrograph, Revox,
eats.
Bell at Howell, agents.
Road, Watford,
approved service
St. Albans

f

PHOTO ACOUSTICS

slide

FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

N. R. A. RECORDING
37 WEST END, LAUNTON, OXON.

08692 53986

Judgea Street.
Entrance in

LtD., 255A

58Hih

photo

Oust'

Ltd
CASH BUYER seeks large impressive house
preferably in own grounds, with studio or
suitable building (no remote cottages). No
necessary.
Must have business
planning permissions. Telephone: 0482 25850.

equipment

CYlednkraT

22 Hanway Street

/,

-

Fairview
Services

MOUND

_c

BLANK CASSETTES
Any length: AGFA
FERRIC B BASF CHROME TAPE
CM

-

SHELLS.

HIGH SPEED & REAL TIME CASSETTE

DUPLICATION
HEAD RELAPPING Irons E2.50 for
CASSETTE HEADS to E16.50 for 24
TRACK HEADS

Wanted
24 track studio.
Central /West /North London.
Freehold /leasehold.
Box number 919

act. FAIRVIEW STUDIOS. WILLERBY. HULL. 0482-653116

A NEW service in London offering
a new solution to an old problem.
Not only do we pick up, repair
and return your equipment, we are
also the London service point for
AMS and DRAWMER units.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
AS A RESULT of recent expansion we have for
sale one KING type 780 and three TAPE
AUTOMATION cassette winders. Ring 01 -232
0630 for details.
(D)

CALL Alan Cundell now on
01 -586 8303

ERVICING
PRO-AUDIO MAINTENANCE

(B)

fat of

Tel 0o-63o 7N541
High speed cassette duplication. Open reel copying.
Small quantities a speciality. 48 hour service (if not sooner).

AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS

103
shway Ro
Sale, CheheshireM331 TY
Tel: 061- 9051127
SOUND AND VIDEO SERVICES

QUICK TURNROUND - LOW PRICES
THE COMPLETE SERVICE

0908610625.
Tel: 0923 32006.
Pa nett Tel:
Street, Newport

no minimum or maximum order.

Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank
precision wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases
and cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS -Self- Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
Unit A4, Smeed -Dean Centre, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME10 3RN

Phone Dave West 01 -502 2447
West 5 Tapes Ltd, Unit 34, Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate. Loughton, Essex.

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS

All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA. BASF Chrome and Mazell XLII tape available.

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS

Rapid supply of high quality blank bulk cassettes C1 -C120
5 -screw C -Zero

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can
supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for
our price list and samples.
(0795) 28425 -24 -hour service.

439 8427

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
For super

Pressings. Scully

0303 38752

1

5ttarquee (Electronics

10 RICHMOND MEWS, W1.

P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset

TANDBERG FAST COPIERS

PfiVS
H-540 2164

AZIMUTH

Tandberg Main Dealers

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
0460 20988

Aeho/me-audio
Leeholme

Tandberg cassette fast copiers produce excellent copies
at 16 times normal speed -all day!
Full Service facilities in London, Cambridge and
Somerset. SCS cassettes in bulk. Fast copying service.

15

Elizabeth Mews

London NW3 4UH

RETIRING: Small complete record manufacturing
plant for sale: label and jacket printing, pressing,
matrix and mastering. Write to Box No. 920.
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DIGITAL
AUDIO
RENTALS

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

01

226 3377

1610

DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS

5850D/A U -MATIC RECORDERS
DAE 1100 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR

MUSIC/
Le_W HIRE

PCM Fl DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLF1

BETAMAX RECORDERS

FULLY EQUIPPED AIR CONDITIONED
DIGITAL EDITING & TRANSFER FACILITY

A comprehensive range of
Digital and Analogue effects
including AMS, Lexicon,
Eventide and Roland.
Plus Sony PCM systems, Tape

machines, Noise reduction,
units, Signal processors,
Microphones, Drum
computers and Keyboards.
Immediate delivery and collection service

01-3879356

HI'HIb
L,nion NWIu9AX lbkpnone

'NOON NWl

923393

Ui 9ó13295

MIDI

542238.
3.1 update. Transit case, 3
months guarantee (as per manufactures). £1850
incl. V.A.T. (reasonably negotiable). Tel: Slough
(0752) 48659 or 45431.

LINN DRUM LM2.

It
OX HSB77 editing version with varispeed and
aluminium transit case £650. Two BEYER MDI30
(dynamic figure of eight) used once, £290pr. Two
AKG D202 £120pr. Bromsgrove 75569.

USED MICS bought /sold. SAE lists Whitetower
Records, 2 Roche Gardens, Milton Keynes MK3
6HR. (0908) 73969.
(B /D)
IF INTERNATIONAL will remanufacture your
AMPEX or SCULLY (Ashland/Bodine) direct
drive capstan motor for US S250. Average turn

around time 2 -3 weeks. For details write to PO Box
1555, Mountain View, CA94042, USA.
(D /F)

SHEFFIELD S -I0 DIRECT -CUT RECORDS;
mint, sealed 1973 originals (SL3- 2/SL4 -8), £25
each (inc. P &P), seconds £10 each. One sealed
Sheffield S -9 offers. 0797 224948 (RYE).
TEAC 3440 (4 TRACK 15/712in) new heads,
recently up to spec. £680 o.n.o. Ring David on

HOUR SERVICE
£30 Linn 9000 computerf50
£30 Lin Drumm Mk3
£25
£25
£35 Simmons SDS7
£15 MXR 01A dig reverbf25

0904 55317.

SYSTEMS24

Super Jupiter
Oberheim Xpander
SCI Prophet T8
MSQ700 sequencer

106. DX7 keyboards. RX 11.
TR707 drum machines, digital delayireverbiharmoniser
systems and Portastudio or 8 -track home recording packages.
Large range includes Juno

24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL
76 EVFRSHOIT ST»

01I Road

11111111.5

mixer etc. Unused £850. For details ring (0203)

I

SONYo°,.._..n;%
PCM

VIDEO CHARACTER GENERATOR FOR
SALE. 3M D2000 with video gothic upper and
lower case broadcast quality characters, internal

InterOngo

1BY

Recordmq / Synt esaer Sytbms

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a
Hamilton Way, London, N3 IAN.
Telephone 01- 346 0033.
(X)

Studio effects for hire including
LEXICON 224X with LARC
QUANTEC room simulator
AMS 15,80S DDL: 14.7/1.6
plus keyboard interface

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
(X)
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).

Also available a selection of
KEYBOARDS, DRUM COMPUTERS
and the complete range of SIMMONS

NEUMANN tracing simulator kit complete,
converts to VG 74 cutting amplifier system into
SAL 74 cutter drive logic system. Unused for
£3,000 only. Call 004940 610660 or write to
ESTEMAC, Wandsbeker Zollstr. 75, D2000
Hamburg 70, Germany.

Studio Hire

electronic percussion

Tel: 01 -328 4421
Emulator II £100, Oberheini
Pander £35. AMS from £75.
Phone Paul Tattersall on 01 -640 8487
01 -646 3137
X

FOR HIRE
Lexicon 224X Larc
AMS 15 -80s 6.4s/1 -6s 2pc De- Glitch
AMS RMX -16 Digital Reverb
Drum Computers, Keyboards, etc

01 -228
.4111.

0984

C',..3
HIRE

MULTITRACK

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

MXR 01A DIGITAL REVERB FOR SALE. 3
months old. Reason for sale too extravagant for

BRITANNIA

my requirements. £1500.

ROW

SMALL STUDIO IN BATTERSEA, LONDON,

01

226 3377

FOR SALE-PRIVATE
F:MTI40
STEREO
AND
MONO
REVERBERATION PLATES. all with remote
control facility. Offers? For quick sale. 041 -959
6251 (24hr answerphone) or 041- 334 2329. (D)
ONE SET OF C.A.T. 22 Dolby cards in TTM rack
with power supply. Same physical size as new
Dolby rack. Will also accept DBX K9 cards and
Telcom, full switching facilities. can be mounted
on console. Mint condition £9,000 o.n.o. For
further details please ring 0244 880 714 or (1244
881 708.

LYREC 532 24- track, 5 spare cards, full 16
positions, memory autolocate. Mint condition
cosmetically and mechanically. Heads just
replaced. Complete set of tape guide bearings and
all springs fitted throughout. £12,500 o.n.o. For
further details please ring 02141 1S0 714 or 0244
881 708.

Studio Sound. April 1985

-948 3902.

FOR SALE, LEASEHOLD. Premises extensively
redesigned but interior decoration required. Some
8 -track equipment included, can sell separately.
Quick sale, owing family commitment. Full details
phone 01 -274 3699. £11,000 negotiable.
6120 CASSETTE DUPLICATING
SYSTEM. 4- track, 7 cassettes copied, 8-cassette
rewind module. 12 months old, light usage,
recent service. £6000 + VAT ono. `Rivers of
Life', 3 St. Mary's Crescent, Chard, Somerset.
Tel: 04606 3700.

TELEX

2" MASTER TAPE
Once used by major studio. Guaranteed no joins.
Ampex 406 (25.00; Scotch 226 £25.00; Scotch

250 (25.00; Scotch 206 £20.00 + VAT. Some
1" Tape available. Empty T' spools (7.50.

Quantity discounts

Action Sound

CLASSIFIEDS
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01

01 -434 4365

N

SUPER DEALS

IN RECORDING & P.A.

FOSTEX B 16. Absolutely mutt ..................... ............................... £2.901
SOUNDTRAt05 16:8:16. As new
£1,595
RAM RM10. Ex -demo
£495
TEAC 144 PORTASTUDIO. Immac.
£350
BOSE 802 (pair). Good condition
£595
!CLARK TERNIR DN15. 2x15 Band Graphic/Pre-amp
£295
TANNOY BROADCAST MONITORS BMB. As new
£325
MARK TEK 41K DN34. Pau with Links; as new
£795
TASCAM C2X PRO -CASSETTE DECK (mint)
£275
TASCAM RXB (PRO DBX FOR C2X). Bargain
£100
A&DR SCAMP RACK & PSU (MAJ) containing S24 TIME SHAPE &
OCTAVE E0. Sparkling condition
£495
YAMAHA D1500 "MIDr DIGITAL DELAY. Ex -demo
£450
TEAC LSX3 "MINT' MONITORS (pair)
£20
FOSTEX SP11's with Tripods (pair)
£195
TEAC LSX7 MONITORS (pair)
£49
TASCAN 85 -16B. New in crate
£6,995
YAMAHA R1000's (limited stock),pair special price £695, £385 each
I ROLL NEW 2" TAPE, BASF
£49
DOLBY 361's
from £495
DOLBY 360's
from £350
LEXICON PRIME TIME
£595
TRIDENT TRIMIX. 16 frame 10:8:2. As new
£2,495
T.A.C. 16:8:2 long throw faders (spotless)
£1,995
TASCAM 52. New in box (second class stock)
£1,295
J.B.L. 4430 (pair), new(ish). Used only in my own home hi-fi! £1,895
TEAC M5A (identical to M35). 8:4:8, ex-demo
£550
STUDIOMASTER 16:8:2.2 years old V.U.'s, mint
£650
TASCAN 58. New (ex- showroom)
£2,495
EMT 240 (GOLD FOIL) with REMOTE
£2,695
FOSTEX 600 POWER AMP. New
£375
STUDER 867 METER BRIDGE. New
£250
FOSTEX A8. Nice
£895
J.B.L. 4411 pair (one with slightly damaged cab), New
£695
MB ELECTRONICS STEREO P2.M MILS (New)
£195
CERWIN VEGA P.A. with STUDIOMASTER 16:4 FLIGHT CASE,
AMPS in flight case. 3 WE) 100M MULTICORE DRUM. V. good
cond.
£3,500
H/H TPA 50D AMP. l only
£40
TASCAN LAB BAL LINE AMP. 8 chan
£295
MII.LBANK STEREO DISCO III MIXERS. New in box
£75
TASCAN 44 with DX44. New
£995
TASCAN 34 Mi. Mint
£625
TEAC A3440. New in box
£795
MCI 500C 36 frame VU. 28 inputs fined, 4 extra returns. Automated
matching wrap -around side cheeks.
£25,000
HILL POWER AMPS:
100W (811) mono
£75
2 x 80W (8f1) stereo
£ 150
2 x 185W (NI) stereo
£250
2 x 275W (80) stereo
£395
TEAC 225 SYNCASSETTE. Ex -demo (1 only)
£ 150
TEAC V350C CASSETTE DECK, New, 1 only
£89
TASCAM 52 NAB/IEC Switchable on front paneL New
£1,595
DRAWMER DUAL GAMES DS201 S/H
£225
DRAWMER COMPLIM DL221 S/N
£299
TEAC V330 CASSETTE DECKS (new)
£75
TASCAM 225 SYNCASSETTE (new)
£165
AHB SYSTEM 8 16:14:2 (new)
£795
REVOX PR99. New in box
£795
TASCAN 48(0B). New in box
£2,150

DESK: 28 into 24 automated mixdown
console, custom built by Formula Sound
using API modules and the Allison 65K
programmer. Special features include
choice of parametric or 9 -way graphic
channel Eq, 6 VCA subgroups, 8 echo
sends, 6 dual channel echo returns with
full panning, microswitch cut buttons, 1/3
octave frequency analyser.
3M M79 24 -track with remotes and auto
locate.
2 x STUDER A80 VU11 Stereo machines.
STUDER A62 Stereo in console.
DBX 216 Noise reduction 32 channels.
AKG BX20 Dual channel spring reverb.
Pair of EASTLAKE MONITORS 2

X

15 JBLS

Pair of EASTLAKE MONITORS cabinets

<75to

-empty.
SOUND QUE headphone

6 x FORMULA

foldback mixers.

Mir ers

APPOINTED
MAIN DEALERS

BOSE

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
CAN I BUY ANY OF YOUR
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT ..
CAN I SELL ANY EQUIPMENT
FOR YOU ON COMMISSION

/

.

SINCERELY
ALAN
CHEET HAM

STUDIO HOUSE

High Lane Village, Nr Stockport
SK6 8AA. Telex 665721 SOTA.
1*

06632 4244

£

eew

K.G. MUSIC

me,'

642
pe Machines

Audio Consoles and Amplifiers.
ALL DRAWMER PRODUCTS IN STOCK
AND ON DEMONSTRATION
Large stocks of new and used Recording and Audio
equipment extensive range of connectors and
accessories -Send large S.A.E. for lists.
18/42 Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: 10924) 371766
RSDISTUDIOMASTER

Te a: se,'
Fo
Ta

Triter^
Revnx

32

877,

Effects etc.

E1,450.00
£495.00
0435.00
£230.00
£170.00
0299.00
£ 195.00
0210.00
£260.00
£425.00
£265.00
£210.00
0450.00
04,680.00
£5,000.00
01,650.00
£225.00
0339.00
£419.00
£225.00

Lex -ion PCM 60

Dynacold Dig reverb
Yamaha Dig reverb
Vestal ue RV2 stereo sprung
Vestaf,re RV 3 sprung lm corn
Foste, 3150 stereo revert,

FOR SALE

GBS spring
Vestafure DIG 410 dig deiav

MCI JH400 Series Console.
16 inputs /outputs in good working order
complete with phantom power supplies.
£2,750 ono.
1

002000

Ibenez

dug

delay

1500 dig delay
delay
S dug delay
A 2FX dig effects

Yamaha

D

M X R. duq
J H

A

JH HA 24/16 -16TK Headblock assembly.
Brand new -never been out of its packing.

D

AMS RM16

Offers.
Contact George Doherty -084 94 32711

A M.S

1560s

M X R.

1' Revert)

Quad 405
Quad 520
Quad 510

amp

2

Yamaha P2050
Yamaha P2100
Microphones

IT'S FREE

E350,00

028.00
£50.00
E125.00
£ 106.00
0120.00
0285.00
£462.00
£460.00
0460.00
E102.90
£75.80
0425.00
£395.00
£345,00

ARG 000
AKG D190e
AKG D'2

Don Larking audio sales produce a free bi- monthly
newsletter which is mailed direct and contains lists
of new and used recording equipment for both the
professional and home studio. Telephone now and
get your name on our computer. (0582) 450066 or

Shure SM57
sser:. SMSP
Share SMB:
,Neumann UBT
Neumann 089.
Ner.rnane U47 fer
Sernheuser MD421U

telex 825488.

5

Sennheser MD4190
Portastuduo 244 'n h!
Porrastudro 244 us h:

FOR SALE

Yamaha MT44 cassette Teck

Complete
Eastlake Monitoring System.

Monitors

£69,50
£100.00
£120.00
Teard6 £155.00
leach: £465.00

5C super cubes
Vspeuc Davuds 6001
7001
Davuds
V,sonuc
4401
J B
4411
J B

Avatone

Comprising:
Gauss 15" Bass Drivers
Gauss Midrange Drivers (Mahogany Horns)
Emilar H.F. Drivers
2 x Amcron /Crown D.C. 300
2
White 4000 1/3 Octave Equaliser /Crossover

7

£850.00
£425.00
£2,450.00
01,150.00
Et ,295.00
0670.00
Pram £650.00
03,875.00

.

Fo

-

and

of Beyer, Sennhe,ser
Als', in stock lull
Phrrne tor best Price,
,nhon
,
Flertr v
or P r P
o Pr rh do not include VA"(
limited stock
a
We also have
r

_

*

of

eauioment for hire

Also:
2

£1,475.00
01,775.00
POA
from 08,500.00
from 02,750.00
f 380.00
£190.00

:. avaJable

Northern Stockists and Distributors for

1,295.00

Telephone

lo2m...
2

01 -221 2046

Eastlake Enclosures with Horns

4 , Gauss 5831 15" Bass Drivers
4 . JBL 2235 1 5" Bass Drivers
2 x Gauss H.F. 4000 Midrange Drivers

061 -483 9563
061 -483 4299

2xTAD 4001 Midrange /H.F. Drivers

WELCOME

21,595.00

16 mon

B

Telephone Sue Turner or Phil Taylor:

........ ..................__....__._... £75

... JUST

20

u

MULTICORE SHORT runs ideal for studios "dead cheap" J.B.L.
CHASSIS SPEAKERS (new), E130 1 only
£120

STOP PRESS

nr

Ted

Various other ancillary equipment available.

1

N'

R

rs

etc.

£595
£320

CHEAP J.B.L. MONITORS J216 (pair)

H

HIRE AND SALES

One only each: (very dusty from recent building work - new!):
FOSTEX X15
£220
TASCAM 244
TASCAM PORTA 1

O-11- T

Emilar 175-8 H.F. Drivers
2 e Custom Mini Eastlake Enclosures
(With: Gauss 12" Bass Drivers, Gauss Midrange
Drivers + Emilar H.F. Drivers.)
2 s

For prices and further information please contact:

Martin Russell
at

Utopia Studios
01 -586 3434

Look forward to hearing from you
Northern Audio

*

4

Cheviot Road. Hazel Grove. Stockport, Cheshire

This Company has no association with any
other recording equipment supplier.

CLASSIFIEDS
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STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND C NSULTANTS

SITUATIONS VACANT

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION

TEST
ENGINEERS

Studio environments built to the highest standards
Our services include.
Fully engineered floating floors, suspended ceilings, high density doors. sound
lock lobbies, concrete and brickwork. double glazing, low frequency absorbers.
attenuated ventilation systems, insulating sealants, acoustic screens. electrical
and electronic installation, equipment sales and commissioning.
U.K. and rnternanonal projects undertaken.
Planning, design and materials export,

Ring RECORD CONSTRUCTION LTD
01 -985 7573
London, England

-

Neve Electronic Laboratories Limited design and manufacture professional sound
control systems and are located in the rural countryside of Melbourn, near
Cambridge.

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics

of our new product ranges means that we have vacancies for Test
Engineers to work on our professional audio systems, including Necam 96
The success

30 years' experience in the

custom design of all kinds of
recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
new and convr;rvnns Down to 25 Hz.

automation.

Tel: 0442 54821

The position offers interesting and varied work from fault finding at component level
to checking complete systems.

Applicants must have proven experience with analogue and/or digital techniques
together with a formal engineering qualification.

SITUATIONS VACANT

The salaries offered will reflect qualifications and experience, plus five weeks' annual
holiday, pension, life assurance and disability scheme and canteen facilities.

BIRMINGHAM. Experienced service manage for
expanding sound and lighting company. Salary
negotiable. Contact Mrs Delaney, Hocken Sound,

N

Please telephone for an application form or send full cv to Valerie Chapman,

021 -459 4242.

Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8
6AU. Telephone Royston (0763) 60776.

A SENIOR experienced high speed cassette
duplicating operator required for supervisory
vacancy. S.E.I. area. Ring 01 -232 0630 for

appointment.

Neve Electronic Laboratories Ltd.

(D)

FOR DETAILS
OF HOW TO
TRILION

ADVERTISE

requires

SOUND BALANCE ENGINEER
to work in our Post -Production facility. Experience in TV not
essential. Recording studio experience is required.
Salary negotiable
Contact Geoff Irons

IN THIS

439 4177

TOP QUALITY SALES PEDIGREE?
KNOW THE AUDIO /VIDEO BUSINESS?
GOOD CONTACTS?
Then you could be our man for woman)!

Leading national company seeks London -based
executive to sell leading brands to studios, facility
houses and other professional end users.
We already have good business in the London
area - you will make it grow, and grow. Ultimately
you will head the London sales team. Reward
negotiable. Our success is yours.

WRITE WITH FULL C.V. IN
CONFIDENCE TO: Box No. 921

SUCCESSFUL

* MAINTENANCE

ENGINEERS

*

TIME FOR A CHANGE?
MUNICH -based studio complex with
2 x 48 track studios (MCI- CADACHARRISON -STUDER) is looking for
a 2nd maintenance engineer initially
to be responsible for daily line -up and
routine maintenance.

-

EXCELLENT PROSPECTS

for the right candidate
Tel: (01) 289 6337

SECTION
CONTACT
COLETTE

RAMSAY
01 -686

2599 ext 567

CLASSIFIEDS
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SITUATIONS VACANT

1111

Iniernaiiunal Technical
Itecruirmem Cnnsahanh

Garnaht >treer. London 1V11
k

Product Management Engineer
Tape Recorders
Sony Broadcast Limited, one of the world leaders in the professional
sound broadcast and recording industry, markets a complete range of
professional audio equipment throughout Europe, the Middle East and
Africa.
Owing to continuing expansion an excellent opportunity has now
arisen for an engineer to join a team responsible for the product
management of our professional audio equipment. The successful
applicant will provide support on our full range of analogue and digital tape
recording products. There will be a combination of in -depth technical
involvement with inter -departmental and customer liaison. This position will
also entail some overseas travel as required.
Applicants should be educated to HNC (Electronics) or equivalent and
have several years engineering experience in the electronics industry.
Knowledge of digital electronics and experience of designing tape
machines would be particularly relevant.
We offer attractive salaries together with first class conditions of
employment and relocation assistance will be given where appropriate.
If you are interested please contact: Mike Jones. Assistant Manager
Personnel, Sony Broadcast Limited, City Wall House. Basingstoke.
Hants RG21 2LA. Tel. (0256) 55011.

SONY
Broaccast

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55 011

ppointmetil Sery ices Limned

10188,

WHAT ARE YOUR
PROSPECTS in 1985?
& P Appointments is a leader in
the recruitment of professional
audio engineering staff at all levels
from junior test engineers through
to directorship level.
We currently have a large number
of openings for qualified and
experienced staff in those fields.
These positions offer secure
future, good careers prospects and
excellent salaries.
If you would like to discuss any
Recruitment requirements;
expansion programmes; or see
what possiblities are available for
you
F

THEN CALL US ON
01

-434 4174

Experienced freelance
engineers required for
24- track studio in
West London.
Apply Box number 918

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Please use this coupon for all your sales and wants. Rates 50p per word. Minimum £12.50. Box Nos. £3.00 extra.
To: Studio Sound, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please publish
insertion /s under the heading
the advertisement below for

Name

Address

Cheque /P.O. enclosed £
made payable to Link
House Publications (Croydon) Ltd.
Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include
remittance to cover name and address and /or tel. no.

Please write in block capitals.

CLASSIFIEDS

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

TAS CAM .
MOD 50 12.8.2

SPECIAL
PACKAGE DEAL

îl-8ß~

TASCAM 85 -16B with

NOW

DYNAM1X 24:16 D.3000

£995

senes

tiwwwwsww

P.O.A.

TASCAM 38
TASCAM 52
BRAND NEW
FROM

a_:

£1,295
NAB!fECrec..
playback for

TASCAN

pre ssiriona

TASCAM

85 -16B

7

22-2

Fostex

PECIAL
PACKAGE DEAL

FOSTEX
B-16

FOSTEX A8 with
RAM RM10

P.O.A.

FOSTEX
A-8

_

SPECIAL
PACKAGE DEAL

new std.
multitrack
recording.
A
in

FOSTEX

B

TASCA IVI
M 52

16

tlk-11'3nM

with

nil

0a4,i}4.4p4atQ.WQa

i7ilili]
FOSTEX 350 HAMM

AHB 24:16

P.O.A.

APRS
Akai
Amek Ltd
Aphex Systems Ltd
Applied Microsystems Ltd
Asona
Atlantex Music Ltd
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd
Audio Developments
Audio Kinetics
Audio Service Co
Avcom Systems Ltd

6, 73
52, 53, 56, 57
47, 75
67
21
12

35
16

IBC
26, 27
21, 102, 99
16

BASF AG

86

Bruel & Kjaer
Bryston Ltd

49
25

Britannia Row

12

Citronic Ltd
Computer Music Systems

8

Don Larking Audio
DBX

14, 15, 95

Eardley Electronics
Eastlake Audio

33
22

65

Feldon

91

Future Film Developments Ltd

10, 20

FWO Bauch Ltd

Greengate

89

International (Shure)
Harrison Information Technology
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HHB Hire & Sales
Hilton Sound

69
24
98
20

....
""`"`

ITA

17

...°.°°°

Kemble Organ Sales
Klark Teknik Research Ltd
Knowles Electronics

79

Lexicon Inc

41

Michael Stevens & Partners
Minim Electronics

73
10

Northern Audio

99

Ocean Audio
Otani

69
37

Perfectone Products SA

10

Rane Corporation
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High Lane Village Nr Stockport
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Worldwide List of Audio Developments Ltd., Agents
COUNTRY

AGENT

Australia

Rank Electronics
Tel: 2 449 5666 Telex: 71289
Contact: Andrew Harrison

Austria

Peertronic
Tel: 43 222 832224 Telex: 134072
Contact: Gunther Friedrich

Balkan States

Constantin Stavrinids
Tel: 4121 39 5015 Telex: 26297
Contact: C. Stavrinidis
Gerr Electro Acoustics Ltd.
Te1:416 868 0528 Telex:065 24385
Contact: G. Eschweiler

Canada

China

Denmark

Ace (Int'l) Co.
Te1:852 3 7452343 Telex:40442
Contact: Michael Pang /Whymen Chan

Kinovox
Te1:452 187617 Telex: 40394
Contact: Steen Peitersen

Finland

France

Studiotec KY
Te1:358 0 514133 Telex: 125284
Contact: Peter Stralman
Simplex Electronique
Tel :331 271 5330 Telex: 230045
Contact: J.C. Thobois

Germany

Nagra Kudelski GMBH
Te1:4989 656633 Telex:529893
Contact: J. Weber

Greece

K. Stavrinidou
Te1:607 7782938 Telex:210934
Contact: K.Stravinidou

H

ungary

TOTAL
CONTROL
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

Cinac

Tel:4124 711600 Telex:451070
India

Contact: Henri Suter
Cinerama PVT Ltd.
Te1:293873 Telex: 1171198
Contact: S. Agarwal

Israel

Sontronics Electronic Equp. Ltd.
Te1:9723 442233 Telex:361579 -Ref SSK
Contact: S. Shmueli

Italy

Audio International SRL
Te1:392 7384751 Telex: 322251
Contact: R. Beppato
General Traders Ltd.
Tel: 813 2912761 Telex 24754
Contact: H. Saitoh

Japan

:

Korea

Saetong Corp.
Tel: 783 6551 5

Telex: 23596

Contact: J.B.Kim
Kuwait

New Zealand

Light & Sound Elec. Co.
Tel: 965 434307 Telex: 4528
Contact: A. Al- Baghli
General Video Int. Ltd.
Tel: 644 881 169 Telex: 30129
Contact: Gerry Smith

Norway

Siving Benum & Co.
Te1:472 44 2255 Telex: 17681
Contact: Bjorn Benum

Singapore

Rank O'Connors Sing. PVT Ltd.
Tel: 65 637944 Telex: 21023
Contact: Patrick Ching

South Africa

Prosound (PTY) Ltd.
Tel 27 11 337 6556 Telex 485712
Contact: D. Feldman
:

Telco Electonic S.L.
Tel: 341 231 5601 Telex: 27348
Contact: J. Escrig

Sweden

Intersonic N.B.
Tel: 468 744 5850 Telex: 11136
Contact: R. Isacson

Taiwan

Linfair Lng. & Trading Ltd.
Tel: 886 23214454 Telex: 22563
Contact: Duncan Chang
Ace (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
Tel: 2812512 Telex: 72300
Contact: Bundhit Thongpen
Soger Electronique
Tel: 2161254 230 Telex: 13447
Contact: C. Barouch
Nefan Ltd.
Tel: 465952 Telex: 26304
Contact: A. Fresco

Tunisia

Turkey

Zimbabwe

Audex (PVT) Ltd.
Tel: 26370
Contact: W. Mueller

U.S. Office

Audio Developments Inc.
Tel: 818 843 7567
Contact: Ron Fuller

PROFESSIONAL MIXERS FOR BROADCASTING,
FILM SOUND AND POST PRODUCTION.

:

Spain

Thailand

JUST TWO OF OUR WIDE RANGE OF

CONSOLE MOUNTED, RACK MOUNTING AND

PORTABLE VERSIONS AVAILABLE TO ORDER.

Avdia
DEVELOPMENTS LTD

Audio Developments Ltd, Hall Lane, Walsall Wood,
Walsall, West Midlands, WS9 9AU
Telephone: Brownhills (0543) 375351 Telex No: Audev G 338224

Two technologies One name.
The Studer 820.

For many years Studer have been
at the forefront of analogue recording
technology while being major
contributors to the development of a
world -wide standard of digital recording.
This in-depth involvement and commitment to two technologies has resulted in
the launch of the Studer 820 transport.
The Studer 820 is brand new
throughout and while maintaining the
heritage of other Studer transports it is
designed to meet the needs of analogue
and digital technologies for the next two
decades.
The die -cast chassis houses two
d/c spooling motors and a d/c capstan
drive which in conjunction with Swiss
precision mechanics and a level of
intelligence as yet unseen in a tape
transport ensures very fast but extremely
gentle tape handling.

The 820 supports both technologies

- the A820 for analogue, and the P.C.M.
version the D820 which will be available
early in 1985.
Write or phone for details.

STUDER
CH 8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)84029 60

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502

